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INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, platform governance has become one
of determinative technology trends in the world. Representing hitech, digital solutions and platforms offer a person such necessary
benefits as simplicity of services, their wide geographic
accessibility via the Internet, relative cheapness due to absence of
unnecessary intermediaries, etc. Large technology corporations
offering global platform solutions have already acquired an
extraordinary economic strength and technical excellence and can
already influence the policies of countries. Governments, on the
contrary, regard platforms both as a means of organizing domestic
policy and providing hundreds of public services, and as a threat
to the state (government) monopoly on power, unless, of course,
the platforms are state-owned and very large.
Governments are sensitive to the platform trend and are
actively working on state digital infrastructure to provide their
citizens with simple and convenient access to services. Many
governments have decided to radically re-architect their business
processes and are opening numerous state registers that were
previously closed to easy access. Probably, digital platforms have
become an ideal means of such hierarchical interaction between
the state and citizens. The pace and scope of platform introduction
into public governance can create an illusion that the general
concept and mechanism of platform governance have already
taken shape, and the future of the “Government as a Platform”
concept is secured for at least the next 5–10 years.
5
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However, at the same time, many countries (Germany,
Australia, India, Kenya, Singapore, etc.) have expressly decided
to take the path of large-scale implementation of blockchain
technologies in the public sector, and this already somewhat
conflicts with the choice in favor of centralized information
platforms, which are not blockchain-based. Today, no one knows
the exact limits of blockchain application, but everyone likes its
useful properties, which are more simplicity, trust, and
transparency… This poses the question: what will happen, if the
hierarchy of “the state — person” interaction implemented in the
common state information platforms, such as the Ukrainian Diia,
is decentralized through the blockchain technology? It is clear that
what the government will not do, the private sector will: it will
develop and implement an interesting technology, offer simpler,
cheaper, and faster services, which is a new alternative for
inflexible government agencies — Joseph Schumpeter’s theory of
creative destruction is applicable again. In general, this indicates
an urgent need to update the entire public governance system. It is
necessary to clarify the functions, methods and technologies of
service provision and user interaction within the platforms, new
tools and methods of influence, public governance accents, etc.
That is, it is necessary to prepare the state for how to regulate,
cooperate and use decentralized information platforms in order to
use the historical chance to take a significant step in development
that blockchain technology opens up for countries.
The scientific approaches to providing a service state with
e-governance and digital economy tools have recently gained
6
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popularity among modern scientists in many countries. Particular
attention should be paid to few works which pose the question of
finding a new public value with the help of platforms and new
social institutions in the post-Soviet space. Also, recently,
hundreds of publications in various fields of science have been
devoted to the topic of digital platforms, but for the purposes of
this monograph, the most cited and methodological public
governance and political science works are of special meaning. It
should be noted that leading think-tanks (Club of Rome, Stigler
Center, World Economic Forum, Accenture, A. Razumkov
Centre, etc.) and intergovernmental organizations (UNCTAD, UN
Economic and Social Council, Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development, World Bank) focus increasingly
on studying digital platforms, in particular, study how centralized
information platforms and related digital technologies affect
macroeconomics and fiscal fields. But there is still a lack of
scientific and analytical publications that would contain a clear
medium- or long-term prediction of how public policy and the
public governance system itself will change due to platforms, and
especially decentralized information platforms.
In the proposed monograph the first attempt was made to
comprehensively substantiate and develop original and realistic
practical recommendations for formation and implementation of a
mechanism for modernizing the public governance system based
on decentralized information platforms (DIP), such a mechanism,
which would be universal for modern democratic countries.
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The research hypothesis is based on the assumption that use
of blockchain information technology and blockchain-based
decentralized information platforms has a significant untapped
potential for the public governance system in almost any country
in the world. Provided that the public governance system is
properly configured (namely, adapted mechanisms for
modernizing and active involvement of non-state participants),
this significantly strengthens the level of trust in society and in the
authorities, and can solve complex social and economic present
time problems. The formation of modernized public governance
system based on digital technologies and corresponding
implementation mechanisms over the next decade will become
one of undeniable lines of the country’s development and will
create the basis for countries to use the historical chance to take
advantage of disruptive digital technologies and modernize their
societies.
The aim of this monograph is to make the first
comprehensive attempt to substantiate the mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system based on decentralized
information platforms and develop the relevant practical
recommendations for their implementation.
The general methodological basis of this research includes
the dialectical method of cognition, methods of analysis and
synthesis, method of scientific abstraction, interdisciplinary
approach to rethinking the role of government in the economy of
the 21st century and the role of traditional social institutions in the
course of modernization, as well as such a conceptual basis as
8
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methodological concepts “management of public values” and
“good governance”, and the economic theory of the state. Other
well-known scientific methods were also used in the work,
namely, comparative method, integration and marketing
approaches, induction and deduction methods, structural
approach, etc.
The information sources were: the official regulatory
framework of Ukraine and a number of other countries (the UK,
Estonia, India) where successful cases of platform governance
have already been implemented; reports of international
organizations (European Commission, Club of Rome,
International Monetary Fund, World Bank, UNIDO, FATF);
academic works of leading domestic and foreign scientists; public
contracts of existing decentralized information platforms, in
particular, Bitbon System, as well as long-term personal practical
experience of the author in the field of development and
deployment of the global Bitbon System decentralized
information platform and a unique ecosystem of services for it.
The proposed monograph has the following logical
structure:
the first section identifies in detail the conceptual
framework in modernizing the public governance system in the
age of digital transformations; briefly presents reflections on the
modern change in the role of government in public governance
and economy based on the review of traditional state programs, as
well as summarizes objective trends and digital factors of impact
on the public governance system. It allowed obtaining the
9
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following scientifically significant results:
 use of decentralized information platform as a new tool
of public governance was proposed and substantiated. This
included identification of six key features of the theoretical
construction of decentralized information platforms, three
practical managerial features of DIPs, which have a significant
potential to be taken into account in the mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system, comparison of key
parameters of centralized and decentralized information
platforms, as well as the author’s definition of decentralized
information platform proposed to be understood as a type of
digital data accounting system based on a distributed ledger
technology, which consists of a service infrastructure and
a community of independent users having equal rights or
predetermined rights granted according to the levels of
decentralized governance model to make such a system stable;
 important conclusion for the entire research was made,
according to which a strong trend is currently being established in
the world, when regulation is aimed at guaranteeing the rights of
citizens to independently choose the provider of public services at
a fair price, thereby limiting the traditional state monopoly and
reducing the purely rent-oriented behavior of some privileged
groups of entrepreneurs and corrupt politicians, and officials. The
transformation of the market economy, emergence and
development of new markets, which efficiency will contribute to
the solution to many international problems, depend on how the
government will change its role.
10
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The second section presents decentralized information
platforms as a new tool of public governance modernization; an
attempt was made to evaluate the digital modernization of several
countries (Ukraine, the UK, Estonia and India) from the
perspective of national strategies and platform solutions; current
risks of ensuring democracy in modernization of the public
governance system were analyzed. It allowed obtaining the
following scientifically significant results:
 digital challenges faced by the analyzed countries for
further digital modernization of the public governance system
were generalized and, as a whole, it facilitates ensuring group
dynamics of the public and private sectors in the field of digital
transformations;
 representation of known forms of providing public
administrative services was improved by comparing decentralized
information platforms with two other common forms of providing
public administrative services: centralized information platforms
and personal reception of citizens. Instead of existing analogues,
such parameters differentiating forms of administrative services as
“accounting object”, “property accounting”, “using resources of
market forces to provide services”, “form of democracy that can
be supported”, “strengthening social cohesion”, “political
independence in implementation”, and “participatory
governance” were introduced.
The third section critically presents the existing
organizational model of public value creation based on platform
solutions in the public sector, presents the problems in private and
11
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public legal regulation of DIPs and one main solution to these
problems in Ukraine, and also presents the original approach to
creating the mechanism for modernizing the public governance
system based on decentralized information platforms. It allowed
obtaining the following scientifically significant results:
 methods of ensuring greater public value from the use of
existing state platform tools through their “point” integration with
existing decentralized information platforms within the existing
“Government as a Platform” model implemented in most
countries of the world were substantiated;
 main thing — a methodological approach to creating the
mechanism for modernizing the public governance system based
on decentralized information platforms was developed. This
included three successive steps: firstly, description of components
of perspective modernization mechanism (purpose of the
mechanism, principles of creation, methods of its operation, main
tools, key social institutions (formal and informal) involved,
auxiliary mechanisms of regulation and self-organization of
decentralized information platforms, three layers (levels) of
creation of public value); secondly, formation of combination of
means of impact and “nudges” (according to the behavior theory
of nudges) in an attempt to create a new public value with the help
of decentralized information platforms; thirdly, basically,
definition of modernization mechanism taking into account the
given example of creation of new and significant public value.
The fourth section focuses purely on practical aspects and
processes of implementation of updated public governance system
12
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both in Ukraine and in the modern world, without limitation to
national borders. It allowed obtaining the following scientifically
significant results:
 to offer five innovative digital solutions aimed at
mobilizing the potential of the middle class in Ukraine right now;
 to present the logic and structure of unique
development — current Bitbon System of Ukrainian origin as
a main line of the mutual integration of modern blockchain
solutions with state mechanisms for provision of public services.
The approach included in this System has great potential to
become not only an alternative or pilot at this point, but also
expanded along with known state platforms and renewed
environment for the development of fairer social relations based
on greater trust in the 21st century.
The author expresses sincere gratitude and profound
respect for the staff of the Department of Economic Policy and
Management of the Karazin Institute of Public Administration
(Kharkiv) and especially for Professor Dunayev Igor
Vladimirovich, Professor Latynin Nikolay Anatolyevich and
Director of the Institute, Professor Belova Lyudmila
Aleksandrovna — for support, versatile discussions and direction
of my scientific search, as well as for creating an almost ideal
environment for self-realization in science; reviewers of this
monograph — Professors Orlov Aleksandr Valentinovich, Petrov
Konstantin Eduardovich and Mikhailov Andrey Nikolaevich, —
for valuable advice and constructive critics that contributed to
improvement of the work.
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Special gratitude is to the members of my friendly family
and especially to my father — Kud Aleksandr Pavlovich — for
participating in my personality development with life values and
comprehensive support, for firm faith in me as an inventor,
entrepreneur and leader, and for showing me an example of
dignity, endurance and strong business reputation, colleagues of
Simcord (Kharkiv) and friends — for visionariness and timely
advice in creating a current prototype of the decentralized
information platform and its ecosystem, understanding and
forming a creative atmosphere; my gratitude is to the inspiring
community of entrepreneurs and volunteers of the
Transcarpathian IT Cluster for cooperation in implementation of
our bold decisions based on the proposals of this monograph for
the development of modern digital industry in Ukraine, as well as
to everyone involved in the publication of this monograph.
The author will be grateful for constructive remarks and
ideas in relation to further addressing the issues updated in this
monograph and better presentation of obtained scientific results.
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SECTION 1. SCIENTIFIC AND THEORETICAL
BASICS OF MODERNIZATION OF THE PUBLIC
GOVERNANCE SYSTEM IN THE AGE OF
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATIONS
1.1. Modernization of the Public Governance System
in the Age of Digital Transformations
The rapid spread of digital technologies and, especially,
distributed ledger (blockchain) technologies in the public and
economic fields has actualized the issue of modernization of
public governance as a system with all relevant components and
interconnections. The common “denominator” for these two
specified fields — public and economic — is that blockchain
offers a new model for setting up processes, which is possible
due to information platforms. This not easy, but ambitious task
requires both a proper scientific basis and pilot testing with the
launch of real prototypes and receiving feedback. If there are
currently no problems with creation and implementation of
prototypes of information platforms of various configurations in
public governance, there are significant difficulties with
deepening the scientific basis for spread of information
platforms and modernization of the managerial relations based
on them. In view of this and the specified aim and subject of this
monograph, the first step should be identification of the required
conceptual framework.
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To identify the required conceptual framework, it is
necessary to carry out a semantic analysis of the concepts that
form the scientific content of the topic, namely, “state
governance” and “public governance”, “system” and “public
governance system”, “modernization” and “modernization
mechanism”.
V. Chechel believes that “governance is a goal-setting,
organizing and regulating influence of people on their own,
social, collective and group life activities” [108, p. 107],
i.e. governance is “a mechanism of organization, coordination,
regulation and implementation of social relations” [108, p. 107].
G. Atamanchuk understands “governance” as “a social
institution (phenomenon) that has a goal-oriented (conscious,
well-considered, strategic), organizing and regulating influence
on one’s own, group, collective and social life activities, made
both directly (in self-government forms) and through specially
created structures (state, all-state, non-governmental
associations, parties, enterprises, institutions, cooperatives,
firms, associations, unions, etc.)” [96, p. 21].
Accordingly, “governance” category is closely related to
its derivative, such as “state governance”. N. Meltyukhova
defined it as “sublegal activities of the executive authorities,
which are aimed at the practical implementation of normal life
in society and ensuring personal safety of citizens, creating
conditions for their material, cultural and spiritual
development” [65, p. 29]. The Ukrainian “Encyclopedia of
16
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State Governance” of 2011 suggests that “state governance”
should be understood as “activities of the state (state
authorities), which are aimed at creating conditions for the
fullest implementation of the state functions, basic rights and
freedoms of citizens, coordination of various interest groups in
society, and between the state and society, ensuring appropriate
resources for the social development” [38, p. 157]. Thus, as we
can see, the key features of the state governance are
administrative activities of the state authorities and its nonpolitical nature.
Also, it is necessary to note two key concepts directly
arising out of the essence of “state governance” and through
which it is implemented — “state function is a normatively
established type of the state governance authorities” [46, p. 40],
and “provision of state services is a type of state function, which
consists of registration of facts and states, establishment,
confirmation, change and enforcement of the rights of citizens
and their organizations at their requests (on demands) in the
activities of the state governance entity” [46, p. 40]. They and
their derivative — “provision of public services” — will be of
key importance in further revealing public governance as
a system and finding the optimal method of its modernization.
Unlike state governance, another close “public
governance” category is not only an administrative, but also
a political process, and this indicates that its system
understanding will include the actions of formal and informal
17
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participants, who are involved in decision making and
implementation, as well as formal and informal organizations
created for perceiving and implementing these decisions [280].
In this sense, G. Kupryashin proposes to define “public
governance” as “a system of cooperation of the state, municipal,
non-commercial and mixed organizations, designed to ensure
satisfaction of public interests and solution to the collective
problems” [60, p. 103]. That is, it “actually represents a public
and state system for the implementation of national and local
interests and production of public goods” [60, p. 103].
N. Gavkalova emphasizes the differences between
“public governance concept and other governance concepts
based on “self” — self-diagnosis of the problem, selfdetermination of the problem, self-formulation, self-proposal of
solution to the problem, self-determination of the best policy
option, self-determination of the estimate, self-acceptance of the
action plan, self-control, self-evaluation and, accordingly,
envisages inclusion of the democracy archetypes. The basic
“self” envisages strengthening of decentralization and
corresponding democratization of the governance at the level of
the region and local self-government. In particular, “self”
principle at the local level is interpreted as self-financing, selftaxation,
self-sufficiency,
self-decision,
self-control”
[21, p. 17]. In general, it is worth agreeing with this emphasis
on “self”, since digital technologies and objective trends in the
organization of human communities in the 21st century provide
18
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many examples of how the former governance objects —
people and communities — are self-organized and selfdetermined, but it takes place not chaotically, but according to
the agreed rules proposed to them (or evolved by them). This is
very important in the context of this research. However, in
addition to a fair emphasis on “self”, it should be noted that
“self” is not a basic condition for public governance (according
to N. Gavkalova), but rather a consequence of the
implementation of numerous relations in the public governance
system, which is the basis for the emergence of other
consequences for various objects and elements of the public
governance system.
Woodrow Wilson interestingly and accurately managed
to correlate “public administration” and “public governance” as
private and general — “public administration is detailed and
systematic execution of the public laws. Every particular
application of the public law is an act of administration. Levying
and raising taxes, for example, hanging of a criminal,
transportation and delivery of mails, army and navy munitions
and recruiting, etc. are undoubtedly acts of administration, but
the public laws directing them should be undoubtedly
elaborated externally and over the administration. The extensive
plans of the government actions are not administrative; detailed
execution of these plans is an administration” [282]. Therefore,
“public governance object is a relationship regarding the
organization of public affairs at the state, regional and local
19
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levels of governance based on the archetypes of people’s rule.
The subject of public governance includes regularities,
principles, methods, forms, trends of theory and practice of
organizing and ensuring the solution to the social problems”
[21, p. 17].
It is appropriate to take into account the opinion of
V. Kozak, according to which “tasks of public governance should
be a synergistic combination of the concepts of rational
bureaucracy, new state management and good governance, the
main of which are change of functions and structure of the
executive authorities in avoiding duplication of their powers;
reform of the system of budget expenses and revenues; reform of
the state regulation system; deconcentration and decentralization
of power; reorganization of the state control; deregulation and
simplification of management procedures; organization of free
access to information on the activities of the state authorities;
implementation of a mechanism of state and public consultations
on the development of political decisions; formation and
development of knowledge management in the system of public
authorities; implementation of a principle of accountability and
auditability of authorities to the public organizations, etc.” [44,
p. 65]. This entire list of tasks is becoming more and more relevant
in modern Ukraine, while the blockchain technology and
blockchain-based digital solutions can offer original solutions to
these tasks, which will be loyally accepted by the population, but
officials and politicians may not like them.
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Unlike state governance, “system of public governance of
social and economic processes is multilevel (state, local,
corporate level) and functions on the basis of normative legal
acts regulating the activities of entities and objects of public
governance. At the state (municipal) level, the national public
governance system ensures development and implementation of
forecasts, strategies of the sustainable social and economic
development, programs and projects of the economic,
environmental and social development with the participation of
representatives of civil society” [105, p. 28].
Regarding composition of the public governance system,
according to V. Yatsuk, the public governance system is, first
of all, “a set of state governance and local self-government
bodies that have an organizing influence on social relations
through implementation of management functions within the
defined competence on the basis of legislation, as well as
relationship between these bodies”; and “a set of entities and
objects of public governance, as well as relationship between
them” [91, p. 163]. As we can see, the key feature of the “public
governance system” concept is that it covers management
relationships between the governance entities and objects,
which are supported according to certain rules (management
technologies) on a rational basis. Such a remark is also
important in the context of this work. Having a common
element “system”, the “state governance system” and “public
governance system” concepts consist of the following elements:
21
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“a) governance
entities,
i.e.
executive
authorities;
b) governance objects, i.e. sectors and fields of the public life
that are under the organizing influence of the state;
c) management activities (process), i.e. a certain kind of social
relations through which numerous direct and reverse
relationships between the governance entities and objects are
implemented” [97].
It is necessary to define the target orientation of the public
governance system. Its process is aimed at “execution of
democratic governance through implementation of the system
of representative governance bodies at all levels of social
structuring of society and includes the system of representative
(councils of deputies) executive (public administrations)
democratic governance bodies at all levels of social structuring
of society” [92, p. 88]. In this quote, the emphasis is, firstly, on
the consensual method of democratic governance and, secondly,
on the fact that it extends to all levels of the society, which were
formally or informally structured according to certain rules. The
latter circumstance is also important for the purposes of this
monograph, since it clearly indicates that structuring can take
place without involvement of the state, for example, in
“imagined communities” and virtual or digital space that has
long been a given of the modern information society and
represents an objective basis for emergence of new digital
blockchain-based products and, in particular, decentralized
information platforms.
22
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According to Yu. Surmin, “state governance in Ukraine
is characterized by extreme and various forms of crisis
manifestation — significant politicization, technological
backwardness, conservatism, casteism and incompetence of the
officials, virtual and imitative nature of governance, when
managerial decisions are not made, and governance is reduced
to many agreements and PR. In addition, governance efficiency
is low” [101, p. 12–13]. The dominance of value chaos is
observed and “the most urgent problem of value governance is
the problem of trust, which deficiency is terrible” [16].
As Yu. Surmin rightly notes, “the Ukrainian state
governance should be modernized in terms of all components:
1) regulatory and legal system of state governance and local
self-government in the aspect of strengthening legality; 2) state
governance entities, first of all, higher state authorities in the
aspect of increase in their efficiency; 3) state governance
functions in the aspect of their compliance with the modern
model of the state; 4) mechanisms, technologies and tools of
state governance in the aspect of simplification,
democratization, technological innovation; 5) administrative
services of the state in the aspect of their humanization; 6) state
official in the aspect of transformation into a real professional
and moral servant of the people; 7) a person in the aspect of
transformation into an active citizen” [16]. The emphasis on
such a large (according to Yu. Surmin) list of areas for
modernization of state and public governance in Ukraine is not
23
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accidental — modern digital tools can offer modern answers for
this, but it is necessary to choose scientifically-based
combinations of means of influence and determine the
properties and scope of application of the main new tools, in
particular, decentralized information platforms, which will be
emphasized in the following subsections.
As known, a system is “a multitude of the interrelated
elements, which forms a certain integrity, unity” [98, p. 1437].
The “system” category is used in the cases, when it is necessary
to emphasize that something is large, complex, directly
understandable in full and, at the same time, integral and
unified. Unlike the concepts “multitude”, “set of”, the concept
of a system emphasizes an order, integrity, regularities of the
formation, functioning and development. For the purposes of
this monograph, it is emphasized that public governance is
a system with numerous objects, relationships between them
and means of implementation of management relationships
within the system and with external environment. Therefore,
application of such a concept as “the public governance system”
is important in terms of the scientific accuracy and managerial
coverage of numerous objects, relationships and means of their
implementation in the scientific search for a new area of
modernization of public governance based on decentralized
information platforms.
It should be recognized that public governance is a crosscutting phenomenon for all fields of the public life — it is
24
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present somehow, wherever there is a sustained social or public
interest. Therefore, it includes many relationships and aspects,
which can be significantly strengthened or weakened under the
influence of the external (especially, global), but objective
trends and processes. “Many aspects of state and public
governance are important as such — they have intrinsic value;
in particular, such a concept of freedom” [22, p. 4]. Such is the
choice. As indicated in [22, p. 4], in economic terms, “freedom”
may be considered as a set of opportunities, and development
may be considered as “elimination of various types of
unfreedom” (i.e. opportunity isolation) in cases, when such
unfreedom manifestations limit the ability of people to perform
“motivated actions”. According to A. Sen, the Nobel laureate in
economics in 1998, choice and freedom are not only intrinsic
values covered by public governance. Their applied values are
also important in terms of “ability of certain freedoms to
promote the establishment of other freedoms” [249]. The
economists
call
such
positive
relationship
as
“complementarity”. In this monograph, these two aspects —
choice and freedom — are recognized, firstly, as initial and key
for modernization of the public governance system based on
digital technologies and, secondly, as an intrinsic value of
various aspects of public governance, as well as an idea of the
development and positive freedom, and, thirdly, as an applied
value of these aspects for ensuring the equitable development
due to digital solutions based on the blockchain technology. The
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last thesis — “an applied value for ensuring the equitable
development” — is important for the logic of this research
during the disclosure of the author’s idea. The research
hypothesis is based on it, and the further emphasis is put on
finding the appropriate way to update the public governance
system through use of the blockchain technology and
decentralized information platforms. The latter offer clear
mechanisms of transparency and trust for greater freedom and
objective (or rational) choice of all involved participants and not
only state authorities.
In conclusion, let us move on to the final logical pair of
categories — “modernization” and “modernization mechanism”.
The social and political scientists left the greatest scientific
heritage in the field of modernization. In the political and
sociological theory, modernization is understood as a set of
processes of industrialization, secularization, urbanization,
formation of a system of general education, representative
political power, strengthening the spatial and social mobility,
which lead to formation of the modern society as opposed to the
traditional one. These processes gave rise to two waves of social
changes that appeared in the period of the 1950s–1990s [268]. The
first wave (1960s–1970s) is associated with the reflexive
modernization (or social liberalism), and the second wave (1980s–
1990s) is associated with the deregulation of economy, including
the labor market. According to I. Poberezhnikov, “modernization
is generally understood as a process, which results in the
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transformation of agrarian, traditional societies into industrial,
modern ones. It is believed that this transformation entails the
development of advanced industrial technology as well as
political, cultural and social mechanisms corresponding to the
support, regulation and use of this technology” [74].
As Western theorists-sociologists (T. Parsons, N. Smelser,
M. Weber, P.-N. Giraud) point out, “modernization implies not
just any, but “responsible”, socially useful freedom, disciplined
individualism and freedom of thought, freedom of choice,
freedom of economic activities are based (according to
A. Giddens, M. Heidegger and R. Inglehart) on rationalism” [36].
The British Ian Roxborough shortly defined modernization as “an
increasing capacity for social transformations” [245] in terms of
the social sciences, and we accept it as reference because of its
brevity. It is also worth agreeing with I. Balashov that
“modernization” concept should be applied only to the current
historical stage of social development and in clear compliance
with modern values — “rationalism, urbanization, efficiency,
industrialization, informatization, etc.” [6, p. 16]. This means that
the path chosen in this research to find a method of modernization
of the public governance system based on decentralized
information systems complies in full with modern values and
trends —
digitalization,
informatization,
rationalism...
Summarizing the numerous interpretations of modernization in
the literature in various sciences, it can be considered in three
aspects:
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1) in the broadest sense, it is an update of the object,
bringing it in compliance with new requirements and norms,
technical conditions, quality indicators. Machines, equipment,
technological processes are usually updated;
2) as a regulated “macroprocess” in society (state or groups
of states), i.e. as a certain “macroprocess” of evolution from the
traditional society to the modern society — from agrarian to
industrial;
3) as a process of selective update of some important
component or principle of construction in a certain social system
(in economy, in law, in religion), which entails the major changes
in the social system with the aim of bringing it closer to the state
of the best existing models [36]. We believe that this aspect of
modernization is appropriate for application to the public
governance system, since the first two aspects are too broad to be
understood and managed by one person or even a group of
contemporary people. And, in this sense, “to modernize the public
governance system” means to better understand and jointly design
the means and resources, through which the government, citizens
and interested businesses interact with each other in the
development and adoption of the policy measures. Under the
pressure of numerous problems in the public governance system,
which have accumulated and are accumulating in the absolute
majority of the modern countries, the managerial accents in the
content of changes in public governance should be also transferred
(Table 1).
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Table 1
Influence of the modernization factors on the content of
changes in state governance
Factor

Characteristics of factor

Necessary changes in
state governance

Inclusion of society
in the information
civilization

Growth in the role of information,
telecommunications, emergence
of network structures, formation
of the Internet as a virtual world
that affects the real world

Formation of
e-government, selfgovernance,
e-democracy, network
governance structures,
national intelligence,
expert communities

Instability, crisis of
the social
development

Strengthening of dynamics, scales
of crises, their globalization,
permanence of instability,
permanence of chaos

Development of
forecasting, crisis
prevention systems,
crisis management
technologies

Spread of the individual and
group freedom, democracy in
various forms: economic,
political, cultural and
informational, electronic, etc.

Development of selfgovernance and
co-governance,
increasing channels for
citizen participation in
state affairs, economy,
politics, culture,
strengthening the
guarantees of rights and
freedoms

Corruption of the authorities and
officials, bureaucratization, low
efficiency of the managerial
decisions and governance culture

Reorganization,
debureaucratization,
deregulation,
reformatting, reduction
of the state machinery,
anti-corruption,
implementation of the
advanced management
technologies

Emancipation and
democratization of
the modern society

Deformation and low
efficiency of state
governance

* Source: [101, p. 12].
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Having decided on modernization, one can move on to
clarifying “the modernization mechanism” concept. The
starting point for it is “the governance mechanism” category,
which scientists and practical managers use to influence the
governance object and achieve the corresponding goal. Thus,
according to A. Obolensky, “the public governance mechanism
is a system that ensures the practical implementation of the
public governance function with the aim of achieving the
defined goals, which is characterized by its own structure,
methods, levers, tools of influence on the governance object
with the help of appropriate legal and information
support…” [69]. This contrasts with the definition of
G. Odintsova, who sees the governance mechanism as “a means
of resolution of the conflicts of a phenomenon or process,
consistent implementation of actions that are based on the
fundamental principles, goal orientation, functional activities
using appropriate governance methods and aimed at achieving
the defined goal” [27, p. 12].
According to some Ukrainian scientists, during the last
two decades in developed countries “a new public governance
mechanism is actively used” [95, p. 53], which strengthens
a strategic capacity of the authorities based on the strategic
dynamism, which is understood as “an ability of the authorities
to proactively identify the problems that arise and respond to
them to avoid unexpected crises and implement strategic
changes in a timely and organized manner” [173]. Emphasizing
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here “proactivity” and timeliness of the managerial influence, it
is worth noting how they are achieved. It focuses on the
prevention of negative events through early coordination of the
interests of different independent participants in the public
policy and governance, and search for a strategic balance of
their interests, which indicates less hierarchical governance and
“plainer” governance. As a result, a new, current mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system should allow for
a more decentralized method of governance, but without an
unexpected loss of governability over the exercise of public
authority by the government agency.
We believe that in modernization, control over the system
governability, that is, the ability to predictably pass from one
state to another, is one of the main properties of governance,
which directly affect the governance quality and the ability to
predictably make the desired modernizing changes that may be
proposed, for example, by new technologies. Therefore, when
designing the mechanism for modernizing the public
governance system, further attention should be paid to the
maximum consistency of the proposed actions and ability of
new tools and institutions to combine with existing ones. This
will be constantly emphasized in the arguments and proposals
below.
Therefore, seeing the modernization mechanism as one of
variants of the governance mechanism, a proper definition of
“the mechanism for modernizing the public governance system”
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is proposed, which should be understood as a comprehensive
way of ensuring the integral and strategic development of the
public governance system, which corresponds to the modern
historical period of the development of social relations,
combines new and established means of influence on the public
governance objects to solve a specific socially significant
problem. This definition is taken as a basis for the further
development of the scientific theory using a new tool of public
governance — decentralized information platforms, which the
following subsections will be devoted to.
1.2. Changing the Role of Government in Public
Governance and Economy of the 21st Century: Reflections
Based on the Review of Traditional State Programs
In economic sciences and the science of state governance,
the issue of role of the government in the economy of its country
is and probably will be the most rampant one. What are the
political and ideological boundaries of this role? What can and
should the government do, and what can and should the market,
people and associations do? Which tools should be used and
how?
The government activates various regulation tools and
mechanisms to fulfill its functions. They are using state assets
while being their owner, taxes, subsidies for some activities and
social groups, etc. Governments borrow and lend on behalf of
their people, regulate people’s and companies’ activities, create
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money and use profit from money issuance. The government
allows or prohibits some activities, confirms professional
qualification of people performing certain functions, such as
doctors, air pilots and lawyers. Although the government
functions are considered necessary and valuable, some of them
raise numerous doubts as they may be considered as needless or
even such that harm some people given the low accountability
of public officers and quality of their work. Some of the
functions could be delegated to the market, which can provide
the same services at lower prices subject to the right control.
What should the government become like then?
Following the tradition, the authors of modern economic
textbooks point out that government intervention in the
economy can be justified in case of “market failures”, which are
in fact rather common. The theories in the 20th century evolved
around this very rule. It is possible that they increased
government expenditures every year in any country guided by
this principle, since new “market failures” were discovered all
the time [102]. However, even though this principle is true, it
does not work in some cases. For example: 1) it does not take
into account the impact of current government intervention on
the future situation in private markets [25]; 2) this principle
considers a “market failure” as a static state rather than a result
of inertia or dynamics of changes caused by the government
impact; 3) “market failures” are defined purely in a technical
way on the basis of their existence, though for many people they
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may have a broader sense and survival possibilities; 4) it does
not take into account that government intervention in the
economic activity and attempts to replace a market often result
in occurrence of government monopoly in the field or area the
government intervenes in.
If we keep applying the logic of “market failures”, we
should admit that the need in state regulation will not be
constant [20]. Private markets grow and change continually,
even if their state regulation remains the same, and that allows
markets to meet the needs of an increasing number of people.
Consequently, it requires changing in the forms of government
intervention as well, which may result in inequality that is
greater than that, as most people think, the government must
eliminate. On the one hand, today, the competitive market
resembles a live “ecosystem” with constant and imperfect
internal processes of self-regulation and adaptation. It must be
acknowledged that digital technologies, new governance
methods, mutual integration of economies and other changes
significantly influenced the ability of markets to meet the needs
of people and businesses. On the other hand, having become
more flexible and complex, markets also became less just — the
weak will get less, while the strong will get even more new
opportunities. This means that if the government decides to
define new justice beacons, in terms of higher social standards,
on markets and will stop replacing them with itself due to the
above-mentioned “market failures”, such a government will be
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able to make less efforts for raising taxes and more of them for
providing services. This refers to public services, defense, law
enforcement and some other public goods only the government
can provide. The society just will not entrust these functions
with anyone else. However, even in that case the issue of what
a just market is will not be solved completely — as most people
are informed differently and stereotyped in terms of their
attitude to the government, they can still consider the outcomes
of even the most effective market unjust at least in respect to
them. This is the very reason why the government is still
regulating markets even in the most liberal economies, raising
huge taxes and then financing hundreds of state programs.
Almost all the 20th century, especially 1980s and 1990s,
were a time of soaring government expenditures in almost all
areas — from pensions and unemployment protection to the
nuclear arms race. It should be noted that most of those new
obligations were related to certain social groups as a whole, not
only to the poor. That being said, in the beginning of the 20th
century, the government spent almost nothing on such
programs. Consequently, in many countries, the government
replaced markets and private activity with itself reasoning that
it was for the sake of public interest protection. As a result,
people started treating it as a common thing the government is
obliged to do. By taking away from one person and giving to
another, the government at least made that another person loyal,
which was backed by propaganda and falsifying information at
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different stages of its analysis and public sharing.
People usually see only benefits from large government
expenditures, but they do not think about the price it all takes,
which is high taxes, populism and irresponsibility of politicians,
ineffective state programs, state statistics manipulations, etc.
Using free or almost free government services, people by
default think that they are in an advantageous position and the
government is obliged to provide these services to them. The
behavioral economics has proved [116] how hard it is to refuse
something given by the government “for free” without thinking
of the true price of such “free” goods.
In the last decades, especially while getting over the
economic crises of 2008–2009 and 2020, the government has
been undertaking more and more functions and obligations, for
which purpose it needs more financial resources than before.
That is why rates of main taxes went up with a jump and it still
was not enough. Besides taxes, the government gets the required
resources through the state debt as well (bonds, credits and
macroaid from the International Monetary Fund). Moreover, it
is a common global trend now that tax systems are being
reformed towards introducing new productive taxes easily
administrated by the government (progressive income tax, value
added tax and unified social tax), which is encouraged by
currently popular liberal sentiments. One can recall Joe Biden’s
intention to cancel Donald Trump’s reduction of taxes [5] in the
midst of 2020 pandemic.
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What is making the government to rethink its role in
economy? First of all, it is two points, which are not always
taken into account [262], but are easy-to-understand for
politicians. First, ordinary people are often short-sighted and
therefore easily controlled by political leaders. Traditionally,
people rely on someone stronger and more organized — they
usually do nothing to protect themselves from economic risks
by, for example, saving for their pension on their own, having
“smart savings” in case of illness or unemployment, etc.
Second, it is thought that private organizations, including
charitable and religious ones, cannot meet people’s material
needs, even if they wanted to, since the government is
considered to be better at this. It has been strengthening the wide
paternalistic and much more diverse role of the government in
economy for centuries. We are witnessing this now as well.
Multiply grown taxes distributed among state programs have
essentially turned the state into a large insurance company and
a social intermediary for its citizens. Citizens pay insurance
premiums in the form of high taxes of this, in fact, insurance
company, and get free or subsided government services in
return.
However, due to the above-mentioned reasons, people
poorly understand the connection between taxes paid (price)
and services used (benefits), and it creates a stable illusion that
they use free public services or services with zero expenditures.
For some people, for example, entrepreneurs, this connection
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has been and still is very close and deliberate, while for most
people it is not obvious.
Can the government play any other role in the future
economy? Definitely, yes. However, Kenneth Arrow said that it
is wrong to narrow all collective actions down to the state’s
actions [117]. Whole nations and communities (for example,
people of China, the medieval Holy Roman Empire, Kievan
Rus, etc.) had been for centuries practicing what the government
then took upon itself — people insured themselves against
economic risks by paying more attention to family relations,
having bigger families, saving part of their income in times
when thrift was considered a virtue as well as by spontaneously
creating collective networks of mutual aid. It is strange how in
the modern society a good credit rating is considered a more
valuable asset than having no debts.
There are many works of different historians and
sociologists that show how people used to create their own
private mutual aid programs, providing quite a proper (given
low income at that time) social assistance in a number of areas.
Such programs preceded the period when the state started
building up its programs of massive intervention in economy.
Almost 200 years ago, when visiting America, French aristocrat
and scientist Alexis de Tocqueville paid special attention to
what an important role voluntary associations played in the
American society: churches, local groups, fellowships and civil
organizations on their own did things for themselves that other
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communities only waited from their governments and elites to
do [283, p. 3]. In case volunteer actions do not allow meeting
the needs, the government gets an excuse for intervention [125].
Other authors mentioned similar initiatives in Sweden [239,
p. 9], where before the government started its intervention, trade
unions and other workers’ organizations created mutual aid
associations with voluntary membership, as well as in Germany
[240], and Italy [232].
When state programs began to emerge, their private
analogues started to be gradually replaced, sometimes even
using statutory bans. The main reason of this is competition for
having influence in the country as well as for justifying one’s
right to raise more taxes. In time, people have realized that if the
government undertook the responsibility for providing medical
services and social protection, they are no longer required to
provide help to others. Today, being in the midst of COVID-19
pandemic, we can see a global challenge and a threat to all
mankind in it as state medical systems in different countries
cannot handle the effect and aftermath of the coronavirus, while
state pension and other social protection systems experience
great shortage of resources. These problems cannot be solved
using old methods anymore. It should be admitted that as the
state programs have built up, the common average guarantees
of social protection have grown as well, while there is now less
social, mutual responsibility among people, and a part of former
social capital (i.e. social relations ties and trust) has been
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destroyed. Ariely has pointed out that people perform social
activities more effectively if they follow social norms rather
than implement state programs [116].
Let us conduct a logical experiment: what happens if they
cancel most state programs of social assistance, financing of
which requires high taxes? We will disregard any political risks
and protests, problems of many years of transition period,
cultural and behavioral traditions, social “apocalypse” risks, etc.
Thus, cancelling the above-mentioned state programs will
definitely lead to a massive reduction of government
expenditures, which will result in reduced taxes as well — the
further, the more. This in turn will result in increased actual and
expected (i.e. after taxing) income of all working people. Higher
income will allow, and the need not satisfied by the government
will force many of them to use more resources to buy at the
domestic market and, probably, external markets some
economic risk protection services (pensions, allowances) they
used to get from the government, and in fact, purchased for the
taxes paid. We can safely assume that the market will be able to
provide most of those services.
However, many people (e.g. the disabled and the elderly)
may be not able to pay for and regularly use such services. All
this caused these groups being in the spotlight — justice is
important for everyone, regardless of their welfare. In this case,
the government has two options:
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1) not to intervene allowing people to decide what to do
with their money at their own discretion, while placing a burden
of caring about the elderly and those who live below the poverty
line on their families as well as on local communities, like they
did before the beginning of the 20th century. In this situation,
the government either takes most people as concerned citizens
or accepts that people will take all the responsibility, in which
case even the moral right of the government to ask for more
taxes will be minimized. The absolute freedom of citizens (to
be responsible or irresponsible) will be kept [202]. The only
principle that can be applied in this case is the following “golden
rule”: “I will not stand in your way if you do not stand in mine,
and I am solely responsible for my actions”. That would be
a strict world conservative economists and medieval protestant
philosophers as well as many US citizens would like to see.
However, such a model has not been implemented anywhere in
the world yet;
2) or impose some restrictions to the use of such additional
income (money saved from paying taxes) to achieve the same
goals in terms of social justice using other, indirect methods, as
if state programs were used. This is neither more nor less than
new regulation that additionally controls the government’s
responsibility in respect of the market in order to guarantee that
service providers observe the socially acceptable rules and
markets function as effectively and transparently as possible. In
this case, the government chooses the “paternalistic approach”
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while encouraging or even demanding from people to buy
services directly on the market using their own resources (or, if
highly required, using resources the poorest people get from the
government or public organizations). It also provides some
protection against economic risks and deprivation, which used
to be ensured by taxes paid. In this case, the government does
not change the goal of its intervention in economy, but only the
means to achieve it. According to the findings of behavioral
economics research [116; 165; 263; 264], some people act
irrationally having the absolute freedom of choice. In addition,
many people would not mind being slightly “nudged”
(according to Richard Thaler’s theory of economic nudges) to
some decisions and actions in the spirit of “libertarian
paternalism” seeing that without being guided or forced by
someone, they will make dangerous or wrong decisions, while
putting up with their personal freedom being curtailed.
Therefore, you can make people act more rationally, if you
nudge or force them to do so.
The strategy of behavioral “nudging” is not new in state
governance. Thus, governments of many countries have been
applying it for a long time now demanding from their citizens
to buy vehicle insurance and to have their vehicles inspected, to
install fire alarm in houses and offices, to fasten seatbelts (or to
put crash helmets on), not to use mobile phones when driving,
not to smoke in public places, to pay more for cigarettes, to get
vaccinated, to live in inspected buildings, to go to school until
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certain age, to drop litter in special containers, to save money
on special pension accounts, etc. All of the above are examples
of the government’s paternalistic approach in the areas, where
it does not have to incur expenditures from its budget. That is,
the paternalistic approach to solving certain problems is often
used as an alternative to state programs, which required
budgetary funding before.
There is no doubt that if the government refuses its quasimonopoly in some areas (pensions, health care and education),
private businesses will soon find alternatives in the age of
globalization and digital technologies, which happened after the
government had refused the monopoly of air transportation,
alcohol production, wire communication and other services.
Some of these services may be rendered by foreign providers
and at lower prices. It is evidenced by an increasing number of
the so-called Skype-Zoomers [205] working remotely during
the COVID-19 pandemic and minimizing their personal
contacts with the outer world.
However, it is already time for governments to define their
own, different behavior model. It should be characterized by
more effective actions, for example, prevention of monopolistic
collusions and control over greater transparency of service
providers, a clearer motivation for expenditure substantiation,
which relates, first of all, to state corporations and their
unreasonably high salaries. The modern scientific literature
offers two, in our opinion, more or less promising models of the
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future role of government in the 21st century. They are:
 playmaker model, which includes mechanisms for
shaping the society’s stances and value systems of a strong state
[110, p. 179–181];
 model of service (or service-oriented) state [30; 42;
107; 250].
They do not contradict each other from the ideological
point of view — they criticize old approaches to implementing
state power, lay emphasis on a “plainer” world (non-hierarchic),
but build a concept of future changes in state governance
somewhat differently taking into account the historical and
cultural traditions of countries, where such changes are
expected (for short, the “western” and the “eastern” ones).
Without considering in detail such theoretical state models, we
should note that scientists, including supporters of the above
two models, admit that digital technologies and radical political
events change markets, both domestic and international. As
a result, markets are no longer heavily controlled by the
government, engage millions of new users and become more
effective. However, the government having no control over
markets is out of the question — we believe that full selfregulation of markets is not possible yet.
Regulation of services, for example, of some financial
services and transactions with distributed ledger virtual assets
[58], should cover international markets as well. Development
of private alternatives does not mean that the government will
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become a passive onlooker relying on the “invisible hand of the
market”. On the contrary, the government needs a new role and
new political arguments and tools for it. For example, people
need guarantees that the information they have access to is true,
they also need it to be easier to access and of better quality in
order to make right decisions. People need accessible tools for
transparent accounting of rights and property, which will make
this property more liquid, give it “a second wind” and create
a new concept of circulation of such property for pledges,
investments, etc. People need a greater exercise of their right to
use and manage information, which can only be ensured by
using digital assets [211] and blockchain-based information
platforms. It is known that this aspect of the government’s
regulatory function was paid little attention to in the past. All
the regulatory attention was focused on “market failures”
before, i.e. on replacing private with governmental, and now it
has to focus on adjusting markets themselves: without making
the current functioning rules more complicated, but, on the
contrary, making them clearer and easier, at least through
having no intermediaries, to achieve more transparency and
accuracy of the information about them.
New government strategies are also required for
disadvantaged groups and those who cannot work. How to
guarantee them simple social security solutions and finance,
which will allow them to easily get vital services on the market
that they used to get from the government for free or almost for
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free. It can be achieved by using various vouchers, “smart”
contracts and prepaid blockchain-based cards like, for example,
in modern Finland [238]. Therefore, instead of rendering
expensive universal services accessible to all people with any
income, the government will start providing targeted financial
help (probably, from special-purpose funds).
Lastly, the government may return to the previously
utopian idea of “universal basic income” to try to make people
have equal opportunities of learning and mastering professions
as well as to enhance the working motivation. Some
mechanisms for ensuring such an income are being discussed in
the world (for example, royalty interest in Alaska [7], nonrepayable government subsidy for two thousand unemployed in
Finland [8]). We believe that infinite resources for this lie in reevaluation of intellectual property in every country and giving
it a new value, but that is a different paradigm of state
governance.
1.3. Objective Trends and Digital Factors of Impact
on the Public Governance System
Over the past ten years, digital development trends in
social relations have been rapidly spreading in the world, which
are characterized by a rapid digital transformation of both state
governance mechanisms (for example, e-governance, digital
signature and e-identification of a person, etc.), and social
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institutions, as well as large-scale processes (elections, public
procurement, digital quality control of products and services,
participation budget, etc.). This sequence of events led to the
fact that the basic understanding of the state began to change in
the basis of scientific substantiation and development of
approaches to updating public governance [2]. Since the
beginning of the 21st century, the problem of improving
efficiency of state and public governance has been the main
vector for fundamental research in this area, developing theory
and comparing practical manifestations of new models of state
governance in different countries and sectors.
First of all, it is about the concept of “new public
management” (hereinafter — NPM), which originated in
the UK and USA in the late 1980s. Within this concept, the state
was considered as a system of service functions, which,
accordingly, assumed rendering services as the main and,
possibly, the only activity of officials. According to the main
provisions of NPM, the focus is on transformation of procedures
within the state and municipal sectors based on market
principles. The principles of payment for public services and
delegation of powers to the third-party entities were introduced,
and cost of services, their efficiency, accountability, ease of
access to budget, denationalization of services, savings and all
kinds of optimization of budgets, etc. became new efficiency
criteria. The main thing was a review of obligations of the state
and separate attempts to refuse some of them, the most costly
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for the state budget (such as social obligations), in favor of
a mutually beneficial expansion of sources of co-financing of
such obligations by private companies. It should be noted that
such a concept of service and client-oriented governance model
as NPM also influenced Ukraine — from the mid-2000s, some
paid state and municipal services were actively implemented,
and some other services were outsourced for cost saving,
although, as of now, this has not become a general rule for the
Ukrainian governance due to a number of objective limitations
of the NPM concept imposed on the national specific nature
(“privatization” of power functions by officials and clans,
traditions of non-transparent decision making, nonsynchronized databases in various state registers, etc.).
In the late 1990s and early 2000s, another concept of
“governance” began to spread in the West with several minor
scientific variations — “good governance”, “responsive
governance”, “democratic governance”, among which “good
governance” remains the most common. In general, this was the
result of increased public demand and interest in the problem of
governability of public governance as a system, and the main
reason was the crisis of the economic approach to public
governance in the form of “new public management”, although
certain managerial mechanisms still persist. The main principles
of this concept were involvement of various participants in
governance, efficiency, responsibility, rule by law, and the very
“good governance” was expressed in exercise of economic,
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political and administrative power at once with a significant
expansion of participation of society in public policy and public
governance. This indicates that “governance” has gone far
beyond the scope of “new public management”, in which
society had an assigned role mainly as a consumer of services
and public goods. On the contrary, regard for principles of
“governance” helps to overcome such shortcomings of “new
public management” as: a) secondary social issues, which in
fact cover all residents and are very sensitive for society, and
b) generic methods of updating the public governance system
instead of taking into account institutional features of the
country [51, p. 51].
It is also important to note that unlike “new public
management”, in the concept of “governance” (with all its
variants), governability of the public governance system was
not achieved due to external circumstances (for example,
financial interest of private participants to join provision of
public services), it was achieved due to the organization of
interaction and cooperation between society, state and
businesses. At the same time, the public governance system
would lose its former rigidity, hierarchy and regulation in favor
of more “horizontal” ties and decentralization of power, and
resources. This method of governance differs both from simple
administration, in which political leadership is a source of
political and important state governance decisions, and from
a market model focused on a market agreement, when each
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participant tries to increase benefit, and most often — at the
expense of others. This means that since public governance is
implemented with the joint involvement of the state and nonstate participants, who are interested in the joint efforts to
achieve the desired result for all parties, such governance can
and should be more effective to meet the main public needs and,
especially, greater public benefit. In fact, this is an explanation
of the primary and main approach to modernization of the public
governance system, which this monograph is devoted to, with
introduction of “plainer”, “network”, decentralized governance
based on a new method of ensuring agreement between
participants, namely, based on the blockchain technology.
Indeed, emergence of network public structures also
changed public governance tasks. In this sense, the term
“governance” was accepted by scientists and experts as the main
one to describe a new method of governance in network society,
which increased significance of political issues of interaction of
agents involved in public governance. Since political aspect of
public governance is based on broad legitimacy and
transparency (or an ability to ensure mutual trust between
participants in relations), today’s increasing significance of
political aspect of public governance, along with strengthening
political and coordinating role of the executive authorities, is
also characterized by new components. Today, state and public
governance increasingly perform the function of public
coordination, rather than control and management of resources,
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as before, and executors are not only professional officials (as
in case of typical bureaucracy and even in case of “new public
management”), but also entities and institutions of civil society
and business entities. This means that managerial focus is
gradually shifting from influence to participation.
In general, the concept of “governance” allows
objectively describing “…such administrative changes, which
include in the system both tool (including bureaucratic)
elements, and mechanisms of “new public management”, and
political network concepts, at the same time, all tool
mechanisms are subject to general state governance regime,
which is characterized by governance term [241]”. Such an
explanation of the modern concept of “governance” allows us
to see among the above tool mechanisms a new tool of public
governance — decentralized information platforms — which
the following subsection of the monograph will be devoted to.
During the 2000–2010s, a combination of e-governance
and introduced innovations in administrative reforms, which are
mainly based on criticism of the NPM concept, led to formation
of a new conceptual framework with focus on public quality of
provision of services — their public value, and the concept was
named as “united governance” [123; 217]. This relatively new
concept is aimed at improving cooperation between state
authorities, deepening consultations and interaction with
citizens and creating new opportunities for broad participation
in governance at the regional and international levels, and
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ideologically it is filled with the idea of “service value
management” [241]. It is based on customer relationship
management (CRM) practices widely spread in business and
state corporations, and, certainly, NPM, which shortcomings are
service value management and should be eliminated with
introduction of administrative services in electronic form.
Therefore, client focus of NPM became definitely insufficient,
when new opportunities of information and computer
technologies and the Internet were used, which was reflected in
the following three fundamental conflicts:
1) “the customer is always right” principle often lost its
meaning in the field of public services in favor of the opposite
“collective judgments and making justified decisions for the
public good” principle;
2) principle of economic efficiency often interfered with
principle of justice in distribution of the public goods among
thousands of people with equal rights — citizens. That is, once
absolute value of the institution of citizenship was under threat;
3) in NPM, the very public value of state services was
undermined. Thus, the state was almost equated to an ordinary
private service provider, whose activity evaluation no longer
included public value of services for the entire population [241].
And this provoked new, fundamental problems of legitimacy
and value of the state power, trust in the state and institutions,
constitutional obligations to pay taxes.
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As a result, a relatively new and modern concept of public
value management opposes an economic approach to public
governance and introduces a number of quasi-imperatives in
relations between society and the state. These quasi-imperatives
stipulate the following:
 more intense relations between the state and society are
the basis for greater efficiency of the state and public
governance system;
 state of trust in relations and means of its provision are
more important than efficiency of such relations. The main
thing is direct participation of citizens and civil society
organizations;
 attention is paid to the institution of citizenship, which
acquires a) more benefit, value and security for citizen, and
b) its fuller meaning, since civil society has already joined the
former bilateral relations “person — state”.
Therefore, criticism of client approach to provision of
public services forces the public governance system to develop
[178; 241] — a transition from just high-quality administrative
services to “public service value” takes place. And this means
that public service value is something more than a simple sum
of personal preferences of consumers and providers of such
services. In this case, measure of public service value is
determined collectively with broad participation of related and
interested parties — institutions, citizens, associations, experts,
companies…
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Certainly, the official ideology of Ukrainian reforms as
well as the government strategies and programs for the
development of e-government [85; 87; 88] do not contain
concepts or references to “public value management”, “united
governance”, “service value”, and in this sense the official
documents need certain ideologic clarifications. However, some
trends are still related to them, in particular, various aspects of
citizen participation are already laid down in other, non-field
regulatory legal acts, for example, in [81], and can be found in
the system of policy and governance evaluation, standardization
of public services, civil monitoring, in the form of additional
functionality on the portals of the state authorities, etc. The main
thing is an undoubted trend to expand participation of civil
society in governance processes, and the latest blockchainbased tools, in particular, decentralized information platforms,
clearly correspond to this.
It is necessary to agree with the opinion of K. Cholak
[154] that “in general, restructuring state governance model
based on synthesis of ideas, principles and approaches of both
concepts (NPM and “governance”) forms prerequisites and
demand for active use of information and communication
technologies to increase efficiency of partnership and quality of
services provided”. But, in this case, what should change in state
governance model or system and why should it change? First of
all, it is about replacing the basic governance tool set with
a more modern one — the latest digital tools and governance
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mechanisms — and this is due to natural evolution of
information and communication (in particular, digital)
technologies, which represent natural consequence of evolution
of society’s attitude to accepted (in each historic time period)
methods of solving the typical and new problems [209].
In this case, if we are talking about restructuring state (or
public) governance model and system using new digital tools,
this should not be considered only as restructuring or updating
public institutions and governance functions with the help of
new information platforms and software complexes. The main
purpose of digital technologies for public governance needs is
to make a significant contribution to improving public
governance quality in order to solve complex or previously
unsolved problems of the country and provide an adequate
response to political, geopolitical, security, social and economic
challenges for the state. It should be noted that, in this case,
“improving public governance quality” should be understood as
an ability of the public governance system (namely, formal
institutions, power institutions, technologies and procedures,
method of exercising legitimate power, budgets) to achieve
goals within the specified time limits with minimum public
resources based on combination of not only economic
efficiency (resources and costs), but also political democracy
and social inclusiveness — involvement of the widest possible
range of different interested parties. Certainly, not all digital
technologies provide such an opportunity, and not all experts
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are able to make the necessary combinations of new digital tools
to meet the main purpose of digital technologies for the modern
needs of the public governance system. In view of this
circumstance, a particularly important task of scientists and
experts is to find the most advanced technologies and offer
optimal combinations of means of managerial influence. Such
digital technologies and selection of the most advanced of them
will be briefly described below in this subsection.
Therefore, the above brief review of evolution of the
latest public governance models towards: a) decentralized
governance, b) broad participation of citizens in governance and
c) increasing public service value confirms the author’s idea
regarding the prospects of finding new digital tools to improve
the quality of public governance.
Below we will consider the main and the most advanced
digital technologies, which can potentially have a significant
impact on updating the public governance system, formation of
digital economy, and consequences of their manifestation.
In the document [78, p. 14–16] such digital technologies
were named as “end-to-end technologies”, which include only
nine items, namely: 1) big data; 2) artificial intelligence;
3) distributed ledger (blockchain) technologies; 4) quantum
technologies; 5) new production technologies; 6) industrial
Internet; 7) components of robots (industrial robots);
8) wireless communication technologies; 9) virtual and
augmented reality technologies. These particular technologies
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can provide great technological “leap” of humanity forward in
terms of optimizing processes, environment, ability to more
effectively and easily manage time, knowledge and any other
resource, that is, humanity’s great hopes are undoubtedly
related to them. This did not bypass digital transformation of
state governance. As P. Verhoef and T. Broekhuizen aptly point
out, digital transformation “is the next stage of development of
digital economy after digitalization, at which business and
operating model of organization are transformed based on the
use of innovative technologies that allow not only optimizing
efficiency and increasing performance of companies…” [274],
but creating new and significantly different chains of value
formation, creating and offering the targeted innovative
products and services. One of the main tools of such digital
transformation is represented by information platforms, which
the following subsections will be devoted to.
Development of forms and methods of interaction
between consumers and providers of services based on digital
technologies (crowdsourcing and crowdfunding, electronic
identification of person, trusted accounting and storage of
digital data bulks, tokenization of tangible and intangible assets,
etc.) causes contemporary citizens to become more deeply and
actively involved in the public policy formation, and, in general,
in decision making, which has long been the goal of numerous
e-democracy systems. The current digital transformation based
on the concept “Government as a Platform” even ensures
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emergence of new forms of citizenship (virtual and digital) and
advanced forms of residency, such as the Estonian E-residency.
After identification on the state centralized platform using
“digital twin”, a conditional person acquires the right to use
numerous digital services of the state, and involvement of
numerous private companies, and sometimes even individuals,
in provision of services in the digital environment ensures
a drastic increase in the level of transparency of such public
services, which was impossible ten years ago.
However, because of the extremely high security risks for
private and state interests, no digital transformations are
spontaneous or out-of-control. Currently, the main provisions
and key stages of transition of national economies and public
governance systems to digital technologies are determined on
the basis of open standards, unified recommendations and
criteria for digital development, which are elaborated by
national authorities independently or jointly with supranational
organizations. Examples include the EU Digital Single Market,
digital customs, logistics and financial systems in customs
unions of countries, recommendations on digital state
governance of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development, etc. As early as in 2018, in the European Union
the Unified Rules for Protection of Personal Data, which are
still, probably, exemplary for other countries in terms of
detailing and regulating actions, and which clearly define the
limits of use of personal data, entered into force. The concept of
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“cross-border data transfer” was introduced, roles of officials
regarding data protection were defined, etc.
For the purposes of this research, among the above nine
“end-to-end technologies”, distributed ledger technologies are the
most relevant. In particular, it is about the blockchain technology,
since construction and implementation of decentralized
information platforms are possible due to it. According to some
expert assessments, it is considered disruptive for our time [41,
p. 4; 49] or “radical innovation” [206, p. 61], because it includes
great and even unknown possibilities for the field of financial and
economic, and public governance relations.
As known, “the distributed ledger technology is
a multifunctional and multilevel information technology designed
for reliable storage, accounting and transmission of various
information” [52]. “Blockchain is one type of the distributed
ledger, in which a sequence of blocks is used to achieve consensus
(agreement) between network nodes. Information blocks are
arranged in chronological order, connected to each other and
protected by cryptographic methods. Each such block contains
a hash code (i.e. a fixed-length number, which is mapped to data
of arbitrary length in such a way that the probability of different
data with the same hash is close to zero, and it is as difficult as
possible to recover data by hash), calculated from previous block,
and payload. This payload can include information on
transactions, agreements, concluded contracts, entry of data on
a natural person, business entity, property, etc. into the register. In
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other words, almost any information can be a payload. By its
nature, blockchain is a register of entries, which is constantly
completed and which can be only supplemented by data, but data
stored in previous blocks cannot be deleted or changed” [52]. It is
important to note that blockchain is inherently just one of the few
varieties of the distributed ledger technology based on a token as
an accounting object.
Based on this concept, a group of Spanish authors [244]
identified six potential abilities of blockchain: 1) tokenization;
2) self-sufficiency and formalization of rules, i.e. an ability to
incorporate organizational rules into smart contracts;
3) independent automation, i.e. identification of complex sets of
smart contracts, which enable several parties to interact with each
other without human intervention; 4) possibility of socialization of
ownership and control over technological objects; 5) ability of
blockchain to increase transparency due to immutability
properties; 6) possibility of partial codification of trust, which
facilitates the conclusion of agreements between agents with no
need for third party participation. This conceptualization of
blockchains as social and technical objects emphasizes the need to
experiment with blockchain possibilities beyond the financial
sector and cryptocurrencies, and the experience for the last few
years strongly supports this.
“The main functional purpose of the distributed ledger
technology comes down to the possibility of creating modern new
generation information accounting systems based on it. For the
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purposes of this research, it is fundamental that such a new and
promising public governance tool, as decentralized information
platforms, is developed only on the blockchain technology and
based on its properties” [52].
The main property of the distributed ledger is
decentralization, that is, absence of a single center of data storage
and registration. At the same time, information in all distributed
ledger nodes should be correct and up-to-date, which is possible
only by reaching an agreement between all nodes of such a ledger.
Each node composes and writes ledger updates independently of
other nodes. Then nodes vote for update to ensure that the majority
of nodes agree with the final version. Reaching an agreement on
one of ledger copies is a consensus, a process, which is automatic
using a consensus algorithm. Once a consensus is reached, the
distributed ledger is updated, and the latest agreed-upon version of
the ledger is stored at each node [52].
Centralized governance is reduced to the centralized
provision of resources and order as well as to control of the
common good and collective rights. The task of the distributed
ledgers is opposite — algorithmic provision of clear distribution
of functions and responsibilities (Table 2). At the same time,
among Western scientists, technological and political “dead end”
of the theoretical idea of independent blockchains is emphasized,
which is not a satisfactory response to the problem of the country’s
sovereignty loss. Indeed, an open (public) blockchain is defined as
an open, right-free and use-free, multifunctional system, while
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a “sovereign state blockchain” will be closed, with existing
permission to access granted by the state authorities. But this does
not exclude more enlarged options. Therefore, can blockchain be
considered a replacement for state governance? Currently, the
answer is no.
Table 2
Comparison of governance based on the NPM concept and
blockchain-based governance
Key elements of “new public management”
Comparative
characteristics

Voluntary
coproduction
networks

Interorganizational
governance

Contracts
and trust
governance

Key characteristics of the blockchain technology:
1) reliability of data

○

○

●

2) decentralization

●

○

○

3) consensus

●

●

○

4) transparency

●

○

●

Characteristics of blockchain-based governance:
1) directive rules

●

●

○

2) accountability

○

●

●

3) incentives

●

●

○

* Conventional explanations: ● — high degree of
compliance; ○ — low degree of compliance.
** Source: made by the author according to [137; 141].
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However, in addition to the general admiration for digital
technologies and prospects of modern “end-to-end
technologies”, and, in particular, blockchain, development of
the blockchain technology and spread of blockchain-based
digital decentralized products also allow us meeting significant
challenges [118; 133] for the public policy field and public
governance system. There is currently a lack of proven solutions
to these challenges. There is still no scientific or political
consensus in the world [206] on any upward (promising) model
of blockchain-based public governance, which would be able to
organize political interaction on a large scale and, without
exaggeration, would preserve the state institution as a prominent
political institution and as a result of evolution of humanity over
the past few millennia. It is about significant transformation of
the democratic political system, political institutions and even
the outlines of new social contract. Thus, some political
scientists [118] rightly single out three challenges for the public
policy field and governance, which are generated by modern
technological utopianism.
1. Risk of overestimating usefulness of binary codes and
algorithms for formation and implementation of the public
policy, since policy is an art, which results from ethical field of
humans and belongs only to them as beings, who are “endowed
with reason and conscience” [118]. Policy and governance are
much more than honest vote counting and budgeting,
synchronization of public and private registers, transparent
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transactions with budget funds through smart contracts, etc. It is
an ability to see the world in its entire diversity and in a broad
context, which no machine or artificial intelligence is capable
of. The ultimate goal of the public policy should be human
development, rather than perfect transactions, which are
optimized according to any criterion that is not taken into
account by “technological utopianists”.
2. Risk of admiration for hypothetically “perfect”, but
incomplete and apolitical society without a state, and, therefore,
without citizens. Fully decentralized society governed by smart
contracts, “decentralized autonomous organizations” (DAOs)
and market rules, actually offers supremacy of power (market
laws), rather than supremacy of the common good. One of the
final results of evolution of social relations in the state is civil
society, rather than a state of peace (non-aggression), which can
be easily achieved between the most powerful influence groups
in decentralized society, but which does not guarantee stability
and security for society in general (i.e. it is also not perfect), in
particular, in relation to less powerful influence groups or
communities. As noted in [118], “the state as a guarantor of
fundamental rights is not a cumbersome third party, because the
state is what we are as a result of the first and largest
crowdfunding project in human history”. Nevertheless, it should
be agreed that modern society shall constantly seek and develop
new, upward models of governance in a creative way, but it
should be taken into account that fully blockchain-based
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decentralized society has limitations, which, in turn, will
definitely generate new and unknown forms of social and
political instability.
3. Risk of not being able to create new great values and
something truly common from what is individual (or private)
within blockchain-based decentralized society. That is, it is
about the lack of legitimate mechanisms for regulation of
merging the private into the common, which is a traditional role
of centralized political institutions. This means that: a) from
a certain point, citizens can stop perceiving themselves as part
of society, because the common will was replaced by a set of
actions of individual will, and this is a direct path to regression
of human communities into pre-political state that was
characteristic of the first human tribes several thousand years
ago; b) certain atomized global society may emerge without
citizenship, but with new relations [118], in which there will be
no politically guaranteed and protected mutual rights.
However, despite the current spread of hopes for
dominance of blockchain governance and decentralized society,
it should be recognized that currently any known technological
utopias lack, firstly, effective solutions in terms of social
cohesion and real social progress, and, secondly, successful
prototypes. This means that currently such idealized utopias of
blockchain society remain an illusion and even a delusion. But
at least the fact that they are popular among considerable part of
educated population and the so-called “creative class” in the
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developed countries of the West and the East forces us to take
into account these risks for the public policy field and
governance, and determine areas of the future transformations
based on decentralized blockchain solutions, which can be
achieved using decentralized information platforms (Table 3).
These areas and corresponding influence tools will be further
substantiated in the following subsections of the monograph.
Table 3
Regard for risks of manifestation of technological
utopianism in the form of blockchain-based decentralized
society for modernizing the public policy

Risk

1. Risk of
overestimating
usefulness of binary
codes and algorithms
for formation and
implementation of
the public policy

Properties of accounting
system that can be
ensured with the
blockchain technology
during implementation of
the specified
transformations
The main thing is an
ability to organize security
and synchronization of
data among the parties that
do not trust each other, in
particular:
 integrity of database
change history;
 minimization of
synchronization and
backup delays;
 possible simultaneous
work of a group of
validators;
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Area of transformation
in the field of the
public policy and
governance
 weakening popularity
of populist politicians
and even their public
harassment;
 formation of
numerous small
ecosystems of services
by citizens;
 strengthening
algorithmic execution
of budget obligations
(smart contracts)
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Risk

Properties of accounting
system that can be
ensured with the
blockchain technology
during implementation of
the specified
transformations
 possible real-time audit;

2. Risk of
admiration for
hypothetically
“perfect”, but
incomplete and
apolitical society
without a state

3. Risk of not being
able to create new
great values and
something truly
common from what
is individual (or
private) within
blockchain-based
decentralized society

 possible use of “light
clients”;
 recording data with time
reference;
 the necessary level of
user trust is minimum

Area of transformation
in the field of the
public policy and
governance
 update of election
and vote counting
procedures using
unique tokens for
citizens to express their
political will;
 greater responsibility
and sensitivity of
feedback with political
elected officials
 rethinking the
existing role and
political influence of
the institution of
citizenship and, as a
result, strengthening
conscious and active
participation of citizens
in governance;
 new “architecture” of
civil society with
enhanced role of
reputation and personal
responsibility

* Source: author’s development taking into account [50,
p. 281; 109; 118; 227].
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SECTION 2. FEATURES OF PUBLIC GOVERNANCE
MODERNIZATION UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF
BLOCKCHAIN-BASED DECENTRALIZED
INFORMATION PLATFORMS
2.1. Decentralized Information Platforms as a New
Tool of Public Governance Modernization
It is known that decentralization is the process of
redistributing functions, powers or resources from the central
level of governance to its lower levels. Despite the clear
principle of decentralization, the phenomenon of
decentralization is applied somewhat differently by scientists in
relation to group dynamics and governance of private
enterprises or in the public field. Regarding digital solutions and
information technologies, decentralization characterizes the
relations between the participants of a single information
system, where power and control in governance structures and
decisions are distributed between developers and community
members and are not concentrated in any of the participants
[122; 147; 181]. It is clear that decentralization of governance
through open blockchain-based distributed ledger means has
both advantages and disadvantages caused by the peculiarities
of governance as being open and public and covering a very
large number of unrelated objects (citizens, property, public
institutions, etc.) as well as by the features of technology (in
particular, blockchain as a kind of popular distributed ledger
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technology) used for such decentralization. Currently, as the
blockchain technology is being used increasingly often in
governance of complex systems, such governance should be
considered as “organizational theory — with significant
technical and managerial advantages for markets, but not as an
independent political theory” [175].
Wide international experience in reforming state
governance indicates that modern society is already prepared to
positively take digital technologies as a new, encouraging factor
for change. In addition, “it must be acknowledged that digital
technologies, new governance methods, mutual integration of
economies and other changes significantly influenced the ability
of markets to meet the needs of people and businesses” [214].
As early as in 1990–2000s, the “pre-digital” Western
concepts of “new public governance” and good governance
envisioned new roles for people and institutions with a shift
towards the so-called “service state”. Thus, service users
gradually acquired new roles, becoming evaluators, developers,
and co-producers of services, while their informal communities
made an organized and persistent request for change in the
public sector. At the same time, state institutions increasingly
have the role of just one of many rule making “players”, and not
the only or main rule maker as before. In this context, digital
technologies are rather seen as tools for supporting and
implementing electronic services with the use of state (public)
registers and special secure applications. However, deeper
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implementation of technologies in governance processes
requires much larger and profounder changes.
The rapid spread of Internet has undermined traditional
relations between the authorities and the public. Nowadays,
such relations are formed in a highly organized environment,
where large-scale budget programs are created and
implemented. Formal and informal rules governing the behavior
of the state and citizens are changing towards “open
government”. They result in reduced state control and greater
self-regulation, as actions are carried out outside traditional
administrative chains. Innovations become more and more
popular, if they are offered in cooperation with state authorities
and private, market actors. This approach is the basis of the
concept of “open government”. In its context, through open
public registers, citizens have access to a large amount of
different information, and they also gain more rights when
policies are being developed, and public services are being
improved. While providing better accountability, “open
government” is a stream that seeks to make government
transparent by providing an understanding of its functioning as
well as government data [198]. Despite losing some of their
control capabilities, authorities can benefit from instant
feedback to improve their performance [198].
Currently, the most common concepts of “open
government” do not answer such questions as “Which public
services are successful and which are not, and for what
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reasons?”, “What is the quality of data?”, “What is this data
used for?”, “What other parties are interested in the data?”,
“What consequences may this data bring on the policy?”, etc.
Authorities often fall short of the answers to these critical
questions. The search for relevant answers and successful
introduction of information platforms in business have created
the basis for perceiving the idea of information platforms as
a new, technologically useful phenomenon for the public sector
needs. Since the late 2010s, the authorities of different countries
have been gradually using the information platforms that can be
offered and used by independent private application developers,
commercial users, and ordinary people for even greater benefits
of all parties involved. The platforms’ feature of instantly
providing the authorities with information about the cooperation
participants and interaction between them is especially
valuable. Thus, the mechanism being the core of information
platforms allows you to “do more with less cost” by involving
other players despite the partial loss of control and significant
increase in the number of participants involved [198]. By
implementing and using information platforms for business and
people, an authority can instantly monitor what is happening,
and then arrange necessary interaction in the best way. Thus,
information platforms can be considered as a kind of regulatory
environment, as an impersonal governance entity based on
software code that allows private developers, users, and others
to interact with each other, share data, services and applications,
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and for governments that provide certain administrative services
through information platforms, they ensure easier tracking of
processes and promote the development of simple and
innovative solutions and services (Fig. 1). However, platforms
are not self-sufficient “isolated islands”: integrating them with
other information platforms and information systems is not
easy, as everything is connected to everything on the Internet,
and information is easily checked.

Fig. 1. The general logic of using information platforms
within the “caring governance” concept [198]
In order to clearly outline the potential and capabilities of
decentralized information platforms for the purposes of
modernizing public governance, it is first necessary to define
the essence of “information platform”, “digital platform” being
close to it, “service ecosystem”, “centralized information
platform”, and “decentralized information platform” (Fig. 2), as
well as their purpose as tools for governing and influencing
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numerous objects and processes not only in the state, but in
modern society as well, which are constantly becoming more
complicated. To answer these questions, we should turn to the
semantic analysis of concepts and conclusions from the latest
technical literature.

Fig. 2. Logic chart of semantic presentation of the
“decentralized information system” concept
* Source: author’s development.
Information platforms and centralized information
platforms. Today, information platforms, especially centralized
information platforms developed in the early 2000s, are given
a lot of attention in the private sector. Therefore, different
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authors define them differently, namely:
 as “products, services or technologies connecting
customers of different types” [190, p. 75];
 as multi-sided markets and related technological
solutions [190], and as “developed organizations designed and
operating around two- or multi-sided markets” [164; 185];
 as “a kind of typical organizational macrounit in the
modern digital environment (as a conventional place for the
formation of relations using communication networks on the
Internet), within which a special regime of interactions is
formed — ecosystem claiming an independent legal status
and, accordingly, a regime of legal regulation” [63, p. 35];
 as “technological and managerial solutions combined
into a single technological complex, which becomes
a mediator between citizens and the state” [164; 185, p. 2]
(from practical point of view). In this case, the state has long
been operating through a system of its bodies, providing public
services, which forms a simple relationship of intermediaries
between citizens and databases.
The idea of an information platform is to create
a community and support it using digital services, and, as
a managerial consequence, to benefit from reduced transaction
costs by eliminating some intermediaries [37, p. 278], increase
coverage, and ensure sufficient mutual control exercised by
users and owners of such a platform. There are five main
characteristics of digital platforms (common to both centralized
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and decentralized platforms), which define models of state
regulation of digital platforms:
1) ability to create new markets and new forms of
business based on the collection, processing and editing large
volumes of data and digital protection of rights;
2) technological support of activities at the multi-sided
markets with varying degrees of control established over direct
interaction of user groups;
3) ability to benefit from “network effects”, when the
value of a service increases with the number of users, and the
specific cost of its provision decreases;
4) total dependence on information and communication
technologies for instant and easy access to information
resources and users;
5) concentration of business processes on creation of
digital value through accumulation of processed data, protection
of digital data, creation of organizational opportunities for
emergence of new business projects and creation of new
voluntary and long-term dependencies between participants in
the ecosystem.
For example, with regard to the public sector, the typical
clients of public information platforms are at least the following
three groups:
a) individuals as users of services and content, who
voluntarily participate in democratic processes;
b) application developers;
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c) public authorities, which either act as customers of
electronic services or provide content based on data from their
closed registers as intermediaries, but always seek feedback
from all service users and are eager to easily interact with them.
However, the risk to the sustainable effectiveness of public
governance is that the fragmentation of public and private
resources weakens relations with citizens and scatters state
resources, as more public institutions develop their own
centralized information platforms and maintain their own closed
electronic data registers. For example, according to the
inventory check conducted by the State Agency for eGovernment in 2020 and only in terms of access to data of
closed or partially open state registers of Ukraine, “…there are
over 350 electronic state registers existing, which belong to
more than 80 public authorities. Over UAH 500 million is spent
from the State Budget of Ukraine on the annual support of
25 priority state registers. Electronic registers are usually hosted
on holders’ own facilities, and more than 45% of the funds for
their support are used to purchase spare parts for servers” [75].
It should be emphasized that, firstly, it is necessary to
maintain control over the processes and those involved as
service users and, secondly, taking into account the time when
first platforms appeared, all the first (by the time of their
appearance) information platforms were centralized. Until now,
most world-famous private information platforms and so far all
known state or departmental information platforms (for
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example, Diia, e-Estonia, Georgian GovHub, etc.) have been
centralized, i.e. such that are based on the principle of hierarchy
and have more than two levels: end user → platform → service
provider. Some Western researchers use the concept of
“proprietary platform” as an identical concept or a synonym for
centralized platform, although, in our opinion, such theoretical
confusion is not correct.
The key features of a centralized information platform are
as follows: governance is based on acquired rights in the
hierarchy; the centralized coordination method creates
additional added value for owners or higher ranks in the
hierarchy, which indicates the priority of “economics over
politics” [75]; governance based on market rules and rights in
the hierarchy; emphasis on hierarchical web networks with or
without clear territory relation and on online interest groups;
asymmetry of information for participants, owners, “nodes”
managers; the main evident benefit is easy, quick, and
convenient use of services through the platform as an
intermediary; it exists in a dilemma of choice between secure
transaction protection and personal data protection,
confidentiality and censorship [230]; relatively low complexity
of building and maintaining the viability of the platform.
According to A. Cordella and A. Paletti [157], platform
organizations increase the efficiency of public organizations as:
1) they ensure the participation of external actors in the joint
production of state services, helping organizations to benefit
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more with less investment; 2) platforms are built on modular
structures based on stable core services to allow the
development of third-party applications to support the evolution
of service delivery and reduce the complexity of coordinating
the actions of participants involved in the production and
delivery of these services; 3) platforms are easily accessible and
simplify changing and creating services. Thus, modern
information platforms can be considered as a new type of
market infrastructure, which in fact is dynamic “social and
technological systems that emerge and evolve through the
interplay of technologies, users, and policy-makers” [197].
In modern network interaction of different objects and
entities, different private information platforms (for example,
LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, etc.) are interconnected during the
provision of services to the end user. This means that
a conditional public (for example, state one, such as the
Ukrainian Diia) information platform may have a close
functional connection with other (for example, private) digital
services and information platforms that emerged long before the
state one and already have a large user base. Using such
information platforms, API interfaces and open source code (for
example, Android or Ethereum based on the blockchain
technology [180]), as well as services available, third parties are
now able to develop and offer a variety of programs and services
with advanced functionality as well as to provide them to the
public. In this case, public authorities, in particular,
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governments and large cities face a problem: how not to lose
control of changes in information flows and, consequently, to
adjust one’s governance model using new information
technologies.
Service ecosystems. The term “ecosystem” was first used
by A. Tansley in 1935 to denote the basic ecological unit of the
environment of organisms that live there, and in the 1980s, this
term, peculiar to natural sciences, was used for economic and
social phenomena. Today, in managerial and economic
literature, the term “ecosystem” is often used in the context of
innovations and, accordingly, “innovative ecosystem” is used
“to describe a large and diverse range of participants and
resources, which are necessary for constant innovations in the
modern economy” [18, p. 4]. The basis of functioning of
innovative ecosystem is “not the movement of energy, but the
movement of capital and other economic resources, relations
between business entities, which purpose is technological
development and innovation. In this case, economic resources
include both material resources and human capital” [18, p. 4].
Accordingly, “service ecosystem” became one of semantic
derivatives of “innovative ecosystem”.
“Service ecosystems” is a kind of common
“denominator” of developed centralized and decentralized
information platforms and the implementation of “eenvironment” of useful services; for the purposes of this
research, this concept is used as a necessary factor to maintain
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the continued interest of independent users in digital
technologies and a clearly available tool of the “service state”.
In general, the term “ecosystem” in relation to modern services
rather than as a biocenosis, is increasingly becoming a popular
term and an important trend in corporate development. Service
ecosystem is “a set of own or partner services grouped around
a single company and built to cover as many of a customer’s
day-to-day needs as possible” [9]. While all existing
commercial ecosystems are formed around some key services
(for example, financial, exploratory), ecosystem of the digital
state is a more complicated phenomenon. It cannot be reduced
to the development of a specific flowchart as it is the
development of a policy based on solid principles.
For example, today more and more governments (Turkey,
Taiwan, Ukraine, Iran) prefer open information platforms in
long-term partnership (or order) with private developers of
complex digital solutions and do not want to develop their own
or integrate third-party closed platforms. This approach gives
a lot of chances to small and medium-sized local IT companies.
Today in Ukraine, large banks, mobile operators, marketplaces,
and some energy companies are creating their own ecosystems
based on digital platforms. At the same time, such questions as
“What is the best way to organize the state service ecosystem so
that state services are built as a single layer of frontal services?”,
“How to make it a key point of contact with citizens, where the
state, in particular, communicates and controls its order?” and
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“How to save billions of budget funds annually due to the use
of private resources and tested products?” still remain open to
many governments. There are two scenarios for how to do this:
1) either the state should “dissolve” with its services in already
existing private ecosystems and “discreetly” allow there using
services in any place where a person is; 2) or the state becomes
a full-fledged, independent player, which invites to its
infrastructure the services of commercial systems that have
already succeeded. According to the relevant government
officials, some modern governments (for example, those of
Ukraine, Russia, and the Czech Republic), are ready to provide
electronic public services in the digital environment of certain
ecosystems, provided that they are rigidly packaged on the basis
of functional complementarity and having similar subjects.
Thus, these arguments indicate the need to involve information
platforms, which can be at least a tool and, probably, a separate
organizational and technological mechanism of public
governance [53].
To support the service ecosystem as such, an important
requirement is set for a private partner being a platform owner,
which is to maintain the structural integrity of data, the single
design of service architecture both in terms of development
environment and data models, and protocol consistency, which
should serve the end goal, namely, to provide a citizen with the
most comprehensive digital technology servicing.
In this context, it is important to note that one of the key
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and most promising focuses on the development of “service
ecosystems” in the country is and will be the issue of accessing
and developing a common database, namely, electronic
registers. For many countries around the world that have
embarked on the path of digital transformation, the issues of
creating their own electronic national data governance system
and interdepartmental electronic interaction system have
become relevant, and this will be possible only through
integrating public registers and, ideally, partially integrating
dozens of electronic private registers of corporations with
electronic public registers. The role of private providers,
especially those who already have their own electronic registers
and which, depending on the specifics of national legislation,
can be legally integrated with other public registers, is
especially important and mutually beneficial for solving these
issues. This will drastically reduce the budgets for maintaining
registers and speed up the process of providing services.
Decentralized information platforms. As is known, the
level of governance decentralization is one of the key
parameters of governance as a controlled system influencer
[136; 284; 258]. It indicates how and what governance and
control rights are distributed between owners and participants
of a digital or an information platform [122; 181; 278].
Information platform owners willingly relying on technology
and from the very beginning sharing some of their control
functions with other information platform participants would
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rather aim for the common good than private interests. In some
cases, there may be no information platform owners, and then
information platform participants will have shared access to the
total control. However, the current research on platform
governance [132; 215; 236] are often focused on centralized
governance, while paying much less attention to decentralized
information platforms and decentralized governance based on
information technologies. Given the increasing complexity and
division of responsibilities in digital platform governance [257],
it is important to focus on decentralized governance and its
implications for the future of both the platform economy and
public governance.
It is commonly recognized that the blockchain
technology, which is the basis of DIP, can significantly improve
the structure, governance, and decision-making in specific
realities, making them less dependent on top-down
coordination. It should be noted that apart from decentralization
being one of its key characteristics, “blockchain’s distinctive
feature is its accounting object and technological solution for its
implementation. This refers to high-level encrypting, open
protocol, distributed information storage, transferring digital
data among accounting addresses without intermediaries, which
ensures reliable and transparent transactions” [212].
However, blockchain-based decentralization has one
major limitation for the public sector: algorithms and binary
codes are not intended for policy making [118], since policy is
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an art, which results from ethical field of humans and belongs
only to them as beings, who are “endowed with reason and
conscience” (Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights [19]).
It should be noted that decentralization through
distributed blockchains mainly means privatization of state
functions with transformation of state services and civil rights
into a new profitable private business. Since “the so-called
freedoms often claimed by vigorous postmodernist political
thinkers have in fact become powerful sources of vulnerability”
[219, p. 11], one should consider the main reason for centralized
coordination of state institutions, which is to protect the
common good and collective rights from transitory individual
interests and any reckless benefit in the long run. And from this
point of view, “…it cannot be ignored that permissioned, tokenless blockchains hold a considerable advantage over fully
distributed blockchains” [118].
It is still difficult to explore new governance structures
either because most digital platforms tend to have a centralized
governance structure [149], or because different platforms for
different areas of life may be too different to compare. However,
the modern development of the blockchain technology offers
a unique opportunity to explore relatively new —
decentralized — governance structures: the blockchain
technology becomes the basis for a large number of new
international information platforms “for peer-to-peer operations
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with no intermediaries using decentralized information storage
to display all data on operations” [10, p. 3].
Unlike centralized platforms, DIPs have the following
key features: governance is based on consensual forms of selfgovernment and direct citizen participation in decision-making;
no coercion at the base level, more equality and freedom for the
participant; consensus based on program code; distributed
architecture of permissioned blockchains; political use of secure
cryptographic encryption; a new way to provide a “scale effect”;
emphasis on peer-to-peer web networks without clear territory
relation and on online interest groups; governance based on
distributed trust and market rules; a de facto organized minority
has greater rights and may gain additional benefits from
asymmetry of information and replication of registers; tendency
to natural centralization of computing power in the network of
participants, which is a consequence of scaling and increasing
the coverage of participants.
Currently, the few classifications of DIPs based on the
blockchain technology offer at least the following division:
1) infrastructure layer platforms and software application
layer platforms [155; 160; 163];
2) platforms of the layer of innovation markets, platforms
of the layer of transaction markets and platforms of the layer of
information markets [144]. As for the relationship between
them, as noted in [148], there is (a) the relationship between the
infrastructure layer platform and innovation markets and (b) the
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relationship between the application-specific platform and the
transaction and information markets. However, modern
blockchain-based innovation markets are unique in that they can
support both related and basic large-scale technological
innovations due to their ability to allow external developers to
develop a certain basic technology using open source code.
Given this classification and guided by the ideal of
“common welfare” and common good for all platform
participants (theoretically speaking, almost all citizens of the
state can be such participants), we can identify six key features
of the theoretical construction of decentralized information
platforms to take into account when modernizing public
governance:
1.
Digital platforms at different levels of their
application may face different design constraints that may affect
the governance structure [155; 160; 163]. For example, the
Internet is a fundamental infrastructure layer decentralized
platform [145; 199], and, conversely, platforms based on the
Internet infrastructure, such as Uber and Twitter, are much more
centralized. Similarly, blockchain-based information platforms
forming a decentralized infrastructure are much more
decentralized in their structure, while platforms with more
specific applications are more centralized [147]. For example,
while Ethereum is a blockchain-based infrastructure with
a relatively decentralized governance structure [114], the Basic
Attention Token is, on the contrary, a platform for specific
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Ethereum-based software applications with a relatively
centralized governance structure.
2.
Infrastructure layer digital platforms are much
more decentralized than application layer platforms (as shown
in [148; 252]), because they provide a common technological
basis for different information platforms with many software
applications. This means that they have clear characteristics of
public goods and meet the requirements of openness and
neutrality for all users for greater social welfare and the socalled “network effect” [252]. They also tend to be more
productive [160; 285] and are often too important for easy use
by anyone, and this forces them to continue to be
technologically decentralized and democratic [161]. If they
were centralized, private owners of such information platforms
would have too much influence on all users — from individuals
to authorities, and this could lead to unpredictable systemic
problems [146]. As users of such platforms want to at least
somehow participate in the information platform governance to
make sure the processes within the platform are fair (for
example, various access rights, communication, identification,
rating, etc.), the infrastructure layer information platforms will
continue to be decentralized.
3.
Application layer digital platforms (software
application layer) tend to be more centralized as they are
designed to serve more specific concerned parties with specific
objectives. They are less likely to cause systemic governance
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problems (for example, conflicts of interest), which will allow
the owners of such platforms to retain significant operational
governance and control rights quite confidently [153]. In
addition, the owners of such platforms usually have special
knowledge and capabilities for the most effective operational
governance and information security of such systems. As
a result, application layer digital platforms are less open and less
decentralized. Thus, it has been proven [148] that infrastructure
layer information platforms tend to be more decentralized than
application layer platforms.
4. Unlike centralized information platforms [257, p. 7–
8], decentralized information platforms almost do not tend to
monopoly in the markets where they operate. This is due to the
well-known features and experience of the world’s private and
state (for example, Ukrainian Diia) centralized information
platforms, which are so far more studied compared to DIPs, and
the very principle of logical construction of DIPs [270]. Such
features are not new, but (a) they are combined for the first time
and (b) their existence pushes markets to monopolization by one
company. Such features of centralized information platforms
include: 1) strong network effects (i.e. the more people use the
product, the more attractive this product becomes for other
users); 2) significant economies of the scale (each subsequent
unit of goods becomes cheaper for the manufacturer with
increasing production); 3) marginal costs are close to zero (the
cost of servicing each new customer is close to zero); 4) the
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rapidly increasing return on the use of big data (the more data
managed by the company that owns the product through the
information platform, the better the product offered); 5) low
distribution costs, which allows achieving almost global
coverage of the target audience.
5. Extensive opportunities for dynamic interaction
between participants. From a governance point of view, all
modern blockchain-based information platforms (both
centralized and decentralized) offer some dynamic interaction
between participants (and sometimes even an “ecosystem” as
the Bitbon System [47], MakerDAO, Compound, Uniswap
[23], and others do) using complex digital services, and this
allows for analytical comparisons between digital and
information platforms [148]. Moreover, different information
platforms have almost unique structures, and therefore provide
a significant variance for studying the effectiveness of such
relatively new governance structures [124; 162; 192; 247]. For
example, Ripple is a centralized digital platform for crossborder payments based on blockchain, in which Ripple Labs
Inc. being a development company controls and supports the
project, and owing to centralized governance, this company can
benefit from governance, but can also marginalize and remove
others.
6. A decentralized information platform can use the
classic concept of a non-profit organization, but in
a decentralized form. Instead of a hierarchical structure
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governed by a group of people with control of property
(resources) through the legal system, a technologically
decentralized organization includes a group of people who
interact with each other according to the program protocol
specified in the program code and used in the blockchain. Such
an organizational structure usually contains (a) donors and
members (recipients of charity may or may not be considered
members; an alternative view considers a positive increase in
the welfare of recipients as a “product” of a non-profit
organization) and (b) open membership clients [143], each of
which can freely interact with the technological platform in an
officially permitted manner at any time. Providers in this model
are equivalent to employees in the usual model of organizational
relationships [53].
In view of these theoretical features, attention should be
paid to three practical managerial features of DIPs, which have
a significant potential to be taken into account in the mechanism
for modernizing the DIP-based public governance system:
1) strategic leadership on digital platforms. Numerous
information platforms based on the blockchain technology,
especially infrastructure layer ones with independent program
code based on blockchain, can and should be decentralized.
Such information platforms can be open to anyone, and this will
significantly bring technological and governance innovations
closer to millions of users [114]. Therefore, these information
platforms usually use fully technologically decentralized
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governance structures. When decentralized information
platforms are combined with decentralized governance, they
really allow for open and unauthorized participation and free
distribution of innovations allowing this DIP to further develop
organically [145; 147]. However, there is a doubt that without
effective governance these information platforms will continue
to develop constructively. Accordingly, a group of scientists
[148, p. 23–24] for the first time suggested that the nature of
infrastructure layer information platform increases the
importance of leadership in governance [252]: sole
decentralization can be counterproductive, and strategic
leadership can help the platform avoid over-decentralization
and losing the system governability;
2) prototyping the platform is already more important
than theorized criticism. Many experiments with blockchains
embody policy and politics, i.e. opportunities and limitations
they seek to implement in society, and this depends on the
political vision these projects are based on. Modern Western
and Chinese political science literature contains a rich and
contradictory analysis of the possibilities and threats of the
blockchain technology for politics and the state, so without
turning to technological utopianism and cryptoinstitutionalism,
it is important to critically pay attention to the design features
of a blockchain-based decentralized information platform. This
means that careful prototyping in practice is required, at least
with all existing DIPs, which could clarify how these DIPs will
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develop. For example, instead of decentralizing for the sake of
decentralization, it is necessary to find out which aspects of
specific information systems will function better decentralized,
who is their target audience and how to optimally adjust
business processes in the service ecosystem. As there are
hundreds or thousands of existing centralized information
platforms in the world, at least ten quite popular, truly integrated
and multifunctional international DIPs are operational, and they
can provide a good basis for a modern prototype of platform
governance and new knowledge;
3) joint digital platform governance. As research has
shown [132; 222; 227], the number of information platforms
becoming more open is growing. However, most scientists
currently focus on the study of open participation rather than
decentralized governance. However, open participation is not
the same as decentralized governance, as owners of open
information platforms can still maintain centralized control over
access to their information platform, core interactions and value
distribution. If a digital platform is open to participation but is
centralized in terms of governance, its owner may have
significant power and control over other stakeholders in the
ecosystem of the platform. On the one hand, by sharing
governance and control rights with platform participants,
platform owners can clearly show their intentions to act in the
interests of the overall information platform ecosystem. On the
other hand, having the means to protect their rights and interests,
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ordinary platform participants may be more interested in being
involved in the ecosystems of such platforms. As a result, such
platform ecosystems can attract new participants even more
confidently, create “network effects” and improve overall
performance. Once owners of popular centralized information
platforms realize the benefits of decentralized governance, they
may have an incentive to make their platforms more
decentralized.
For instance, Google’s Android platform has a semidecentralized governance structure (Google decentralized its
Android through open source code [136], which allowed many
user and developer communities to develop Android. However,
Google also recognized the need for administrative control over
Android through the Open Handset Alliance and Google Play
to ensure safety, compatibility and consistency). Facebook did
the same offering a semi-decentralized governance structure for
its blockchain-based Libra payment platform. By promoting
joint governance through semi-decentralization, centralized
information platforms can better engage users, developers, and
other stakeholders, potentially enabling them to enhance their
network effects and create greater value in the long run. In
general, we believe that decentralization can be an important
strategic factor for existing and future information (digital)
platforms, especially — the dominant ones. However, full
technological decentralization in governance can slow down
goal setting, decision-making and further development of the
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entire information platform and ecosystem.
It should be added that the analysis of modern literature
and our own inductive conclusions allow us to determine the
DIP properties for public governance purposes and compare
them with those of centralized platforms. Such a detailed
comparison is provided in Table A.1 of Appendix A (see
p. 368) below.
This comparison of centralized and decentralized
information platforms allows us to give our own definition of
the decentralized information platform as a type of digital data
accounting system based on a distributed ledger technology
[212], which consists of a service infrastructure and
a community of independent users having equal rights or
predetermined rights granted according to the levels of
decentralized governance model to make such a system stable
[53].
Therefore, the above arguments and the DIP definition
allow us to move on to the next step, which is presenting DIP as
a tool for public governance modernization and a new, modern
important factor influencing social relations in the country and
abroad.
The principle of decentralized construction of complex
organizational entities DIP takes into account, as well as the
known
implemented
examples
of
technologically
“decentralized autonomous organizations” [266], indicate the
ability to easily (at least in theory) “…prototype new social
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relations and experiment with social interactions” [142], which
used to be difficult do due to the lack of breakthrough
infrastructure layer information technologies (except for the
Internet) and their weak connection with social technologies.
Despite the fact that modern digital technologies significantly
expand the naturally limited human capabilities for interaction,
collecting and processing information, today’s governance
processes still depend significantly on the so-called “crutches of
centralization”, such as conspiracy of participants, pressure or
conspiracy of guarantors, the representatives of which in the
field of information and communication technologies (ICT)
have been private cryptocurrency exchanges, mining algorithms
and API access to blockchain [195], and from the conditional
division of people into “participants”, “customers”, and
“investors”. That is, we are talking about new human social
roles and related functions, the introduction of which was
impossible before due to significant difficulties in governing
a large number of free and wealthy people, but today is possible
due to the development of the blockchain technology. Over the
last 10–15 years, a number of new governance models have
begun to spread around the world, and they try using new tools
to increase the transparency and efficiency of governance,
including delegated democracy and “holacracy”. Some modern
scientists [17; 130; 216] indicate that at least these two new
forms of governance have significant potential in a crisis of
direct and representative democracy due to a high degree of
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egalitarianism (i.e. social equalization), but are so far limited by
information access barriers for certain population groups.
The technologically implemented principle of
decentralization allows:
1) information platforms to increase the influence of
their participants, while reducing the influence of owners of
centralized information platforms on themselves and even on
government policy, as evidenced by many recent investigations
against Ant Group (AliExpress, Alibaba) in China, against
Google, Facebook and others in the EU, USA and Australia in
2020–2021;
information platforms to form an organizational
structure, through which its private participants can influence,
control, and interact with all platform owners [146; 193]
motivating platform owners to achieve results that can be more
meaningful and acceptable to all;
2) platform participants to be involved in setting goals
and making social and political decisions that allow them to
express their views and defend their interests;
platform participants to use new information, knowledge,
and initiative to increase information efficiency of governance
processes [225].
As a result, decentralized information platforms much
more likely will:
 take into account the interests of ordinary information
system participants when a decentralized information platform
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is being governed;
 technologically promote the general well-being of all
participants rather than profits of platform owners;
 act as a new environment for voluntary interaction of
all known types of participants in public governance (state and
municipal bodies, private entities, non-governmental
organizations, political parties, trade unions, etc.).
If decentralized information platforms make governance
available to all, members of digital communities can
accordingly better represent their interests and use their local
information through technologically advanced operational
governance processes. When decentralized digital platforms
give some organizations or individuals more control over
governance while limiting their power through decentralization,
these key players can help ensure effective governance
processes and outcomes. For example, they can be useful in
jointly defining the boundaries of their community, influencing
social relations and governing actions [236]. Since key players
provide fairly equitable governance (based on common internal
rules and simple evidence through blockchain-based action
history), DIPs should not depend solely on the special
participation or contribution of members of that community. In
difficult and controversial situations, they are less likely to
reach “a deadlock”, as key organizations or individuals can take
control of governance processes to overcome deadlocks,
constantly maintaining a system of checks and balances through
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decentralization. Owing to partial decentralization (or “semidecentralization” [148]), information platforms can create
a better organizational architecture to quickly take into account
different points of view and available information to achieve
fairer governance without excessive concentration of power in
any of the entities [53].
In this public-governance and political context, it is
reasonable to consider DIP as an aid to maintaining the political
legitimacy of power without cyclical revolutions, which is very
relevant in the 21st century.
Thus, when the state is being built and the economy is being
developed, special attention should be paid to preventing the
disparities in the social and political system of the state that would
be able to undermine it, and this requires finding internal
consensus while maintaining the course of society development.
The modern standard of state regime, namely, the democratic one,
with all the freedoms and universal suffrage, actually exceeds the
achieved level of economic development of many modernizing
countries. It is worth mentioning that Western democracy has
come a long way from a limited democracy with rigid electoral
qualifications to a regime of full democracy, which took place
after the economic modernization. But even in this situation, many
countries have not escaped revolutions. Today, there are many
semi- or pseudo-democratic (actually authoritarian) communities
and countries that, despite some economic success, face the
problems of democracy, and this indicates the risk of losing the
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legitimacy of power in the eyes of their society. As the events of
“the Arab Spring” of 2011 and the Ukrainian Euromaidan in 2014
show, where the population is not ready for a democratic form of
government due to the lack of historical traditions and relevant
ideology (or social consciousness, social structure, literacy level),
young democracies develop from a coup to revolution or another
coup. Thus, state building makes it very important to develop such
mechanisms of public governance that could neutralize or
compensate for the gap between the lower level of economic and
cultural development and higher forms of political regime [24,
p. 59]. In this sense, given the implications of taking into account
the DIP characteristics for public governance (see Table A.1 of
Appendix A, p. 368), DIP has the potential to neutralize or
compensate for the gap between the lower level of economic and
cultural development and higher forms of political regime through
ensuring transparency, democracy, and problems for
administrative abuses by governing bodies [53].
2.2. Assessment of Digital Modernization and
Platform Governance in the UK, Estonia, India and Ukraine
Below, in this and the following subsections, digital
modernization of the public governance system under the influence
of digital platform technologies will be assessed in four countries:
the UK, Estonia, India and Ukraine with relevant scientific
conclusions for Ukraine. Two initial, basic conditions that are
important for further research should be immediately noted.
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1. View of public governance as a system, i.e. a set of
elements that are in certain non-random interrelationships, is
achieved through presentation of changes in the public
governance system under the influence of digital modernization
through consistent consideration of the following parameters:
the main governmental platform initiatives, guidelines for
building a government service information platform, regulatory
and legal framework, dependence on political leadership,
functions of responsible authority, society’s attitude towards
changes, assessment of degree of propagation of changes and,
finally, identified managerial limitations, strategic challenges
for the future and a new vision. However, systemic analysis
(according to one of the few methodologies of the 1970s by
Georgy Shchedrovitsky) of public governance as a system [174]
is beyond the scope of this research.
2. Choice of these three foreign countries is due to the fact
that:
 regarding the UK, back in 2015, its government
officially announced in its digital strategy of creating
a “Government as a Platform” (GaaP) as a main approach to
providing digital services. The UK Government Digital Service
(hereinafter — the GDS) has been actively taking platform
governance measures for over 13 years, while other developed
countries (the USA, Canada, Australia, and the South Africa)
have modelled their government digital services after the GDS.
In 2016, the United Kingdom was ranked first in the world in
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terms of digital government development by the UN precisely
because of the platform approach;
 as for Estonia, experts believe that it is the most
“digital country” in the world, where at least 99% of public
services are provided online. According to the Estonian
government, it saved 800 labor years for the government,
authorities, and citizens;
 regarding
India,
its
government’s
Unique
Identification Number programme is ranked first in the world in
terms of coverage among similar platform initiatives. Today,
1.26 out of the total of 1.31 billion Indians have their personal
Aadhaar number used for address delivery of all budget
payments and public services. Another governmental
centralized information platform, Digital India, has
significantly revamped the way all business processes are
managed when services are being provided to citizens [213].
Thus, the UK is the first country in the world to officially
adopt “Government as a Platform” (hereinafter — GaaP) as
a digital strategy for providing government services. In the UK,
in the 1980s, Margaret Thatcher’s government tried to use the
potential of technologies to improve public services. This
coincided with the era of “new public management”, when the
government, with varying success, tried to apply business
practices in the state sector for the sake of efficiency. Thus,
organizations of both the private and public sectors set targets,
determining input and output parameters, but public services
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could not be significantly improved. Despite the fact that
citizens were considered “customers”, they could not receive
necessary services in full and anywhere, since state authorities
were still service monopolies. This caused emergence of many
non-government service agencies and contractors, but did not
fundamentally solve the problem of ease, accessibility of
services and reducing the administrative burden [138].
1. The main governmental platform initiatives of the UK.
The GDS was established in 2011 as a special unit for the
improvement of public services under the Cabinet of the United
Kingdom, and in 2012, the government adopted the first Digital
Strategy. It included 14 actions to make the government “digital
by default”: digital services must be as easy-to-use as possible,
and everyone who can use them, will enjoy it. At the same time,
those who cannot use them, will not be excluded, but will join
afterwards. In particular, Clause No. 11 of the Digital Strategy
describes development of common technological platforms for
“digital services by default”: “to develop services on platforms
instead of in elevators”. For this purpose, the Cabinet of the
United Kingdom will develop and introduce a new set of
common technological platforms to support the new-generation
digital services, while the Government Digital Service will:
a) extend the range of information platforms for digital display
of data analysis, personal identification, and future shared
platform components [271]; b) determine, process, and
introduce common technological platforms to support digital
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services by default; c) develop a data analysis platform to
combine a range of data, in particular, analytics, web operations,
and financial information. It was announced in March 2015 that
GaaP would become the main point of the next stage of the
UK’s digital transformation.
This vision is being implemented owing to the main
components of the platform concept — single central portal
GOV.UK providing access to all government services. Today,
all UK government departments and almost 400 other agencies
and state authorities use it instead of DirectGov and Business
Link to deliver government services to the UK citizens [279].
All these departments and institutions’ websites can be found
on GOV.UK (Fig. 3).
In addition to the many features of GOV.UK, registers are
of particular interest for the purposes of this research. Thus,
GOV.UK Registers is a strict set of reliable government data, in
which each register contains only specific data updated by an
expert organization. For instance, the countries’ registers list all
countries recognized by the UK government. Services that use
registers can reduce the time and cost of obtaining data from
government agencies, get ready-to-use data without the need for
data cleansing, and ensure that their service is using the most
up-to-date government data. Data managers who create
registers only need to publish it in one place, and it is updated
automatically.
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Fig. 3. The main page of government service portal
www.GOV.UK
Such registers may include either those that contain public
data and are publicly available, or closed ones that require users to
do something before getting access to data, or private ones with
confidential information. At first, before entering data into the
GOV.UK Registers database, it was necessary to solve a number of
difficult tasks for synchronizing data and updating old registers.
Subsequently, GOV.UK Registers solved all of the above issues,
simplified, and standardized the way of saving, storing, and
accessing data in various services. Today, this service offers reliable,
accurate, and up-to-date data at any moment. This data is of required
format and consistent in terms of content. Anyone now may get
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access to all registers and use it according to one’s needs. The
common API protocol can be used to obtain the latest data from the
register. Citizens can see which government services are already
using registers, and which have created a register with their data
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The structure of www.GOV.UK, an open register
ecosystem
*
Source:
Government
Digital
Service
(https://gds.blog.gov.uk/).
GOV.UK Platform as a Service (PaaS) is a shared web
hosting for the UK government services. Each digital service used
by the government should be hosted. Arranging and setting all
components for hosting a service requires much effort and
spending, even though these components are not very different, and
groups of such components of different services look quite alike
(Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. The structure of shared web hosting for the UK
government services without repeated administrative and
technical resources [213]
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This means that: a) state bodies may in fact repeat actions
already performed by other body for its needs; b) such bodies
cannot focus on their primary tasks and will spend time and
resources for such minor actions as monitoring applications,
aggregating e-logs, analyzing technical errors, etc. A shared
cloud-hosted Platform as a Service (PaaS) may solve these
issues. A shared PaaS can provide such a level as shown in
Fig. 5b. It is clear that the preparation of the processes for
acquisition of commercial services and their accreditation take
a lot of time, therefore, even during the implementation of PaaS,
the British prepared and evaluated several models of business
processes, which made it possible to form a certain universal
approach for subsequent (or other) digital services.
2. Guidelines for building a government service
information platform. The following GDS service design
principles are defined by the British:
 “start with user needs”, that is, conduct research,
communicate with users, analyze data, and only then develop
services;
 “do less”, that is, the government should only do what
it can do, for example, building a platform and registers, where
other businesses and new services can develop, providing
resources (for example, APIs) for widespread use, i.e. the
government should focus on the irreducible core;
 “design with data”, that is, use data, rather than
guesswork and conjectures, and combine user research and
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analytics to improve interaction with users;
 “do the hard work to make it simple”. For example, in
the Ministry of Justice, a semi-automatic form with several sets
of questions was developed instead of unclear legal language
form for users to fill in, and then, after answering a few
questions, the form was filled in automatically;
 “iterate, then iterate again”, that is, iterate in test mode
with a minimum set of services;
 “this is for everyone”, that is, people, who need public
services the most, are often those, who find them hardest to use,
accordingly, there should be no barriers that would complicate
access to services;
 “build digital services, not websites”, that is, the digital
world has to connect to the real world. It is necessary to
understand the needs of users, service provider organization, its
personnel, processes, culture, etc. in order to prove to the user
that they care about him/her, and not about some digital data;
 “be consistent, not uniform”, making the most of the
same design templates to help people master services, but then
it is necessary to improve it, if new solutions or new needs of
people are found [213].
3. Regulatory and legal framework. In the UK, the laws
governing the provision of digital services are set out in several
acts, some of which are devoted to digital services, while others
apply to all services. In particular, the Electronic
Communication Code governs legal relations between website
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providers and electronic communication operators (known as
“code operators”) to support deployment and sustainability of
digital infrastructure. Ofcom [224] under the current Ofcom
Code is the government regulator of all official UK
communications channels and services, and includes digital
communications services, such as fixed and mobile broadband
services. In addition, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) and the Data Protection Act 2018 contain guidelines
for using personal information in all digital products.
Roles and responsibilities of participants: participants of
the state information platform in the UK are government
officials and members of parliament, state officials, the private
sector, citizens, that is, society in general. At one time, political
will of the government was to bring all government services
under “umbrella” for convenience, but over time this led to
creating a digital strategy and administrative attributes. At the
same time, participation of the private sector (developers, etc.),
wide acceptance by citizens and society in general made it very
successful.
4. Dependence on political leadership. Political will and
ambitions are required for “digital system by default”. In the
UK, until 2015, Francis Maude provided such political
leadership for the GDS: its main problem was how to set up
a system of seamless public services for citizens, which were
delivered not only by the state, but also the private providers
through a centralized information platform. As millions of the
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British recognized, success in this case allowed the government
to create even new ways of doing business, and to form
sustainable multilateral functional groups, that is, to move
firmly into the plane of public policy and multi-entity public
governance. Such digital changes also caused fundamental
transformation in skills of British consumers of other services,
developing demand for the services of numerous private
centralized information platforms (in particular, transformation
of the British hotel market with Airbnb, transport — with Uber,
home shopping — with Amazon, etc.). Gifted British
technicians began to see work in the government’s GDS as
prestigious and desirable.
5. Responsible authority. In the UK, the GDS is the main
authority responsible for designing e-government services to
fully implement “digital by default” principle, which was
endorsed in the report Directgov 2010 and beyond: revolution
not evolution in 2010. This authority is also responsible for
tracking and analyzing efficiency of the government spending
on reforms, and since 2015, the GDS has been tasked with
implementing the GaaP concept. Starting with cumulative
budget of 37 million pounds in 2012–2013, the GDS operated
150 million pounds in 2016–2017 [170]. Having staff of
approximately 500 people, the GDS interacts directly with the
Prime Minister’s Office, 25 ministries, 20 non-ministerial
government departments, hundreds of agencies, and other state
and municipal authorities, 11 state-owned corporations and
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3 delegated administrations. The GDS technically and
organizationally supports all of them in solving their traditional
functional tasks and transitioning to digital technologies to
provide user-oriented and cost-effective digital services [213].
6. Society’s attitude. Every year, the British study their
citizens’ views of how digital services are changing their lives
based on annual representative online surveys of 2,000 people,
500 phone calls, and focus group discussions [229]. Back in
2017, 91% of the UK population had basic digital skills to
access the Internet, and these skills were counted along with
literacy and numeracy as key elements of a British education.
80% of the people surveyed answered that their daily tasks
became much more convenient; 69% believed that digitization
provided an opportunity to try new things, meet new people and
learn something new; 52% of respondents found that they used
social media to connect with family and friends. However, it
should be recognized that there is still a large gap in
understanding digital technologies. Only a third of people were
aware of the fact that the data that they did not want to share
was still collected and stored somewhere on the server; also,
there is only a partial understanding among the British of how
state and private companies make money from digital products
and services for people. However, people demand that
technologies be more accountable and responsible, while the
poor are much more sensitive to controversial issues of ethics,
fairness, and find compromises on these issues unacceptable.
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However, the British in general continue to believe in the
potential of technologies and the rapid transformation in their
lives.
7. Propagation of changes. As of February 2021, over
200 government services were using government centralized
digital platforms, and in the previous year, 2020, these
platforms ensured the transfer of more than 44 million messages
through GOV.UK Notify as well as the transfer of more than
110 million pounds paid through GOV.UK Pay. While there are
hundreds of digital services on GOV.UK portal, only PaaS
service platform offers 19 services based on personal data from
public registers, and 36 registers are available for public and
free use. The GaaP concept has become the ultimate “default
choice” for nearly 99% of all government services, agencies,
and departments in the UK. With the increase in the number of
online services, their use by citizens has already become the
norm. While in 2007 only 30% of British adults used online
banking, in 2017 this share was 63%, and almost 79% in 2020.
Digital transformation has saved over 50 billion pounds in five
years since its launch, mainly due to reduced government
operating costs [265].
Below we will consider experience of Estonia in
implementing the government information platforms with
government services. Estonians created “digital nation” in less
than two decades making 99% of government services available
online for Estonian citizens. These online services provide
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significant time and cost savings not only for users, but for the
government as well (“e-Estonia — we have built a digital
society — and so can you” [177]). It is important that Estonia
has reached such a level of service provision not through the
creation of several web portals, like the UK, or the addition of
digital technologies to the existing organizational structure and
processes, but through the systemic redesign of its entire
information infrastructure based on the principles of openness,
confidentiality, and security.
1. Estonia’s main governmental platform initiatives. The
concept of “Government as a Platform” was not a clear model
for the development of Estonian digital government, however,
their system is clearly similar to a digital platform due to its
digital government service infrastructure, which is public and
mandatory. Estonia has developed three levels of the platform
concept: 1) a system of registers and data exchange that allows
units and agencies to exchange data (X-Road); 2) digital and
mobile identification system (e-ID) and 3) the “layer” of public
services, which are accessed through a special state web portal
(www.eesti.ee).
First, the X-Road system is designed to provide secure
communication between various databases, processes, and
technologies used by different departments and agencies when
delivering services. This is a secure level of data exchange on
the Internet, which allows different information systems and
state registers to seamlessly exchange data with each other.
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X-Road acts as an application development platform and
facilitates a government agency to easily expand its physical
services into an electronic environment. Estonian services,
utilities,
and
private
companies
(e.g.
energy,
telecommunications, banking) maintain their own registers, but
also allow other public authorities to gain secure access to them.
Citizens can use a single password to access various
government websites.
Fig. 6 shows the X-Road structure. Fig. 6 also
demonstrates that X-Road is a fairly decentralized information
system for data exchange, however, the data belongs only to
those institutions that join X-Road. X-Road does not
monopolize individual registers, but it is important for X-Road
that each such institution shares its data with others as needed.
Each member organization and application developed is
encouraged to use the same data that is stored in the registers of
other members (i.e. cross or network principle) to avoid
duplication in collection and confusion for the end customer.
Since the exchange of data allows members to develop even
more convenient services, X-Road is constantly pushing its
members to reusing data. All this makes the state X-Road
attractive for both individuals and legal entities under public
law [213].
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Fig. 6. Organizational model and technical architecture
of the Estonian X-Road
* Source: X-Road Architecture, 2021 [179].
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In addition to basic “citizen — government” interaction,
X-Road is also suitable for executing queries from various
authorities to various registers (databases). For example,
checking car registration data requires obtaining data from two
different registers, which are the population register and the
vehicle register. According to the State Information
Administration (2017), previously, such a simple request
required the involvement of three civil servants (e.g. police
officers), who processed it in total up to 15 minutes, but with
the X-Road, only one police officer spends 30 seconds for the
entire search for information [213].
Second, the electronic ID (e-ID) based on the national
authentication and digital signature system of the public key
infrastructure (PKI), which is used as a “container” for
certificates. The secure system of identification and
authorization allows each user of services from the public and
private sectors to identify himself/herself in the system using
digital signatures.
Third, the Eesti.ee platform: citizens have been able to
access more than 800 services on the official e-Service portal
since 2003. After full registration, any citizen can see who,
when, and why accessed his/her data, since all changes in and
access to data have a digital “footprint” [255]. As a rule,
Estonian government services are prohibited from storing the
same data in more than one place. The basic personal data of
each person (e.g. unique identifier, name, date of birth, parents,
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gender, address history, citizenship, and legal relationships) is
the most obvious example of this. A profile of any person’s
basic personal data does not require storing data in different
separate registers: only a unique identifier and distributed data
registers are needed. This ensures a high level of data protection,
since there is no such place where all information about
someone is stored. In addition, such digitization allows
visualizing the family tree of almost any person up to about
1950 [273]. It should also be noted that Estonians can see who
viewed their data, but viewing other people’s data without
permission is prohibited, all operations are recorded. For
instance, you can see that a doctor and pharmacist have looked
through a patient’s medical record, and there is no paper
circulation for this. Technically, it is possible that some official
was able to secretly gain access to personal data, however, the
developers of this system expect that personal data is protected
not only technically by the system, but also deliberately by the
citizen himself/herself through the access rights management.
Fourth, the e-Residency platform. It is blockchain-based
and the main result of the Estonian government’s experiments
with this technology to validate records in government
databases, such as birth and marriage certificates. The platform
has introduced the concept of e-living as a form of transnational
digital identity; e-Residency is available to everyone in the
world who is interested in using Estonian online services,
opening a bank account or starting a company. Electronic
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residents can apply to open a bank account, conduct online
banking, declare taxes, remotely sign documents, and gain
access to international payment operators. The American Stock
Exchange NASDAQ cooperates with the Estonian e-Residency
in terms of confirming secure electronic voting at shareholder
meetings for listed companies [171, p. 33].
2. Guidelines for building a government service
information platform:
 once only principle: in Estonia citizens and enterprises
provide their information to the state only once, and the X-Road
data exchange level makes this information available to all other
state entities;
 no legacy principle. As a rule, public digital
infrastructure should not use technological solutions that are
more than 13 years old;
 build versus buy principle, that is, priority is given to
building systems from scratch, rather than buying off-the-shelf
software systems from private suppliers. Instead of buying
large-scale solutions from well-known suppliers, the
government departments were encouraged to find open source
solutions, and this also forced services and ministries to develop
their own digital programs;
 interoperability and security principle. Instead of
striving for the creation of unified databases and information
systems, the main focus should be on the secure interoperability
of data systems with a high level of compatibility. This is made
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possible by the X-Road data transfer platform and programs
connected, but is based on the principle that government
information system should be compatible with all other
systems;
 actors’ clear roles and responsibilities. The digital
government service actors in Estonia are politicians, executive
authorities, private sector companies, citizens, etc. Each of them
can proactively add the resource, which is valuable for everyone
for the common good [213].
3. Regulatory and legal framework is quite broad, but
there are 4 main laws:
 the law on public information (2001) allows citizens
to receive any registered information from government
institutions within a certain time period; institutions and owners
of public information have an obligation to maintain websites
and post extensive information on the Internet. They ensure that
information is not “outdated, inaccurate or erroneous”;
 the law on digital signature (2000) gives digital and
handwritten signatures the same legal value and obliges all
government institutions to accept documents with digital
signature;
 the law on protection of personal data (1996, with
amendments) establishes requirements for full compliance of
the national system with the EU directives on data protection,
protects the basic rights and freedoms of people in processing
their personal data. Personal data are divided into two
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categories: 1) “personal data” and 2) “confidential personal
data”. In addition, the latter group is under enhanced protection.
All processed personal data are protected and registered by the
main data processors (i.e. controllers) in the Data Protection
Inspectorate — the data protection supervisory authority;
 the law on public procurement (2007) includes
provisions on the procedure for electronic procurement (eAuctions, Dynamic Procurement System, e-Catalogues),
making the tender process more electronic.
4. Dependence on political leadership. Back in the early
1990s, the Estonian government made such decisions, which
created the basis for further development against the backdrop of
economic crises in many other post-Soviet republics. Reforms in
the state sector were rather aimed at overcoming the Soviet legacy
and replacing the practices and approaches, among which
technologies took the lead. Accession to the European Union in
2004 also became one of the drivers of changes in building
institutional capacity of authorities. Emphasis was put on the
creation of “holistic government”, and this required to “enter” the
Western breakthrough technology. Under the influence of
political ambitions, the first President of Estonia Lennart Meri,
and members of the first governments of Estonia were looking for
a way to create the Estonian technological history of world
success, such as Finnish Nokia. Thus, in the late 1990s, Estonia
began to develop Internet technologies “from scratch” as
a universal field for all citizens and as the main driver of the
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country’s future economic success. An identification card was the
first iconic product of the Estonian e-government. In 2002 it was
the result of accidental successful interaction between banks and
the government during the introduction of Internet banking for
Estonian banks in 1996. Banks were the first to initiate data
digitization to reduce their costs and increase competitiveness
against the background of strengthening Swedish, Finnish and
German banks in Estonia. All Estonian presidents, profile
ministers and members of parliament were convinced that
“creating minimal and effective state” [254] would be the result of
widespread acceptance of digital technologies.
5. Responsible authority:

Central Office of Information. At the national level, it
operates as a political strategist under the management of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Estonia and is responsible for
development of state information policy, in particular,
development of state information systems, research and
innovations.
 Information service body of Estonia manages the basic
infrastructure (X-Road, e-ID, official state portal) [273]; monitors
the legislative process on requirements to the information
governance system.
 State-Regulated Information System Office (RISO) of the
Ministry of Economy and Communications is responsible for
development and implementation of state IT strategies at the
central level.
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 E-Estonia Council is a Government Interagency
Committee that coordinates the development of digital society
and e-governance in Estonia. Members of the Council are five
experts and representatives of the private sector in information
and communication technologies (ICT) and three ministers, and
the Prime Minister presides. Other state authorities and experts
are involved in work as needed.
 E-Governance Academy is a non-governmental, nonprofit organization that promotes the use of ICT in the
government work and democratic practice. It is engaged in
training and consulting leaders and stakeholders in using ICT
for greater efficiency of public services and creating open
information society.
 Estonian Data Protection Inspectorate (EDPI) is an
independent organization under the Ministry of Justice. EDPI is
engaged in protection of all rights to information in terms of
confidentiality (Law on Protection of Personal Data) and
transparency, and is also a supervisory body in matters of
freedom of information (Law on Public Information) and direct
marketing (Law on Electronic Communications).
6. Society’s attitude. The extremely high loyalty of
Estonians to digital public services is based on compulsory IT
education since kindergarten and the purposeful development of
IT skills (e.g. using a computer at home, searching the Internet,
etc.) among adults, which since the mid-1990s was one of the
priorities of the government. People were also influenced by
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propaganda about the opportunities and threats of the
information society and technologies with special attention paid
to safe behavior on the Internet.
The Estonian government’s website, e-Estonia, says that,
according to the American company Wired, Estonia ranked first
in terms of the level of development of a digital society, in
which 99% of services are provided to citizens in digital form.
There are only three services left in the country that cannot be
received via the Internet: getting married, divorcing, and
purchasing real estate. Since gaining independence in 1991, the
citizens trusted the authorities in the reform process, and that is
why the government was able in 1999–2002 to initiate and
implement the digitization of data, and the first digital service
was introduced in 2000. Also, the high people’s loyalty and the
widespread acceptance of digital services were a consequence
of the initial ease of use of services for various categories of the
population, especially those with disabilities. The level of
Internet use among the adult population increased from 29% in
2000 to 98% in 2020. Since 2000, the right to access the Internet
has been included in the list of basic rights of Estonian citizens.
Now at least 95% of the population file their tax returns online,
and 94% of the working-age population use Internet banking
[167]. In kindergartens, children are taught digital skills, and at
the age of 7–8, children can already code their simplest games.
IT classes are compulsory in schools. There is also a state
advanced training program for all postgraduate students of
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Estonian universities with internships in local IT firms to
develop their technical skills [121].
7. Propagation of changes. Owing to platform initiatives
and digital services, small Estonia has become a rare example
of how to create a new viable niche in the international division
of labor. Counting on this, during the 2010s, the country
actively promoted itself as a place for labor migration for
qualified specialists from post-Soviet countries, especially
technical and IT specialists, and as a European “tax haven”
(until 2018–2019). Of course, digitalization has given people
a higher quality of life, and government services have become
absolutely available to anyone throughout the country. Digital
technologies have helped to create new professional
communities, new companies, and digital governance start-ups;
new jobs with high added value were created for citizens of
different countries in Estonia [213].
Below we will consider India’s experience in
implementing government information platforms with
government services. Digital India Programme is aimed at
transforming India into a society with digital power and
a knowledge economy. Digital India e-governance ensures
broadband connection for all, IT education, and telemedicine.
The original budget for the Programme was Rs 11.3 billion in
2015 and increased to Rs 30.7 billion in 2018–2019. In 2017,
this became an important factor for the growth of India’s
ranking in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index —
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from 142nd in 2015 to 77th in 2018. India is investing heavily
in digital infrastructure becoming the world’s second largest
mobile phone number country. However, as in many other
developing countries, technological progress is outstripping the
development of policy and innovation in public governance
[189]. The push for electronic governance began with the
launch of NICNET in 1987, a national satellite computer
network. Thereafter, the program for District Information
System of National Informatics Centre (DISNIC) was launched
to computerize all district offices in the country. The
introduction of the National e-Governance Plan (NeGP) in 2006
can be viewed as the second phase of e-Governance in India.
The flagship project of NeGP aimed to create 100,000 Common
Service Centres across India (one for every six villages). This
aim was achieved in 2016–2017.
1. India’s main governmental platform initiatives. In 2010,
India embarked on an ambitious project to provide a unique,
permanent, and secure digital 12-digit identification number to all
of its residents through the collection of demographic and
biometric data. Taking into account the potential of digital
innovation and the widespread coverage of Aadhaar ID number,
many different open-source application programming interfaces
(APIs) have been developed for several years, in particular,
e-KYC, e-Sign, Unified Payments Interface (UPI), DigiLocker,
and Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AEPS). Aadhaar bank
account, Jan Dhan, and mobile phone access (JAM) together laid
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the foundation for the national centralized India Stack platform.
India Stack is a name given to a system of open APIs
(Aadhaar, UPI, e-KYC, e-Sign, DigiLocker owned by various
government agencies in the country), which in turn allows
government, companies, entrepreneurs, and developers to use the
unique government digital infrastructure by providing non-cash
services. India Stack can be viewed as a pyramid that has
identification and authentication through Aadhaar (bottom), then
Digital Locker for documentation, then Aadhaar-based electronic
sign, and UPI (Unified Payments Interface) for payments at the
top of the pyramid. Introduction of Aadhaar (unique identity) has
largely solved the problem of providing trust services in various
sectors of life, especially in the field of settlements with the state.
Effective government service delivery has become one of the core
principles in the development of India Stack [281].
Among the four major levels of India Stack, the “consent
layer” should be noted. The architecture of electronic “consent
layer” provides user-driven data exchange, data flow, and data
storage. The “consent layer” is designed to allow citizens to ensure
their consent in the data flow between data providers (banks,
hospitals, and telecommunications companies) and data
requesting parties (banks and credit card providers). For instance,
if a person wishes to apply for a credit card, he/she can provide
his/her bank with consent to transfer the relevant documentation
to the credit card issuer to check his/her creditworthiness before
the credit card is issued.
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Fig. 7. Elements of India Stack and their purpose [281]
In addition to India Stack, other important platform
initiatives should be noted:
A. “Platform as a Service” (PaaS) from the National
Informatics Centre (NIC) is a technological centralized platform for
hosting websites, portals, and web applications. PaaS offers
a variety of service models and provides remote and secure cloud
servers for preinstalling web versions of private websites and
running web applications allowing everyone not to have their own
server or configure it. PaaS can be used to quickly deploy servers
and publish web applications. The National Informatics Centre also
grants operating system and application software licenses.
B. Open Government Data Platform (OGD): data.gov.in is
an open data initiative by the government of India. This platform is
one-point access to government registers, services, tools,
documents, and applications of all federal authorities in India.
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It also consolidates and extends the advantages of India.gov.in
project of the Indian government and data.gov project of the US
government.
C. The MyGov.in platform aims to engage citizens in active
development of the state by encouraging them to participate in
groups, tasks, discussions, polls, blogs, and conversations. The
government of India has begun involving its citizens to facilitate the
active participation of Indians in the governance and development
of the country. The project is aimed at crowdsourcing the ideas of
ordinary citizens to govern the country and reduce the gap between
voters and the elected government [213].
D. The Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN) provides
a common platform for the federal and state governments of India,
tax payers, and other stakeholders to administer the payment of
goods and services tax. GSTN uses the API protocol and other
hardware and software systems required to manage federal goods
and services tax settlements. GSTN, as a non-profit organization, is
partly owned by the Indian federal and state governments. GSTN
offers a single interface for taxpayers and shared IT infrastructure
between the federal center of the Republic of India and the states of
the Indian Federation.
2. Guidelines for building a government service information
platform:
 design for the user: in India, the main problem was and is
inclusion and involvement of the population taking into account the
specific context, culture in different parts of the country, behavior
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and expectations of people with different social status;
 the ecosystem as a basis: the entire technological
infrastructure should be based on this ecosystem principle, while all
services should be Aadhaar-based;
 simplicity and minimalism: Aadhaar should have
integrated several parameters to store rather than trying to store
dozens of different parameters;
 open APIs, open data, open sources, and open
innovations: ease of access to digital innovations, which will allow
increasing cooperation within the country and avoid duplication;
 core functionality: the government is focused only on the
main elements, and other elements are allocated for implementation
by private businesses within the ecosystem. The focus is on
security, scalability, the widest possible use of open code, and
ensuring that design is not related to specific technology or supplier;
 design for scale. Over 1.2 billion Indians using Aadhaar
and related services have an enormous potential to scale services,
therefore, all tools should be created while taking this into account;
 collaborative: exchange of resources, information and
data between the authorities, organizations and sectors involved
should result in greater efficiency with end results [233].
3. Regulatory and legal framework is very broad, but there
are 4 main laws:
 the law on information technology (2000): provides
a legal basis for legal purity of all electronic records and other
actions performed with electronic means; it is aimed at facilitating
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electronic contact in trade and commerce, removing barriers and
obstacles in the way of electronic commerce, promoting and
developing legal and business infrastructure necessary for the
implementation of electronic commerce. The law also establishes
requirements to data collection, protection, use and penalties for
cyberbreaches;
 the national cybersecurity policy is aimed at protecting
state and private infrastructure against cyberattacks. It is aimed at
protecting personal information of web users, financial and banking
information and secret government data;
 the law on targeted delivery of financial and other
subsidies, benefits and services (or “Aadhaar Law”, 2016)
stipulates the introduction of an identification number issued by
India’s sole identification authority to all citizens of the country.
This tool is mandatory for targeted payment of state subsidies and
other benefits [267];
 new law on data protection (2020). The bill, which was
drafted under the European Union’s General Data Protection
Regulation, was introduced by the Minister of Justice B. Srikrishna
to the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technologies to
ensure reliable legal framework for data protection in 2017. Once
passed by the parliament, this law, among other things, ensures
privacy as a civil right and is a fundamental provision in protection
of personal data.
4. Dependence on political leadership. Experience in
digitization and platformization in India assures the need for strong
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political will and support. With the beginning of implementation of
the state programme Digital India in 2015, political emphasis was
put on the growing benefits for a citizen at various stages of this
programme and on expanding the opportunities of citizens, taking
into account very large differences in income, education and culture
within the country [213].
5. Responsible authorities:
 Ministry of Electronics and Information Technologies is
committed to promote e-governance for citizen empowerment by
comprehensively encouraging sustainable growth of India’s
electronics, IT and ITeS industries, development of human
resources, digital services and provision of safe cyberspace,
research and development, enhancing India’s role in global Internet
governance.
 India’s sole identification authority is authorized to carry
out the registration and authentication of Aadhaar cards, in
particular, to operate and manage all stages of Aadhaar life cycle;
to develop procedures and business processes for issuing and
protecting Aadhaar numbers for citizens, to carry out
authentications; to ensure security of personal data and citizen
authentication records [267].
 National Payment Corporation of India is an “umbrella”
for all small payment systems in the country. Its goal is to
consolidate and integrate numerous payment systems with different
levels of service into a nationwide standard business process, which
would be uniform for all retail payment systems. This is done to
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create an accessible payment mechanism for the benefit of the
ordinary person and for state control over financial flows in the
country.
 National Informatics Centre operates under the Ministry
of Electronics and Information Technologies, provides central
leadership in provision of ICT services, supports e-governance by
the federal government of India, addressed to all state governments,
various agencies, services and other government authorities.
6. Society’s attitude. The introduction of a unique biometric
identification system in India since 2010, the demonetization of
monetary circulation in a non-cash form since 2016, and a new tax
on goods and services since 2017 together accelerated the society’s
need for digital integration, and accelerated the transition of the
Indian public governance system to new standards of service
delivery and budgeting. In India, more than 9 million electronic
checks of the status of an individual during settlements (through
e-KYC tool) are carried out every month using the state centralized
information platform Aadhaar. While in 2010 electronic payments
through mobile wallets accounted for no more than 0.3% of all
electronic transactions, their share was 15% in 2018, and 23% in
January 2021. In just one month (November 2017), citizens
uploaded about 13 million official documents (e.g. a driver’s
license) to DigiLocker [131].
Since the beginning of demonetization in November 2016,
the volume of online payments had been growing exponentially
according to the Unified Payments Interface. After the
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demonetization of cash circulation, the number and amount of
deposits increased significantly in bank accounts, more than 90%
of which were small accounts and with very small payments.
There are now over a billion mobile phones in India, which
gives Indians a fairly cheap opportunity to view text and video
content anywhere. The introduction of electronic teaching aids in
schools and technical schools has allowed 0.4 billion young people
to comfortably learn the skills that can later be monetized. On
average, an Indian smartphone user downloads over 9 gigabytes of
data per month, more than users in the US, China or Japan.
Examination of active learning websites for promising youth
(SWAYAM program) in partnership with the Internet portal and
Microsoft application, launched in 2017, provides students with
free educational materials; it covers school subjects in sciences,
humanities, technical and technological disciplines, and courses
with credits are offered with the help of interactive “digital classes”.
This was to compensate for the poor school infrastructure
throughout the country, especially in mountainous and rural areas.
The widespread implementation of Meghraj cloud initiative
to provide an India-wide broadband Internet access platform for
rural India and software has enabled 100 large Indian cities to
strategically pursue their development as “smart cities”, which is a
significant step towards public governance, and also
involving significant funds from the budgets of large cities for these
purposes. The country has created related e-service platforms,
namely, e-Taal (digital interface for government subsidies and
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social programs), e-Hospital, and e-Sushrut (information systems
for health care and insurance on the Internet), e-Nam (online trading
platform for agricultural products of poor farmers throughout India)
and Jeevan Pramaan (for retirees). The nationwide India Stack
platform has significantly reduced transaction costs and corruption
in the provision of a wide range of government services, such as
training grants and social transfers.
7. Propagation of changes. India’s sole identification
authority has identified Aadhaar as a strategically important
government policy tool in government sector reforms, enhancing
convenience and promoting easy and people-oriented governance.
In fact, it has become a tool for distributed justice and equity and
a new tool for financially attracting hundreds of millions of Indians
from disadvantaged groups. Its open API protocols have become
the basis for an ecosystem of services, such as e-KYC, digital
signatures, and instant payment infrastructure. In particular, e-KYC
(electronic “Know Your Customer”) has reduced the cost of
counter-operational verification of parties in financial transfers
from $23.43 to $0.16, or 146 times. Before Aadhaar introduction,
hundreds of millions of Indians were not considered economically
desirable customers for banks and large retail chains. Owing to
Aadhaar, this tool (e-KYC) also became one of the key factors in
the opening of more than 317 million new bank accounts between
August 2014 and December 2020, which allowed hundreds of
millions of Indians, who were not previously serviced by banks, to
enter the official economy and the official statistics of India [267].
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Linking the personal Aadhaar number with the corresponding bank
account enabled the Direct Financial Benefit Transfer (DBT)
scheme, i.e. direct transfer of government and non-government
auxiliary payments to accounts of beneficiaries; this also helped to
eliminate fraud and untargeted payments in issuing subsidies to
millions of citizens. According to the government of India,
mechanism of direct financial benefit transfer saved $8.9 billion of
public funds during 2013–2017 [256].
Also, Digital India national programme has definitely
influenced the life of all Indians covering all sectors of the economy
and all corners of the country, which made it possible to
significantly reduce government and private administration costs,
make big data available for analysis in real time, ensure fast
movement and verification of information, in particular, for the
needs of political governance of India, which was not the case
before [213].
Finally, let us consider the experience of Ukraine in the
digital modernization of public governance, in particular, through
introducing government information platform and expanding
access to registers within the political initiative “the state in
a smartphone”.
Thus, under a new President of Ukraine in 2019, the Ministry
of Digital Transformation of Ukraine was established in the state,
one of the tasks of which is to digitize all government services in
5 years creating an integrated mechanism that would combine all
departments and accessible services online [213].
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1. Ukraine’s main governmental platform initiatives:
mobile application Diia (https://diia.gov.ua/), separate portals for
sectoral groups of services (Diia.Business, Diia.Center, Diia.City,
Diia.Digital Education, Diia.Vdoma, etc.), the purpose of which is
to create a “digital state” and “transfer the country to a smartphone”
(Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Interface of the Ukrainian state centralized
information platform Diia (https://diia.gov.ua/)
In February 2020, the application for government digital
services Diia, which allows receiving government services
online, became publicly available. It was planned to digitize the
top 50 most requested and popular services during 2020
(registration of private entrepreneurs, companies, e-maliatko,
services for carriers and builders, services for car owners, etc.)
[106]. The mobile application Diia may become the main
application for all Ukrainians in about several years. The
Ministry of Digital Transformation of Ukraine (MinTsifra)
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seeks to transfer all government services there, adding not only
digital copies of documents, but also dozens of government
administrative services that can be technically and
organizationally provided online to one degree or another
(Fig. 9). It was through platform Diia that at the end of 2020,
sole proprietors were able to receive “anti-coronavirus” aid
from the state and during the war in the spring of 2022,
applications for one-time aid in the amount of UAH 6,000 for
sole proprietors were submitted through platform Diia. The
platform Diia and, more precisely, its subsidiary project
Diia.Vdoma was being prepared to become a politically
important state digital tool in the fight against the spread of
COVID-19 in Ukraine, but, unfortunately, it did not [26].
At least during the first year of application Diia operation,
the technical approaches implemented in it significantly
outstripped the regulatory framework in the field of information
security: now, application Diia uses Amazon Web Services
(a commercial public cloud supported and developed by
Amazon since 2006) with load balancer that also deals with
DDoS attacks.
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Fig. 9. General scheme of operation of mobile application
Diia
* Source: Ministry of Digital Transformation of Ukraine
[67; 15].
2. Guidelines for building a government service
information platform. Four principles have been defined: “the
state that helps”, “the convenient service of government
services”, “against the digitalization of chaos”, “a system with
a person at its core” [28].
3. Regulatory and legal framework. In Ukraine, digital
economy is needed to be recognized at the state level, and digital
technologies are considered as one of the key drivers of
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sustainable development [105]. Unlike other countries, where
the state has the leading role in formation of the digital economy
cluster, Ukrainian experts note that the state role in this process
is not so significant, and involvement in the international online
business is not a choice, but a necessity.
 Concept of Development of Digital Economy and
Society of Ukraine for 2018–2020;
 On approval of the Concept of Development of Digital
Economy and Society of Ukraine for 2018–2020 and approval
of plan of measures for its implementation: Ordinance of the
Cabinet of Ministers of Ukraine No. 67 dated January 17, 2018;
 Regulations on the National Web Platform of Centers
for Provision of Administrative Services (from February 2021)
[85];
 Work plans of the Ministry of Digital Transformation
for 2019, 2020 [73], 2021, etc.
4. Dependence on political leadership. On February 6,
2020, the government of Ukraine, with the President
Volodymyr Zelenskyy, officially presented application
Derzhava i Ya, which is aimed at digitizing government
services and documents for Ukrainians. Announced goal by
2024 is that 100% of all government services are available
online; 20% of services are provided automatically without
intervention of an official; one online form to fill in is provided
to receive a package of services in any real-life situation. The
minister’s political ambitions include complete rejection of
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paper documents in the next few years and full implementation
of the above idea — the state in a smartphone. Currently, the
platform is being implemented with significant political support
from the government and the president, and is supported by
several foreign funders (USAID, EGAP, CanadaAid).
5. Responsible authorities: the Ministry of Digital
Transformation of Ukraine and the Committee of the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on Digital Transformation.
6. Society’s attitude. During February–December 2020,
application Diia was downloaded 5 million times, a dozen of
personal documents and over 30 services became available
online. E-documents gradually come into use — they are
already accepted at airports and post offices, vehicle owners
may leave at home not only their licenses and registration
certificates, but insurance policies as well. However, this has
been accompanied by a number of technical and organizational
problems due to individual contractor partners, incomplete
legislation, and inconsistencies in registers and software. It is
worth noting the failure of the state approach to dealing with the
COVID-19 pandemic with the help of Diia.Vdoma: back in
December 2020, border guards at airports did not ask to install
this application due to the ineffectiveness of this political and
managerial solution for the remote control of the movement of
Ukrainians [26].
7. Propagation of changes. Synchronization of the
“transport” and “demographic” registers turned out to be the
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most effective solution. The main problem of using application
Diia is that this application exists in the architecture in which it
is now, because Diia can access all connected state registers,
receive information while operating on an almost unprotected
channel. Diia is a state centralized “register of registers”, which
is a repository of all data and state documents about a citizen
and by-laws for this. When information is concentrated in one
place, it is a huge temptation for attackers — valuable
information should not be stored in one place, even if it is well
protected, because everything can be hacked. It’s just a matter
of time and resources.
The above analysis will have its logical conclusion in the
following subsection, in which, mainly, based on the experience
of the UK, Estonia, India, and Ukraine in the implementation of
centralized information platforms in state governance,
challenges and current risks will be synthesized to ensure
democracy in modernization of the public governance system,
and inductive conclusions will be drawn for updating the DIPbased public governance system.
2.3. Current Risks of Ensuring Democracy in
Modernization of the Public Governance System
This subsection is structured as follows: from
(1) summarizing challenges for four countries (the UK, Estonia,
India and Ukraine) and (2) corresponding induction of changes
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in the public governance system — to (3) analysis of applied
governance approaches in the world’s non-commercial intersectoral DIPs, (4) dialectical contraposition of political risks for
governability by the state under the pressure of the blockchain
technology and for devaluation of democratic values in case of
continued existence of governance practice, (5) comparison of
DIPs with other forms of providing public services with
corresponding changes in methods of the state influence.
An important continued analysis of cases of the UK,
Estonia, India and Ukraine, which was discussed above in the
previous subsection, is represented by summarized challenges
and a new vision of the national public governance systems
taking into account each country’s acquired experience in
platform governance. Refraining from admiring technical
success of each country, it is necessary to critically evaluate the
challenges, which these countries are hardly ready for at the
moment, and which will be definitely useful for Ukraine.
Challenges for the UK. Despite the success of the UK
digital system in the population coverage, simplicity, and
technically almost excellent delivery of services, it should be
noted that none of the UK state platforms allows for any
creativity, initiative, and entrepreneurship from ordinary service
users, which are thousands of times more than application
developers and online entrepreneurs for the platforms
mentioned. Even British globalist experts admit [243] that
although there are many talented and brilliant professionals in
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the UK government who know the answers to difficult
questions, these people are not empowered to initiate and
advocate for changes. Furthermore, the “path dependency”,
including the dependency on well-known platform analogies
and the “near-perfection”, and the difficulty in introducing new
digital organizational mechanisms that would be based on
existing digital platforms, are really complex and still
unresolved problems even for the British. The complexity of the
“legacy system” [243] in the form of the existing centralized
digital platform and its limitations in ensuring exercise of a wide
range of human rights can be considered an obstacle to the
implementation of continuous, more democratic, inclusive, and
truly holistic e-governance. Those new political theories around
the idea of direct democracy, the authors of which were the
British, have been recently poorly aligning with the GDS’ “old”
centralized digital platform analyzed above. However, in our
opinion, DIP-based governance, including in terms of
strengthening direct democracy, is one of the real solutions to
this problem [213].
The identified challenges for Estonia based on the
experience in the implementation of platforms.
Firstly, the Estonian experience of overcoming the
consequences of the 2007 cyberattacks on key state
infrastructure made the whole world pay close attention to this
threat and constantly invest in digital infrastructure and
personnel training.
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Secondly, blockchain use in Estonia is often driven by
political priorities to create a sustainable infrastructure that
could avoid further external intrusion. This results in decreased
importance of the private life of citizens in terms of mass
surveillance and commercial use of personal data. As noted in
the article [248] regarding the reasons for implementing
blockchain in the e-Estonia platform, “…the only reason
KSI Blockchain is used today is that after the 2007 cyberattacks,
a method of proving non-intrusion had to be found… Often the
problem with cyberattacks is that attackers stay in the system
too long before they are detected. So with this kind of
technology where changes to data are being recorded, with the
help of these hashes, you can react much faster and take action”.
Thirdly, the distributed data storage approach applied by
the Estonian state authorities does not eliminate the danger of
malicious distortion or deletion of data: the strategic choice
would be to store it using a distributed ledger (blockchain)
involving as many trusted private resources as possible,
including private big data registers. Also, new digital solutions
have not yet been formed into a shared infrastructure: the related
decision has not been made yet, because this requires choosing
between data consolidation and interoperability. In this case, it
will be possible to better assess the impact of digital solutions
both on saving state resources and the risks for the whole
society.
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Fourthly, even after gaining a foothold in the niche of
technological innovations and significantly updating the system
of its public governance owing to this, Estonia did not ensure
itself a place among the leading countries of future innovations
(including in terms of the Internet of Things, artificial
intelligence for computing, and big data analysis), and
“disruptive innovations” [66], such as the blockchain
technology. On the one hand, this will inevitably require new
concentration of resources and decentralized governance. The
variable curve of technology leadership may further “bypass”
this country. On the other hand, the entire population of Estonia
(1.32 million people) should be more involved in the general
and proactive governance of their country rather than be content
with the convenience of expressing their will at the next
elections every 4–5 years and with simple access to all services
that already exist today [213].
Thus, despite the initial efforts or promises, in Estonia
blockchain does not solve any serious social problems, such as
institutional trust or corruption. Instead, in case of e-Estonia,
blockchain has become a vague tool used by government
authorities only to maintain control over digital data. This all
indicates that the current declared “decentralized system of
services” and databases in Estonia is de facto part of the
centralized state platform, where everything is well done for
human comfort, at least if going “from top to bottom”, but not
everything is done in order for a citizen to start interacting with
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another citizen as equal members of society, that is, there is still
significant space for social and political networking of
conscientious citizens (Fig. 10). Therefore, the challenges of
including not just Estonian residents, but citizens in the digital
framework of the near future are still unresolved for the
Estonian government, if the government is really aware of this.

Fig. 10. Comparison of the UK and Estonia on the two
indicators of e-governance adopted in the European Union and
being the closest to the citizen — state interaction (according to
Eurostat, 2021; based on [113])
The identified challenges for India based on its
experience in the implementation of platforms lie rather in the
investment and technology as well as educational planes than in
the democratic one. India, a country where a rigid caste structure
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of society has existed for millennia, will have a very different
context for digital transformation than Ukraine, the UK, and
Estonia. Digital infrastructure, maintenance, and the required
level of government capacity to support modernization are the
issues the Indian government is facing in promoting digitized
services. Solving such state problems as building the required
digital infrastructure for people to access digital services,
overcoming digital illiteracy and the digital divide, and ensuring
easy access to digital services are directly related to the
organizational and financial ability of the authorities to provide
people with broad access to high-speed data. Despite the
achieved success, the Internet coverage in rural areas is no more
than 20%. As a result, state governance mechanisms need to be
significantly improved in terms of better administration,
stakeholder engagement and coordination, and better alignment
with the new digital culture.
India’s digital Unique Identification Number (UID)
platform initiative, which was the first milestone in a series of
all subsequent additions to the service, is somewhat similar to
the UK’s GOV.UK Verify and Estonian e-ID, but the Indian
initiative has much more potential than the other two analogues.
Despite this tool being progressive for India, we should note the
problem of its conscious and proactive use by poor uneducated
and poorly educated Indians, of whom there are tens of millions.
Today, the UID platform is more useful to the authorities due to
financial discipline and targeting than for millions of people
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who simply do not have basic and computer literacy skills. In
this case, the issues of democracy and human rights are
secondary.
It should be noted that Estonia and the UK are facing
similar challenges regarding support for popular initiative,
citizen interaction, and conditions for social capital (trust)
through collectivity rather than individuality. Probably earlier,
at a time when e-governance was being designed in these
countries, this absolutely corresponded to that hierarchical
human-centered paradigm of building “comfortable” public
governance and, accordingly, the format of services “from state
to person”. However, at the moment, digital technologies are
increasingly offering new formats of communication between
people, almost without involving the state, which can push out
the “ordinary” state without reducing the “comfort” of services.
Therefore, one should point out the development of such new
public governance decisions that would bring people closer to
one another rather than separate them, because it is such scarce
solutions that are becoming much desired in the 21st century,
and not just comfortable ones (Table 4).
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Table 4
Generalizations of digital challenges of the analyzed
countries for further digital modernization of the public
governance system [213]
Country

Challenges according to
national context of digital
reforms

 Customized public
service platforms do not
provide a place for private
“from bottom” initiative for
horizontal interaction of
citizens;
The UK

 almost no user inclusion;
 asymmetry of power in
favor of formal state
institutions;
 asymmetry of
information in the
“principal — agent” system

What can change in the public
governance system due to
challenges

 Attitude of the political elite to
the strengthening the role of
direct democracy;
 attitude of the state to private
trusted registers, ecosystems, and
infrastructure of services that exist
in digital platforms and are
provided on the basis of data from
various state and public registers;
 redesigning state platforms as
service ecosystems;
 requesting private organizations
(e.g. DAO) for additional
safeguards and accountability
(getting out of the regulatory
“gray zone”)
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Country

Challenges according to
national context of digital
reforms

What can change in the public
governance system due to
challenges

 Improved blockchain-based
cryptoprotection (request for
codes for private encrypted
blockchain systems for law
enforcement purposes);
 requesting private organizations
(e.g. DAO) for additional
safeguards and accountability
(getting out of the regulatory
“gray zone”);
 Significant investment in
cybersecurity and
distributed data storage;
Estonia

 inclusion of citizens and
their interaction;
 problems of coordination
of social movements within
its population

 partial redistribution of power
between non-hierarchical and
peer-to-peer structures;
 great political and
administrative flexibility for
attraction (emergence) of talent in
digital “disruptive technologies”
to the country;
 attitude of the state to private
trusted registers, ecosystems, and
infrastructure of services that exist
in digital platforms and are
provided on the basis of data from
various state and public registers;
 redesigning state platforms as
service ecosystems (transit from
“comfortable” public governance
to “state — for communities of
citizens”)
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Country

India

Challenges according to
national context of digital
reforms

What can change in the public
governance system due to
challenges

 Extremely large-scale
investment and
technological infrastructure
upgrades under the
conditions of low
consumption culture and
poverty of a significant part
of the population;

 Further development of
participatory governance through
state digital platforms;

 the need for a long-term
increase in the institutional
capacity of the authorities
to administer and
coordinate various
stakeholders;

 strengthening the functions of
coordination and incentivization,
in particular, according to the
model of paternalistic “playmaker
state”

 redesigning state platforms as
service ecosystems;

 asymmetry of
information in the
“principal — agent” system

Ukraine

The government’s lack of
attention to the principle of
building the Diia platform
as a “register of registers”
and a catalog of all
documents containing
significant data security
risks;
 decline in the reputation
of the relevant ministry and
trust in the mobile
application due to its
technical problems;

 Redesigning state platforms as
service ecosystems (transit from
“comfortable” public governance
to “state — for communities of
citizens”);
 attitude of the state to private
trusted registers, ecosystems and
infrastructure of services that exist
in digital platforms and are
provided on the basis of data from
various state and public registers;
 partial redistribution of power
between non-hierarchical and
peer-to-peer structures, etc.
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Country

Challenges according to
national context of digital
reforms

What can change in the public
governance system due to
challenges

 asymmetry of
information in the
“principal — agent”
system;
 Diia has become the main
focus of the Ministry of
Digital Transformation
(closing the governance
system), other private
initiatives and web services
for the Diia platform are
ignored;
 population’s superficial
knowledge and decline in
the standards and quality of
education at all levels in
Ukraine without a new
nation-wide “vision of the
future”

* Source: made by the author taking into account [34; 53;
62].
Table 4 shows that the state centralized platforms of the
UK, India, and Estonia, which fully embraced the horizontal
and vertical levels of governance, have already created
conditions for both the scientist and the statesman to see
a different perspective beyond the “narrow” interests of one
influential stakeholder (a private company or a political party
within a short political cycle) with a shift towards the common
interests of the whole society for ten or more years. That is, it is
like a new vision of group dynamics. Existing state authorities
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are unlikely to want to share their powers and control with new
private organized participants that can not only use digital
platforms, but even offer a simultaneous alternative in the form
of an ecosystem of services for the ordinary citizen, which will
be formalized and deployed as a private centralized or
decentralized information platform. At the moment, this is
already a reality in the world (examples are given in Table 4),
and the state (government) can no longer prohibit it. However,
if we fundamentally proceed from the creation of a new
common value, from common interest, from an attempt to
strengthen trust and social capital in modern society, which is
now defragmented by technologies and crises, there is a need to
create interdepartmental and inter-hierarchical groups in
existing state platforms with new institutions in order to ensure
better acceptability of changes [213].
Given the generalizations made from country challenges
above, a new “layer” of public services with a new common
value could consist of parts of the public and private sectors
with both the central government and local authorities involved.
Thus, on the one hand, this would make these relations more
complex, multilateral, and less hierarchical, and on the other
hand, in the short term, it would make the relations non-chaotic,
ordered, and more regulated, in particular, due to the use of
program code as an additional source of law (to some extent)
along with the current legal law. The problem of trust between
the participants has also been and is critical, since the
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components of the overall system can be easily used and
transferred to third parties, and in this case, certain deception
“protectors” are needed. This presupposes the establishment of
new standards for public services and benefits, the development
of relevant laws and, especially, the sub-legal framework.
According to the platform model, the government can be
the first to form a wider and deeper network of mutually
beneficial social relations as a “tangle”, and not as templates of
vertical, and horizontal and vertical structures as is now
happening in the four countries studied above. The state power
would feel as a single whole with its society, and some of the
lines dividing the central, regional, and local levels would
disappear, since some of the state functions will be transferred
to trusted private participants organized and guided by both the
law and the program code in DIPs [213].
In this sense, it is necessary to point out the latest
initiatives in the form of global inter-sectoral, inter-institutional
information platforms, which were formed by the governments
of several countries or international organizations for the sake
of greater confidence in solving complex common problems:
1. GAIA-X (www.data-infrastructure.eu/GAIAX), which
is based on the principles of digital sovereignty and selfdetermination, authenticity and trust, European principles of data
protection, modularity and interoperability, user- friendliness,
openness and transparency as well as free market access and
pricing in Europe. During its development, the main focus was on
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the users’ needs. The GAIA-X Platform Initiative seeks to align
different providers across an infrastructure ecosystem based on
portability, interoperability, and connectivity making it easier to
combine data and services as desired by users. The technical
infrastructure is based on GAIA-X integrated services, which are
in turn based on integrated identification and verification
mechanisms, sovereign data processing tools, an integrated
catalog and compliance system as well as certification and
accreditation services (Fig. 11). Overall, all of this is expected to
create a user-friendly and homogeneous ecosystem of services and
data with the aim of creating a system that will facilitate
innovation and ensure equal conditions for all [29, p. 12] within
and beyond national borders, EU borders or zones of the EU
political influence [213].
2. The joint initiative of the Estonian government and the
World Health Organization in 2020 to develop a global
technological information platform for the mutual recognition of
COVID-19 vaccination certificates, which can serve as
a confirmation that it is important not only to revive the economy,
but also to build trust in health issues. Thus, there is a great need
for a global trust architecture. Such a platform should address the
issue of interoperability, deepen the understanding of
classifications or taxonomy, and facilitate the will to communicate
and find points of trust. Starting from September 2020, this
initiative began defining a baseline architecture and piloting
a global interoperability project [29, p. 12].
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Fig. 11. Comparison of models of cooperation between
companies: current one and new one within the European
GAIA-X Ecosystem based on common rules and trust
* Source: [184, p. 12].
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3. The private South Korean decentralized platform
ICON (https://theicon.ist), which intends to create the largest
decentralized network not only in Korea, but in the world as
well. ICON Foundation is a blockchain protocol very similar to
Ethereum and EOS. Its main technological feature is that ICON
connects different blockchains using its own, so their ultimate
goal is to eliminate barriers between different blockchains and
allow them to exchange information without intermediaries
through hyperconnection of participants from all over the world.
In such an environment, many tasks are performed using smart
contracts, and centralized agencies and intermediaries are
expected to either become less important or disappear (Fig. 12).
At the moment, ICON unites more than one hundred
participants that are legal entities. In particular, Korean
insurance companies, hospitals, and non-governmental
organizations use the ICON structure in their activities
exchanging information among themselves in the same
industry. In addition, each chain can create its own governance
system, and the ICON interchain technology will handle all data
registration requests. Basically, it is a blockchain of blockchains
[207].
At this stage, remarks should be made regarding the
political risks of using the blockchain technology and
blockchain-based products in public governance.
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Fig. 12. General logic of functioning of the ICON
decentralized platform ecosystem using smart contracts
* Source: [194, p. 10].
On the one hand, the blockchain technology has already
established itself as a digital technology with enormous
transformative potential for society, however, the risks and
benefits of its possible application in public relations should be
carefully weighed, while utopian expectations as well as the
pitfalls of technocratic thinking and determinism should be
avoided. Thus, M. Atzori emphasizes that “blockchain-based
governance should still be regarded as an organizational theory
with significant technical and managerial advantages for markets,
private services, and communities, but this does not mean that it is
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a separate political theory. Accordingly, the blockchain
technology and decentralized information platforms are not hyperpolitical, but rather pre-political tools” [118, p. 30–31]. If DIPs are
not balanced with the functions of centralized political institutions
(e.g. parliament, courts, the executive vertical of power to a certain
extent, etc.), especially in terms of goal-setting and balance of
interests, blockchain-based governance can go beyond the concept
of moral politics and become immoral governance in the face of
globalization and free markets [219]. These anti-political forces
are capable of undermining the main democratic values [213].
At the same time, one cannot ignore the fact that the
weakening the traditional economic and regulatory functions of
the state with the subsequent absorption of its functions by private
entities is a really profitable business. Thus, despite the fact that
blockchain was originally created to eliminate the need for a third
party (agents, providers) in transactions (to reduce transaction
costs), the paradox is that the stakeholders currently involved in
blockchain governance play the classic role of tertius gaudens
[231], (Lat. for “third rejoicing”), which almost automatically
receives economic benefits replacing the state in some of its
functions. In addition, these agents can in theory deliberately
pursue the “divide and rule” strategy between civil society and the
state in order to undermine the traditional democratic order,
change the existing balance of power (influence), and their
dominance in the society of the future. Robert Dahl [158, p. 47]
warned 30 years ago that in the case a state is weak, “some actors
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will always be able to obtain sufficient resources to create a highly
repressive state”. And if this is so, the neoliberal paradigm of
capitalism with its corporate agenda prevailing in the AngloSaxon part of the West gradually shaped and globally spread its
own version of democracy, which means that it can be fair to
assume that now it can begin to be embodied in society using
decentralization algorithms.
On the other hand, asserting the idea of the state (both
traditional liberal and “paternalistic” [110]) in such a scenario is to
confirm the priority of politics over economics and to recognize the
need for an authoritative center for coordination in a society where
contradictions between individual interests and the common good
find a constructive political compromise, and the common social
system is not destroyed. In fact, this in no way means defending the
current sad “transformation of democratic institutions” [151; 152;
242] and civil society into state and corporate systems of mass
surveillance of people or justifying the policy of the current
government regarding the imposed “security culture”, in which
there is a basic attitude towards its citizens as potential criminals.
Such de facto undemocratic starting positions of modern society
and widespread democracies indicate the need to look in the
opposite direction — towards the original values, namely, the value
of citizenship and the mutual obligations of the state and the
individual. That is, “it means to revert to the original spirit of our
Constitutions and to their genuine democratic principles…” [118,
p. 31], which are usually perceived by politics as an obstacle.
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Such a view of the scientific and applied task of this
research from the perspective of changes in the functions of the
future state and the risk of seizure of governance by new elites
allows us to see the true motive in the implementation of
centralized state platforms and the real format of modern
democracy in the “citizen — state” relations, which hardly brings
a citizen closer to real governance of his/her state and the public
wealth.
Thus, modern democracy in its current widespread form is
not the power of the majority of people, the qualified majority or
the practice of collective self-government [43; 200; 272]. It has
a completely different logic directly formulated by the classic
theorist of modern democracy Joseph Schumpeter almost
100 years ago. He offered to call it democracy when the elites are
in charge, and the masses can have influence only by casting their
votes for the elites’ representatives [111]. That is, the elites are
fighting with each other to be elected by the masses, and the
masses have no other levers of power. Modern political ratings for
assessing the degree of democracy of a political regime proceed
precisely from this: are there elections in the first place, how open,
fair, and regular are they? That is, elections are becoming the main
feature of modern democracy, but this institution is determined not
by the power of the people, but by the participation and struggle
of elites for power. In such a system of coordinates, democracy
will not be the power of the people, but the power of the
aristocracy, that is, the power of the best according to people.
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However, at the same time, these people do not choose the
attributes of the best: they are preliminarily determined by party,
business or administrative elites and offered to be legitimized
during elections. This means that the democratic element has
a function of legitimizing this power of the elites. And this is not
at all direct democracy or the power of the people.
For updating the public governance system as a system, this
means the following. First, from the point of view of a fuller
consideration of the people’s opinion:
 system lacks renewal of approaches or even methods of
ensuring democracy, for the sake of which allegedly elections are
won in countries, and the state machinery exists;
 elections are gradually becoming a nonbasic form of
democratic participation of a citizen in the political life of his/her
country, in particular, through the mechanism of representative
democracy. Due to the fact that tools and information
infrastructure are added to protect trust between participants and
their political, property, and other groups of human rights, the
mechanism of direct democracy and public accounting,
monitoring, and control over public resources is gaining new
perspectives due to a qualitatively new level of accounting in
DIPs;
 protest voting against the very system of formal
democratic legitimization is increasingly threatening to
governance and public policy. On the one hand, there is people’s
loss of interest in politics and elections, that is, depoliticization,
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which threatens the collapse of the democratic legitimization
system; on the other hand, there is the growing wave of demands
for strengthening democracy expressed in Brexit and the behavior
of Donald Trump’s voters in 2020–2021;
 in representative democracy, one of the theoretically
possible solutions to the problem is transition to the logic of
representation as a system of constant real rotation of power,
where everyone has a chance to become a representative. Survey
democracy as a modern version of representative democracy is not
a desirable form of democracy due to the too small coverage of
the population in the sample and the absence of any meaningful
involvement and interaction of the population before and after
a political decision is made [111];
 the idea of direct democracy presupposes not an abstract
opinion, but will expressed as a result of direct involvement in
a conflicting discussion of a common cause — with debates,
meetings, demonstrations, self-organization, and collective action.
Secondly, from the point of view of the public governance
system structure:
 most of the known key elements of a democratic
ecosystem (Fig. 13) can be improved with the help of DIPs due to
the provision of greater operational transparency and greater trust
between the participants, even without changing the existing
models of state (liberal, paternalistic, etc.);
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Fig. 13. Key elements of a democratic ecosystem
* Source: [129, p. 2].
 in the case of using a decentralized information
platform, the importance of such a governance function as
accounting is growing rapidly, and, in fact, DIP offers a new
model for the implementation of property and personal nonproperty relations in society using one of the varieties of
a virtual asset, namely, a digital asset. Digital asset is “an
information resource derivative of the right to a value and
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circulating in the distributed ledger in the form of a unique
identifier” [56], that is, it circulates in a public and well-secured
database (blockchain-based ledger) for the purpose of
accounting of property and personal non-property rights of
entities of legal relations [213];
 the institution of citizenship, which is now the main
“bridge” between a person and a state with mutual rights and
obligations, is acquiring much greater importance. Its perceived
and confirmed benefits and prestige for a person will
increasingly determine a) what jurisdiction a person chooses to
live and pay taxes in, and, accordingly, b) the strength of the
inevitable competition of states for the best talent. This becomes
a consequence of the additional protection of the civil rights and
citizens’ acquired opportunities owing to the DIP blockchainbased tools.
Thus, since the research focus has shifted towards the
“citizen — state” relations due to democratic governance, the
DIP phenomenon in combination with the blockchain
technology acquire additional and relevant meaning. Without
going into technological utopianism, we believe that this will be
an additional argument against the conservative rhetoric of
some political scientists and philosophers [213].
Based on all of the above, and, especially, the structured
comparison of the experience of implementing digital platforms
in a number of countries, below we will compare different forms
of providing public administrative services. As the experiences
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of Ukraine, the UK, Estonia, and India have shown, it is this
field of public administrative services that is now the main,
target, and “demonstrative” for the use of information platforms
in the public field, in particular, state centralized information
platforms. The comparison of the three proposed forms — DIP,
centralized information platform, and personal reception of
citizens — is made more analytical owing to the well-known
SLEPT analysis, an analytical tool that takes into account the
social, legal, economic, political, and technological parameters
of the chosen objects of comparison (see Table B.1 of
Appendix B, p. 372).
According to Table B.1 of Appendix B (see p. 372), new
and fundamentally important is introduction of such parameters
differentiating various forms of administrative services as
“accounting object”, “property accounting”, “using resources of
market forces to provide services”, “form of democracy that can
be supported”, “strengthening social cohesion”, “political
independence in implementation”, and “participatory
governance”. These parameters:
a) make DIP significantly different from other alternative
forms;
b) directly link DIP with the solution to the still
unresolved problems of democracy;
c) indicate multilateral inclusive public and even global
governance, which exists and develops independently of the
will of many states, and is a given.
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At the same time, it is important to focus on the
explanation of several key parameters (see Table B.1 of
Appendix B, p. 372):
 “token is a record in the digital data accounting system
based on the distributed ledger technology, which is an
identifier of information that can be derived from, in particular,
but not as a limitation thereof, an original asset. Blockchain
differs from the so-called “classic accounting systems” by its
accounting object and technological solution for its
implementation. This refers to high-level encrypting, open
protocol, distributed information storage, transferring digital
data among accounting addresses without intermediaries,
which
ensures
reliable
and
transparent
token
transactions” [58];
 “distributed ledger token is a record in the digital data
accounting system, which is an identifier of information that
can be, but not exclusively, derived from the original asset”
[90];
 the properties of DIP are directly related and derive
from the blockchain technology, however, in their aggregate
in the form of DIP, they form a higher level of capabilities
compared to blockchain [53];
 the presented political and social parameters are of
great importance for the formation of a new vision of the future
of a modern country and state. Depending on the desired
characteristics of the political model of the future state, they
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contain both significant risks and opportunities for peoples
[213].
The results of SLEPT analysis according to Table B1
allow us to determine the characteristics of the three compared
forms of providing public administrative services by a much
larger number of parameters that can be logically structured
according to such three criteria as functionality, security, and
cost (Tables 5–7). These three criteria are typical for
evaluating any information system at the stage of its operation.
We should note that the “efficiency” criterion is not taken into
account, since among the three compared objects there is one
(namely, DIP) that has not yet been introduced into the public
governance system and has no observation history. This does
not allow us to assess its effectiveness in any way except by
the method of expert forecasting, which is not objective at the
moment.
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Knowledge is required

There is a need to create
one or involve a private
one

2. The need to
create a digital
infrastructure

Decentralized
information platform
Almost no
knowledge is
required for paper
media; knowledge is
desirable for
electronic media

Personal reception
of citizens

Either available or
is being improved
Either available or is
being improved by state by local authorities
(network of local
authorities
centers of
administrative

Knowledge is desirable

Centralized
information platform

Forms of providing public administrative services

1. Difficulty for
the user

Parameters
important for
the public
governance
system

Coordination of efforts of
all participants; new target
programming; visions of
the future

Personnel training;
involvement of nongovernment participants
and higher education
institutions; coordination
of efforts of all
participants

Methods of the state
influence, which may
change in case of
application of DIP

public administrative services by the “functionality” criterion

Comparison of decentralized information platforms with other forms of providing
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High or instant

You must have a device
connected to the Internet

Yes

4. Geographic
accessibility of
technology

5. Open and
flexible
architecture

Decentralized
information platform

Rather no

You must have a device
connected to the
Internet

High or instant

Centralized
information platform

No

you must have
a device connected
to the Internet (for
electronic queue)

You must go to
a center (for paper
media);

Low

services)

Personal reception
of citizens

Forms of providing public administrative services

3. Relative
speed of service
provision

Parameters
important for
the public
governance
system

New programs for labor
markets (self-employed
and frictional
unemployed); forecasting
new services online

visions of the future

State and private
investments in the highspeed Internet network;

New sectoral policies;
inter-sectoral policy;
macroeconomic
forecasting and planning;
visions of the future

Methods of the state
influence, which may
change in case of
application of DIP
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State and in some cases
also private registers

State and trusted private
registers

Easy and relatively quick

6. Used registers

7. Adding
related services
to the ecosystem

* Source: author’s development based on [53].

Usually difficult

Centralized
information platform

Very difficult and
slow

State registers

Personal reception
of citizens

Forms of providing public administrative services

Decentralized
information platform

Parameters
important for
the public
governance
system

Selective recognition of
trusted open registers

Selective recognition of
trusted open registers

Methods of the state
influence, which may
change in case of
application of DIP
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Centralized
information
platform

Technological based
on access rights

Yes

Technological

Technological based on
access rights, broad
consensus of platform
participants, data
reliability, participants’
reputation

Yes

Technological (due to
peculiarities of the key
technology)

1. Data
confidentiality

2. Personal
identification

3. Protection
against fraud

Organizational for
paper media;
technological for
electronic media

Yes

Technological and
legal based on access
rights

Personal reception
of citizens

Forms of providing public administrative services

Decentralized
information platform

Parameters
important for
the public
governance
system

administrative services by the “security” criterion

The same

Selective recognition of
trusted private registers

Selective recognition of
trusted private registers;
provision of public goods;
election technologies of
direct democracy, etc.

Methods of the state
influence, which may
change in case of
application of DIP

Comparison of decentralized information platforms with other forms of providing public
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Possible due to the
properties of the key
technology and the
advance preparation of
the state and local IT
developers

5. Resistance to
external
unfriendly
influence of
foreign
developers of
information
platforms
No

Medium

Centralized
information
platform

* Source: author’s development based on [53].

High (due to the use of
the key technology and
divisibility of the
accounting object)

Decentralized
information platform

Provision of public goods;
civil and legal regulation of
new relations around the
accounting of rights to
property and the property
itself through the use of an
information resource

Methods of the state
influence, which may
change in case of
application of DIP

Introduction of compulsory
state certification of
Possible if there is the software; preparation and
Internet connection
distribution of special
equipment (smartphones)
among its citizens, etc.

Medium, but not
higher than that of
CIP (due to the
human factor)

Personal reception
of citizens

Forms of providing public administrative services

4. Accuracy and
consistency of
data

Parameters
important for
the public
governance
system
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High (for market
participants)

Low

2. Operating
expenses (for
market
participants,
state, and users)

Decentralized
information platform

High (considering the
number of centers of
administrative
services)

Very high
(considering the
number of centers of
administrative
services in Ukraine)

Lower than that for
DIP (for market
participants)

Medium (to support
organizational
structures, etc.)

Personal reception
of citizens

Centralized
information platform

Forms of providing public administrative services

1. Initial
investment

Parameters
important for
the public
governance
system

administrative services by the “cost” criterion

The same

tax policy’s emphasis on
business activity and volume
of transactions

New political forms and
state institutions for the
formation of common
interest outside of market
self-regulation;

Methods of the state
influence, which may
change in case of
application of DIP

Comparison of decentralized information platforms with other forms of providing public

Table 7
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Possible (there may be
rates in the ecosystem)

Decentralized
information platform

Possible

Centralized
information platform

Rather no (provision
of services is
subsidized by the
authorities)

Personal reception
of citizens

Forms of providing public administrative services

* Source: author’s development based on [53].

3. Profit for the
service provider

Parameters
important for
the public
governance
system
The same;
expansion of the society’s
normative attitudes;
improving the quality of
state services by replacing
them with private ones

Methods of the state
influence, which may
change in case of
application of DIP
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According to the three tables (see Tables 5–7), when
decentralized information platforms are introduced into the
public governance system, the usual methods of state influence
on at least economic, political, and social and humanitarian
relations within the country may change. These methods of state
influence will become more complex in the new mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system, but this will not
happen soon due to resistance to changes of both the majority
of officials and ruling elites.
As can be seen from Table B.1 of Appendix B (see
p. 372) and Tables 5–7, centralized platforms correspond to
their purpose: convenience and simplicity of interaction
between citizens and the state when receiving public
administrative services. This approach fits perfectly into the
existing “principal — agent” paradigm, but does not fit very
well into the new paradigm of the network society. Such a
society has been spreading throughout the world for a long time.
It “attacks” the state functions and displaces the state from its
usual positions, in particular, from the monopoly in the field of
services. For instance, private social networks are important
“agents” of a network society, which allow a person to benefit
from “horizontal” interaction and create new added value in it,
while the state has almost nothing to offer in return. If this
practice continues to spread, a great threat to the state will be
that social networks do not address their services to a citizen,
but rather to a person, sometimes even unidentified. That is, the
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external network environment weakens the main connection
between the person and the state along the line of citizenship.
And the person less and less identifies himself/herself with the
community of citizens, his/her state and the corresponding
political rights and responsibilities. This means that state and
public governance must react to this and change from the inside.
Thus, the example of functioning of centralized
information platforms in four countries (the UK, Estonia, India
and Ukraine) shows that the existing state centralized
information platforms are actually a new modern “cement” for
the further consolidation of the contradictory and deceptive
form of modern people’s rule, namely, representative
democracy. They have become a modern tool of democratic
“disguise” of the true intentions of the ruling elites to stay in
power without bringing other citizens closer to governing their
state, but directing their requests to non-personalized electronic
requests for public services in a narrow “principal — agent”
paradigm. Unlike centralized information platforms, DIPs have
the potential to address this big problem, but subject to selective
areas of application and means. In this case, one of important
conceptual consequences of fulfilling this potential is rethinking
the role of the institution of citizenship and right of citizens to
govern state resources, without coming to power, in
a consensual manner.
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SECTION 3. SUBSTANTIATION OF THE
MECHANISM FOR MODERNIZING THE PUBLIC
GOVERNANCE SYSTEM
3.1. Existing Organizational Model of Public Value
Creation Based on Platform Solutions in the Public Sector
The analysis of the experience of implementing platform
solutions in the four countries provided in the previous two
subsections of the second section of the monograph allows
suggesting that the digital platforms introduced by governments are
a significant step forward in terms of comfort and ease of
communication between citizens and the state. However, the
above-mentioned shortcomings and risks peculiar to the considered
government platform solutions as well as objective global
technological trends indicate that centralized information platforms
will most likely not be the final, but the intermediate format and
organizational interface in the interaction between the state (public
authorities) and its citizens. It should be noted that this intermediate
format is objectively influenced by the following factors:
1) genuine, deep and far-sighted political intentions of the
central government (or the ruling elite) to give its citizens more
benefits for less money, particularly such a precious and
advantageous benefit of free people as hastening or even ensuring
the conscious and responsible involvement in the governance of
their state as citizens;
2) pace and depth of the diffusion of new digital solutions
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in already adopted centralized digital platforms, i.e. their openness
to innovations or intention to resist changes;
3) presence of strong, proactive and organized nongovernmental participants to put pressure on the authorities by legal
means regarding greater transparency and legitimacy of decisionmaking processes in state governance as well as implementation of
promising digital developments.
However, it should be recognized that the existing
centralized information platforms already have a conceptually and
technologically developed architecture that fits into clear models
and certain mechanisms for organizing internal business processes.
Therefore, a logical managerial and research question would be to
find out how to deal with the existing centralized information
platforms, if such platforms may not become a desirable format for
public services even in the mid-term, but now work well for society,
the population and the ruling elite. An important step in finding an
answer to this question lies in the further analysis of the adopted
organizational model of public value formation in such platforms,
appropriate mechanisms for the implementation of well-established
business processes and protocols of joint operation of such business
processes.
It is widely accepted that the platform way of organizing
services ensures greater efficiency of public services due to the
following: a) participation of external actors in the joint production
of public services is ensured, which helps an organization to
provide more benefit at lower costs; b) platforms are built using the
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modular approach to ensure the stable operation of base services,
which allows easy development and implementation of new, thirdparty applications for them as well as simplification of the
coordination of participants involved in providing these services;
c) digital platforms are easily accessible and simplify the creation
of services.
Thus, according to the experience of the four countries
discussed above and analysis of relevant scientific literature [156;
198; 223], the main accepted concept and organizational model of
modern platform governance is Government as a Platform (GaaP).
GaaP is considered as a “platform of platforms” globally. The
modern literature emphasizes [1; 6; 10; 22; 26; 28] that government
authorities accepting the GaaP configuration should take into
account not only the simplicity and efficiency (for themselves) of
forming and delivering a public service but also the much broader
public value that the GaaP model can provide. Below we
summarize how the existing GaaP model creates or does not create
public value [59].
In terms of forming a new public value [126; 221], the GaaP
model and digital technologies are ways to create a new
organizational configuration for the provision of public services in
digital form, which allows creating public values. It should be noted
that “public value” is a “generalized public opinion about what they
consider valuable” [260], i.e. it is something around which there is
a “normative consensus on: a) rights, benefits and privileges to
which citizens are (or are not) entitled; b) obligations of citizens to
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society, the state and each other; c) principles on which the
government and political programs should be based” [135]. The
concept of public value is aimed to answer the question of what
valuable and useful things an organization creates for society, and
the decisive factor is the creation of “value” through the assessment
and acceptance of this value by society, i.e. the functions of
maintaining stability in society and social change are emphasized
[59].
Mark Moore’s famous “strategic triangle” [221] suggests
that the creation of public value is determined by three main
dimensions: the sanctioning (permitting) environment, operational
capabilities and the results of society’s attitude to public value. The
permitting environment consists of individual and collective values
of the whole variety of stakeholders involved in the creation of
public value, that is, it is the set of main public values. Operational
capacity is the organizational configuration and capacity used to
create and deliver public value. The result of this process is public
services and public policy, which are assessed by citizens based on
their advantages and what the permitting environment determines.
Thus, a look through the prism of public value can provide a useful
prospect for improving both the GaaP configuration and its
consequential effects on the creation and delivery of public
services, even if users of such services have no issues with the
current GaaP model [59].
The existing GaaP model does contribute to a greater public
value as it increases the ability of public sector organizations to
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respond to diverse and changing expectations and needs. It is
different and innovative digital platform configurations, rather than
a single established one, that can accelerate service delivery
processes for new groups of service recipients and reach new
groups of citizens. For instance, giving pre-authorized third parties
(universities, pharmaceutical companies and IT startups) limited
access to the results of anonymous medical data will allow offering
both new treatment solutions and new digital applications to choose
from, which can help government agencies provide new and better
methods of diagnostics and treatment of citizens. However, the
information platform configuration may reduce the degree of
control of a public governance body over the new value, which will
be derived from these services [157]. If personal medical data is not
depersonalized, pharmaceutical or insurance companies can use it
to pressure and discriminate against citizens, etc. Thus, in terms of
public value, the key task of the GaaP model is to provide, control
and manage a dynamic combination of necessary resources,
business processes and organizational structures to adapt and
respond to emerging and unforeseen needs of citizens so that
different expectations of citizens are met.
The GaaP model, examples of which are usually built
according to the logic of centralized information platforms, is not
designed as a monolithic configuration. It is (or may later be) a set
of platforms deployed to coordinate and manage public services in
various fields. Since the digital platform organization is a unique
configuration of interdependent components that evolve and
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change over time, this allows the state GaaP model to be a kind of
“hybrid” model that can simultaneously implement different levels
of control over the service production using three different types of
platform configurations [139] (Table 8).
Table 8
Groups of public services provided through different
government centralized information platforms depending
on the type of platform configuration [59]
Platform configuration type
Differentiation
parameters

1. Data control
level

2. Groups of
public services

Internal
platform

High

The platform is
suitable for
providing
services that
require a high
level of control
over the end
result

Supply chain
platform

Medium

The platform is
suitable for
providing services
that require a high
level of control
over the end result
and facilitate
cooperation
between
government
agencies

Sectoral
platform

Low

The platform is
suitable for
providing
services that do
not require
a high level of
control and
require the
involvement of
significant
resources from
several entities
of different
forms of
ownership
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Platform configuration type
Differentiation
parameters

Examples of
services

Internal
platform

Fight against
crime, state
procurement,
electronic
account
management,
property
registration, etc.

Supply chain
platform
Payments,
e-identification of
users, personnel
management,
tracking the
effectiveness of
management
decisions, voter
registers and local
registers of
residents, etc.

Sectoral
platform

Public transport
services, control
of educational
programs,
auxiliary services
for identification
of people, etc.

* Source: made by the author based on [156, p. 5].
In order to be able to create public value, state governance
as a platform must meet the three technical properties that make
state governance architecture adaptive and capable of
supporting different processes of service production [120]:
1) decomposition — it must always be possible to
decompose into components by levels and basic functions. This
is necessary to minimize the overall complexity of architecture
and the interdependence between the various components;
2) modularity — each modular component must be
independent of other subsystems to avoid changes in modules
that affect the implementation or functionality of platforms or
other modules;
3) common arrangement rules — modules of interaction
with the platform in accordance with documented and pre184
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defined rules and common standards. All external developers
must adhere to known design rules, which should be stable but
not universal in the long run, so as not to limit the diversity and
flexibility of the ecosystem.
Modules that organize ecosystems allow different public
authorities to coordinate the provision of hundreds of public
services and the resource participation of state and private
entities in the provision of these services to ensure a greater
public value. The modular nature of the platform organization
ensures redistribution of scarce resources and the order of
access to them [176] by both state and private participants in the
ecosystem and, consequently, the necessary level of control.
As the experience of India, Ukraine, Estonia and the UK
shows, the greater public value through platform solutions in the
GaaP model is achieved owing to at least three mechanisms for
establishing business processes in it:
1) orchestration is a way of organizing business
processes which can interact with external and internal web
services and thereby continuously form technological and
institutional configuration of GaaP. Interactions based on
messaging have business logic and order of tasks. They can go
beyond programs and enterprises, defining a multi-step
transactional business model [156, p. 7–9]. For centralized
information platforms, such a business model typically does not
provide for a minimum number of participants and
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co-performers, i.e. the business model includes agents and
certain intermediaries in the provision of services [59];
2) choreography is an organizational way of
coordinating several business processes simultaneously through
technological protocols of joint work in the form of requests and
confirmations between different branches of business processes
and small ecosystems of services that are coordinated and
“orchestrated” [72]. Its main effective elements are artificial
intelligence algorithms and algorithmically regulated order of
execution of various web services (tasks) within one or several
ecosystems and platforms (uninterrupted operations) (Figs. 14
and 15);

Fig. 14.
Complementary
relationship
between
orchestration and choreography of web services in the operating
GaaP model [59]
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Fig. 15. An example of the relationship between the
standards of orchestration and choreography in the languages of
processing and executing business processes using BPEL4WS,
WSCI and BPML web services in the operating GaaP model
[72]
3) deployment of small ecosystems. This can be provided
primarily by two key properties of the state GaaP model:
a) modularity; b) small ecosystems being in the area of
responsibility of a central authority and availability of
corresponding digital subplatforms for them. We should note that
at the initial stage of the platform’s operation, the government
centralized platform may function without any connected modules
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at all, and they may appear over time, as was the case, for example,
in Estonia [59].
As the study of the experience of the UK, Ukraine, Estonia
and India has shown, the responsible central authorities began
introducing radical reforms of the digital transformation of state
governance to address previously unresolved technical,
organizational and economic problems of the civil service. The
GaaP model was introduced in these and other countries (e.g. Italy,
Australia, France, Norway, Germany [187], etc.) to increase the
efficiency of government services and comfort as well as to offer
people customized public services, which would improve meeting
the needs and expectations of their citizens.
The current organizational model of the UK’s, Estonian,
Indian and Italian (see [126, p. 8]) platform state governance in the
form of GaaP is characterized as an “operating system” that can
be developed and adjusted. It is supported by a physical (data
centers, cloud and telecommunication infrastructures) and a soft
infrastructure. Soft infrastructure includes all data of nongovernmental organizations and several subplatforms
(e.g. electronic ID card, digital identification, payments,
HR management, electronic account, national register, electronic
procurement, etc.).
The accepted method of interaction between participants in
the GaaP model ensures data exchange and interaction between all
ready (involved) subplatforms and between data processing
centers maintained by various government authorities. It consists
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of certain design rules and resources, i.e. documents and software
developer toolkits. The accepted method of interaction facilitates
and coordinates the access of government and private
organizations to data. The core of the interaction structure is a data
analysis structure that collects and processes data from
government agencies and external entities in order to unify and
make it available to the user through a special interface. Data
confidentiality is ensured by a special data protection authority or
third-party cloud infrastructure (such as the Ukrainian Diia and the
cloud hardware infrastructure of the American Amazon); this
authority also assesses how other government agencies use this
data. Various ecosystems and API protocols are developed and
managed according to the principle of vertical (i.e. by levels of
hierarchy in the structure of public authority) and horizontal
(i.e. while cooperating with civil society) subsidiarity.
Thus, each authority and state governance level gets its own
area of responsibility for regulating access to registers in
accordance with its powers. Data from state registers is available
owing to an open data platform that has publicly available
API interfaces. In some countries (e.g. Estonia, Italy and India),
responsible teams of their digital transformation ministries have
even launched online communities to involve developers in
testing software and creating new modules for GaaP
(e.g. Developers Italia [126]). Such communities are for
developers of digital public services only. They include a list of all
available public and private APIs, source code, a modern
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document management system and interactive tools that help
developers from government authorities and private companies
develop new digital services. A ministry may organize
a hackathon to support them, as it was in Italy in December 2017
with 116 teams to improve publicly available services on existing
platforms or for the available API protocols [126, p. 9].
In existing government centralized information platforms,
time of delivery and characteristics of public value are aligned
beforehand at the design stage as well as according to the certain
parameters. A central authority responsible for digital
transformations, while being an “owner” of a digital platform,
forecasts or checks a forecast of effects of a public service
delivered through the government digital platform. It is crucial that
the existing GaaP model based on centralized information
platforms may utilize useful properties of several ecosystems,
which is due to their interaction based on data from state public
registers. It is clear that implementation of such technical
properties of the GaaP model as decomposition and modularity
will provide citizens with even more capabilities for personal use
of the government and non-government digital service
infrastructures. This indicates that responsible government
authorities should pay much more attention to these properties in
order to create a greater public value. However, useful capabilities
from using some national GaaP models (e.g. from the UK,
Estonia, India and Ukraine) also cover several politics spheres as
well as a number of government and private entities involved in
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online service delivery [139; 226; 235].
Each state ecosystem that is usually built around major state
functions (state finance, national security, government property
management, etc.) covers a certain industry sector according to
such characteristics as uniformity and functional belonging. It
includes government authorities as well as may include certain
entities such as business associations, which may have different
functions in the ecosystems for various reasons. For instance, state
finance ecosystem includes such official entities as the Ministry of
Finance and the Treasury, Central Bank, Ministry of Economy,
Audit Chamber, Tax Administration, regional administrations, tax
police as well as private organizations as auditors, tax advisors,
etc. Thus, developing various ecosystems allows different
government authorities to manage the delivery of public services
in accordance with their competence [139; 226; 235].
It is clear that today each government authority fully
manages data registers according to its competence, however,
similar data from different registers often differs for various
reasons. At the same time, data from one register will be requested
by any other authority and local council. In the case a state finance
ecosystem is introduced, the Ministry of Finance (or through
subordinate central authorities as in Ukraine) will manage almost
all data that is within its competence regarding financial policy,
the Tax Administration will manage tax data, etc. In order to
provide public services, government authorities must have access
to data of the registers that belong to other government authorities
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in a shared or other state ecosystem as well as to data of
government agencies related to other spheres of politics and their
ecosystems. In accordance with the powers of authorities and
cooperation rules, a government authority owning data is to
determine which data is open and which is restricted. This means
that through managing data from state registers authorities directly
impact the delivery of public services in various ecosystems, that
is, they determine whether to create additional public value or not.
Public values are brought into accordance not only within
an ecosystem, but between ecosystems as well. Effective
harmonization between various government agencies is ensured
both through official and unofficial institutional data exchange
channels — this is required to maintain contact among all
government authorities and to avoid potential damage from
initiatives of one authority to others. Moreover, engaging new
additional (small) ecosystems in business processes around major
state functions (i.e. it is a “mechanism for deploying small
ecosystems”) allows government authorities to coordinate
contribution of state and private entities in accordance with their
competence and state governance needs, but subject to the other
two mechanisms — orchestration and choreography within the
GaaP model — functioning well.
Below is a brief description of two examples of using the
principle of common use of public registers through small
ecosystems in GaaP and cooperation of private, utility and state
participants — an example from public transport and an example
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from healthcare.
Example No. 1 is related to the system of digital mobility
services that can develop owing to services and data flows from
different small platforms. A good example of this is
OpenTrasnporti (Fig. 16) — Italian centralized digital platform,
which is the first industrial example of this kind in the EU.
It is useful for this research and Ukraine for the following
reasons: 1) it covers numerous relatively “small” not only state
and municipal but also private ecosystems with their own registers
and data sources; 2) it has one coordination (but not governing as
in the Diia platform) state center, which in a certain way collects
and processes transport data and sends managerial signals to other
participants; 3) it directly impacts business activities of
independent private entities as users. These features differ it from
other “flagship” government platforms such as the UK’s,
Ukrainian, Indian and Estonian ones.
Hence, instant availability of mobility data of all transport
companies provided by the Italian centralized digital platform
OpenTransporti allows such programs as Google Maps, Moovit
and Citymapper to offer several options of planning multimodal
transportation, which includes various transport services
(e.g. buses, car sharing, underground railway, bicycle and car
rental, taxi).
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Fig. 16. Operating infrastructure of the Italian centralized platform OpenTransporti
* Source: [237, p. 2].
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Introduction of additional government platform pagoPA
by mobile companies allows:
a) citizens to choose between transport service payment
options in a mobile application or on a website, get access to
transport services using QR code or document number, etc.;
b) authorities to meet citizens’ needs by monitoring
vehicle traffic and to create the common wealth. Since every
API-based mobility service used in OpenTransporti is a module
and every payment option in pagoPA is a module as well, in
case of developing any new mobile services or online payments,
they can be instantly available to developers through these two
platforms.
Modularity allows creating a new configuration of public
services, for instance: a) adding an electronic ID card to the
mobility service configuration for the purpose of meeting new
counter-terrorist demands; b) enabling or disabling certain
API protocols (for example, if heavy rain and wind are expected
in Rome, the traffic administration of Rome may block API for
the services of shared use of scooters and bicycles, and these
services will be temporarily unavailable in such applications as
Google Maps and Citymapper to ensure people’s safety), which
is another new important service that should be provided along
with the transport ones. In relation to the latter, refusal to
provide a certain service is also a valuable combination of
a public service and the well-known public value. However,
some other examples also show [156] that when harmonizing
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public values, one should take into account the potential impact
of new configuration on other known services and public value.
As there are dozens of different methods of orchestration and
using opportunities of new small private ecosystems, it is clear
that each new application of orchestration will lead to different
outcomes with a new public value, which will be formed
through choosing a certain technical and institutional
configuration and will emerge during service provision.
Example No. 2 is about arranging a visit to a doctor. Most
EU countries have long ago adopted a doctor’s appointment
booking service, which offers a great public value through
comfort, safety and predictability, but contains threats that
should be countered as well. The national healthcare ecosystem
makes APIs for making an appointment in state and private
hospitals available for developing a doctor’s appointment
booking service. A special-purpose mobile application shows
real-time data on available appointment time in all state and
private hospitals. For instance, in Italy, before showing which
hospitals are available, the application identifies a citizen
through SPID — a government centralized platform integrated
into this mobile application; then it checks whether this person
has a health insurance, after which it shows prices for each
doctor’s appointment option.
All private and state healthcare services in Italy are
displayed differently in modules, and owing to this mobile
application, public governance can provide more benefit for
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society, since citizens can choose a test that meets their needs
and expectations in the best way. This system may provide the
Ministry of Health with an additional technological tool to
better meet its citizens’ expectations. For example, the ministry
may adopt a decision to shorten the medical treatment line in
state hospitals relying on spare resources of private ones. For
this purpose, the state system will have to change the rules of
the national healthcare ecosystem so that the citizens could use
medical services of private hospitals for free. This could be
adjusted in a way that citizens could get access to services of
private hospitals, but only after they undergo medical check-up
online to determine their real need for medical services and
confirm that state hospitals cannot provide the required
treatment.
However, such service configuration will definitely cause
additional government spending, to which society is sensitive.
If private hospitals can get access to the list of those who wait
in line in real time, they can also quickly change their prices so
that the government pays them for the most wanted services.
This requires significant antimonopoly control and everyday
state supervision over the legitimacy of use of government data
by other institutions or companies, which may result in limiting
access of private hospitals to a certain API in order to avoid
citizens’ loss.
Thus, in order to efficiently create a greater public value,
one should not only take into account how interdependent
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services reach a compromise but also consider the way third
parties use the services offered. Configuration of production of
generally accessible services should avoid the repercussions for
society, which may be caused by third parties using the
generally accessible services offered by the GaaP model
configuration using the three main mechanisms of its support.
A promising way of ensuring a greater public value is involving
the capabilities of decentralized information platforms in public
governance, which may be integrated with centralized platforms
at least in the form of modules. The key motto of GaaP —
“doing more for less” — may be transient and not final. In any
case, any form of platform governance is aimed at the main
public value, which is to increase the ability of public sector
organizations to respond to the society’s expectations and needs
(Table 9).
Also, the conducted analysis allows us to identify, first,
six important social institutions, the influence of which began
to change under pressure of digital transformations and
implementation of platform-based governance, and, second, the
main means and mechanisms of public governance, through
which the problem is being addressed at the moment. Such
social institutions include: 1) citizenship, 2) state service,
3) property, 4) legislation, 5) market and 6) culture (Table 10).
This distinction will be of importance below, in subsection 3.3
of this monograph — in the original approach to the formation
of components of the corresponding modernization mechanism.
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 modules are developed by
private entities according to the
government authority’s
requirements;

 ability to manage and
provide access to state data for
citizens;

 professional
standards and legal

 regulated
functions of
authorities;

 professional
activities of state
officials;

 State governance
technologies (making
of managerial
decisions,
coordination of
public interests,
distribution of
resources, etc.);

 Ability to deploy to
coordinate and manage public
services in various spheres;

 a unique configuration of
components — hybrid of
several types of platform
organization — is possible;

Involved elements
of the public
governance system

Characteristics ensuring
public value from centralized
platforms

 further
consolidation of
the elected power

 slow
adaptation of
public services by
government
agencies to public
demands;

 Further
complicated
solving of social
problems without
extensive
participation of
society;

Problematic
aspects

Centralized information platforms based on the existing GaaP model

 extending the cooperation
mechanisms and developing
innovations as a result of network
coordination of information flows

 giving fundamentally new
properties of stability to the state
and public governance in the digital
era;

 building an environment of
trust through blockchain solutions
in new forms of cooperation of
authorities with citizens and
businesses;

 Keeping people concerned
citizens, not statistical inhabitants;

Ways of building up public value
for a state in case of using
decentralized information
platforms

information platforms within the existing GaaP model

 modules using
trusted private
registers, for
instance, to bridge
the gap between the
real economy and
tokenized economy

 Additional
modules and small
ecosystems based
on blockchain (for
storing a person’s
digital profile based
on data from
various registers);

Points of gradual
coordination
(alignment) of
decentralized and
centralized
platforms

The current and expected essence of building up public value through introduction of

Table 9
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 shifting part of a state’s
focus from resources and
service quality to legitimacy of
use of state data (against price
misuse and monopolization)
and control over state financial
obligations

 new configuration of
services provides new services
and value, but may also limit
other customary services;

 objectives and
normative goals of
public authorities

norms of
governance;

 modularity provides more
opportunities to all
participants;

 coordination of
contributions and participation
of state and private
participants;

Involved elements
of the public
governance system

Characteristics ensuring
public value from centralized
platforms

 traditional
service channels
will remain for

 much
government
spending for
delivery of public
services;

 lack of
citizens’ personal
initiative for the
common good
(personal and
nationwide);

 lack of public
trust in the state
and financial nontransparency of
public entities;

of the elites as the
main expression
of democracy;

Problematic
aspects

Centralized information platforms based on the existing GaaP model

forming social ideals;

 conditions for satisfying all
legal interests in society, especially
in terms of implementation of
a new social agreement between
citizens and the state

 broader introduction of
meritocratic governance principles;



 enlarging the group of public
activity participants with agents
that have previously been not
active in this due to being focused
on private interests (e.g. private and
state businesses, international
financial funds, citizens who have
created business communities
(crowdfunding and
crowdsourcing), issuers of secured
virtual tokens [212], etc.);

and mobilization of private
platform participants;

Ways of building up public value
for a state in case of using
decentralized information
platforms

 recognition of
the status of trusted
private registers

 new mechanisms
of broad
participation in
common nongovernment
financing of
socially significant
projects;

 digital assets
[211; 212];

 new form of
information
exchange between
businesses and the
state;

that has developed
and exists without
any state support;

Points of gradual
coordination
(alignment) of
decentralized and
centralized
platforms
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Involved elements
of the public
governance system

* Source: author’s development.

Characteristics ensuring
public value from centralized
platforms
those who will not
be able to use
online ones

Problematic
aspects

Centralized information platforms based on the existing GaaP model
Ways of building up public value
for a state in case of using
decentralized information
platforms

 transparent
accounting of state
resources and
reporting [212]

 optimizing new
orchestration
mechanisms for
new online public
services;

 automatic
execution of
contracts (smart
contracts);

(blockchain-based)
and putting them
into circulation in
the public sphere;

Points of gradual
coordination
(alignment) of
decentralized and
centralized
platforms
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Table 10
The main social institutions, the influence of which began
to change under pressure of digital transformations and
implementation of platform-based governance

Social institution

Challenge for the public
governance system
compared to the
function of the social
institution

1. Citizenship

Weakening of legal
connection and apathy of
voters due to “closed off”
governing elites (“rebirth
of democracy
institutions”)

2. State service

Functions of the state can
be performed not only by
professional workers but
also by algorithms of
digital platforms

3. Property

Property that was
previously recorded only
in state registers creates
legal derivatives of the
right to a value that
circulate in private public
distributed ledgers

4. Legislation

202

Principle of the rule of
law stops being the key
element for regulating
social relations in
democratic countries

The main methods and
mechanisms of public
governance currently used in
response to the challenge for the
public governance system
 Methods of representative
democracy: elections, political
feedback, “social elevator”;
 political, social and security
guarantees for citizens;
 creation of legal conditions for
receiving citizenship
 Preparation of workers for
public service, creation of
bureaucratic organization
structures;
 established state governance
technologies


Various legal jurisdictions;




insurance of property risks;
notaries;

 keeping state data registers;
 court arbitration to settle
property disputes
 New government institutions
and expansion of state apparatus;
 public anti-corruption activity;
 direct democracy through
referendum;
 political consensus of
businesses and political elites
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Social institution

Challenge for the public
governance system
compared to the
function of the social
institution

5. Market

“The balance between
public and private goods
is unachievable: mass
imbalance in favor of the
market and imbalance of
the market” [13, p. 228]

The main methods and
mechanisms of public
governance currently used in
response to the challenge for the
public governance system


 political consensus of
businesses and political elites;
 international trade rules;
 implementation of sector
reforms that are not supported by
the majority [13, p. 194–195]


6. Culture

Open society weakens
traditional values as
informal regulators

Financial and credit policy;

Representative democracy;

 increased effect of the principle
of “protecting human rights” in the
government, in particular
empowerment of marginal groups
and minorities

* Source: author’s development considering [13; 191].

3.2. Problems and New Solutions in Legal Regulation
of Decentralized Information Platforms in Ukraine
The research results mentioned in the previous
subsections allow suggesting that:
firstly, the legal framework for the use of both blockchain
technology itself and digital solutions based on it, in particular
decentralized information platforms, in public governance
should be developed gradually taking into account economic,
mental and cultural as well as international legal aspects;
secondly, despite the existence of different types of
information platforms and the fact that various legal relations
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are formed during their daily use, the interaction within the
information platform causes typical legal problems and covers
several key areas of legal regulation: 1) data and consumer
protection laws; 2) antimonopoly regulation; 3) intellectual
property law; 4) issues of legal jurisdiction; 5) investment
issues and aspects of business conditions in the digital
environment; 6) state protectionism of platform participants as
residents of the national market, etc.
At the same time, legal regulation cannot be efficient if it
is aimed exclusively at relations within information (digital)
platforms, which are already objectively complex even
according to the plan of their creators. Therefore, we can
highlight the need for systemic changes in the approach to legal
regulation and the need for further appropriate selective changes
in national legislation among the urgent requirements of our
time. The supranational and transnational nature of the relations
formed within digital platforms raises an additional and still
unresolved issue: how should traditional state tools of
regulation be applied? Thus, laws passed under one jurisdiction
can be inapplicable to activities and relations between
participants from several jurisdictions (that often happens with
digital platforms), which have been easily combined within
a digital platform. Thus, civil-law (or contractual) tools come to
the fore, which are independently developed and offered by the
platform operators and supranational conglomerates and which,
in fact, form platform operators or platforms themselves.
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It is important for a country’s society to be mature enough
for social and technological changes, so that citizens, businesses
and government, at least at the central level, are ready for these
changes, i.e. that “the focus of legal development is not on
legislation, legal studies and a court judgment, but on society
itself” [218]. This means that the legislation cannot be drastically
adjusted in accordance with technological innovations. Even in
the field of private law, the blockchain technology is tested in the
mode of “regulatory sandbox” before its introduction, and the
issue of its legal regulation for the public sector is still unresolved,
even in the countries [119; 127; 138] where future is clearly
connected to the blockchain and large-scale digital solutions based
on it. For example, back in 2019 in Switzerland, the launch of
blockchain startups was prepared in the so-called “sandbox”,
which is a state experiment at the level of a separate Canton of
Zug. It was decided to test technologies in one canton due to
significant risks to the government [57].
These days the main question for lawyers is as follows: is it
possible to regulate the use of digital technologies within the
framework of traditional law, or the law will displace program
code? For example, the Court of Justice of the European Union
held in 2015 that Bitcoin transactions are not subject to VAT, as
Bitcoin is not a commodity but a virtual currency [201]. Lawyers
consider this fact as a proof of extension of the traditional law to
Bitcoin without taking into account legal “features” of the
program code [166, p. 104].
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To this date, three models for regulation of interstate
information platforms (centralized, decentralized and hybrid)
have been introduced into public governance, and there is
another one, namely the model for regulation of commercial
platforms (hereinafter — commercial model). There are
a hundred times more commercial platforms than information
ones, and DIPs belong to the former.
1. A centralized model is applied if the information
platform is created under an international agreement, in
particular under an international agreement on the establishment
of an international or supranational organization. All key issues
of operation of such a platform (e.g. functions, governance
procedure, status of various entities, etc.) are resolved at the
level of an international agreement. The platform is controlled
by a structural unit of an international founding organization or
by a supranational unit of an integration association. Data
exchange is regulated at the level of international agreements of
the member states, including general ones. Some issues related
to the processing of confidential information are regulated at the
level of the platform operator’s act, for example through
a privacy policy or its analogues [57].
2. A decentralized model is applied if the information
platform is created by an act of an international organization that
addresses all key issues of operation of such a platform (its
functions, governance procedure, status of various entities,
etc.). An operator created by such an international organization
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solely for the purposes of platform management (bureau,
agency) controls the platform. Data exchange is regulated at the
level of the platform operator’s act taking into account the
provisions of general acts on data exchange (international
agreements, acts of an international organization).
3. A hybrid model is applied as a hybrid under the
principle of “centralized regulation, but decentralized
implementation”. In this case, an international agreement
creates a single (neutral) legal environment within which certain
public and private providers deliver services to their users. The
main issues of the single (neutral) legal environment (its
functions, governance procedure, rights and responsibilities of
various entities) are resolved exclusively at the level of an
international agreement. Along with national supervisors,
a mutually agreed (parity) central regulatory body provides this
single legal environment. Data exchange is regulated both at the
level of international agreements and indirectly through the
regulation of individual features of services provided. The
privacy policy and other similar documents of service providers
and operators regulating data processing should meet the
minimum requirements that exist in this single neutral legal
environment [57].
4. A commercial model is the most common in the world
and is applied to the vast majority (at least 99%) of known
information platforms. Such a platform is formed based on an
act of a private company, which is the initiator and developer of
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the platform. All the main issues of the platform (its functions,
governance procedure, rights and responsibilities of various
entities) are resolved at the level of public documents of the
company (e.g. “Public Contract”, “Terms of Use and Legal
Information”, “Privacy Policy”, “Service Agreement”, etc.),
which can be willingly accepted by any eligible entities for the
conscious use of the platform as intended. During development
of these documents, first of all, the national legislation regarding
the private company being the initiator and developer of the
platform and, if necessary, international agreements involving
the state where the developer is registered are taken into
account. The developer manages both centralized and
decentralized private information platforms. Data exchange is
regulated at the level of a public “privacy policy”, which clearly
defines the requirements for working with data and
requirements for operation of information platforms (e.g. on
issues such as data collection, use of personal data, disclosure
of personal data, personal data rights, cookies, cryptosecurity,
procedures for clarifying the privacy policy, procedure for using
by politically exposed persons and foreign users, especially by
US citizens) (Fig. 17) [57].
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А. Key features of an information platform
5) control
over the
4) concentration of
1) ability to
2) creation of
3) dependence
direct
business processes
form new
“network
on information
interaction
based on digital
markets
effects”
technologies
between
value
groups of its
users
B. Initial conditions for state and supranational regulation of information platforms
The main task of
the regulator is to
establish basic
The main
principles and
conditions
A platform
requirements,
for the
should have
compliance with
creation and
Clear division of
one control
which is
growth of
responsibilities
center, which
implemented
digital
of parties
can have
Clear division of
through selfecosystems
involved in the
minimal
data flows
regulation
are a set of
activities within
responsibility,
(national and
documents adopted
technical
information
perform a small
supranational
within the
solutions,
platforms (by
number of
segments)
information
favorable
types of data
tasks, but still
platform (on data,
investment
processed, by
ensure overall
on access rights,
legislation,
functions, etc.)
project
on nonstable
management
discrimination
demand and
(equal conditions
business
for equal goods,
expansion
works and
services))
C. Models for regulation of information platforms
C.1. For interstate information platforms
Centralized model
Examples: The UN’s
WIPO Match global
platform, European
Online Dispute
Resolution
Platform, etc.

Decentralized model
Examples: European
Cluster
Collaboration
Platform (ECCP),
ASEAN Single
Window (ASW),
The Online S3
Platform (the
European Union)

Hybrid model

Examples:
EU Regulation
No. 910/2014
(eIDAS)

C.2. For corporate
information platforms
Commercial model
Examples:
1) centralized platforms:
Facebook, Amazon,
Apple, Netflix, Google,
Diia, etc.;
2) decentralized
platforms: Steemit,
Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Bitbon System, etc.

Fig. 17. Conditions for the formation of models
regulating information platforms based on their key features
* Source: compiled by the author on the basis of
[100; 104].
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State regulation of the blockchain technology and
decentralized information platforms will be more complete if it is
carried out both at the national and international levels.
International intergovernmental organizations (FATF, OECD,
IMF, UNCTAD, etc.) are gradually developing deeper approaches
to coordinating the efforts of banks and governments with relevant
recommendations and standards, but due to the complexity of
subjects of regulation (all types of digital platforms, virtual assets,
new opportunities of IT technologies), such international
standards should be flexible to “ensure the ability to respond to
any ways of the development of such technologies” [94, p. 30].
This will require constant analytical work at the international level
as well as monitoring and evaluating technological changes in the
market [12] and political and legal changes in leading countries.
Therefore, national law will definitely continue to be
“internationalized”, which will bring it closer to the general
system of international law [57].
Under such institutional and legal conditions, one cannot
ignore the foresight that the blockchain technology will lead to a
supranational economy where the idea of the currently known
“legal entity” will become increasingly inefficient and will be
under pressure from decentralized autonomous organizations
(commonly known as DAOs), which will continue to spread
around the world. From the standpoint of national legislation, it is
very difficult to implement legal rules that must be followed in
a system, which is not within its sphere of influence and effect.
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A decentralized autonomous organization or system supported
and independently managed by the users themselves, over which
no government agency has decisive influence or control, can really
become one of the centers of the supranational economy. In that
case, not only the traditional concept of “legal entity” will fail, but
even “extraterritorial” legal status may not be entirely acceptable.
This currently creates a new significant legal uncertainty [57].
What is the difference between regulation by law and
regulation by program code?
Firstly, it lies in the mechanism of action: the law is
“external”, meaning that if the rule is violated, then compliance
with the norms follows from the consequences of this violation.
Instead, the program code is “internal”, i.e. in case of an error, the
process will algorithmically return to the previous successful stage
(or fulfilled condition), no new actions will take place, and
compliance is ensured by the code itself.
Secondly, the software requires the information system to
always follow a certain rule, even if it leads to unexpected or
undesirable results. Experience shows that the blockchain
technology can be regulated both by law and program code, and
both have a share of public and private regulation. In general, the
blockchain technology intensifies competition and even the
public-and-private conflict, even though this conflict has always
existed, but previous relevant solutions were not enough. These
days, under the new technological conditions, contemporaries will
have to deal with this issue, and in this sense, the system of
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common law is better prepared for changes. For example, the US
case law system allows acting efficiently in the face of any new
phenomenon, including through the flexible adaptation of existing
legal norms and creation of a new source of law in the form of
a new legal precedent. Modern legal literature states that systems
of Ukrainian [33; 68] law, in particular criminal law, do not have
such flexibility of statutory interpretation, and hence the relevant
law-enforcement experience. This is another argument in favor of
stepwise changes in legislation implemented in test mode. The
author of this monograph believes that civil law, which currently
focuses on deals, provides the least “painful” way for
implementing this approach.
The blockchain technology and digital solutions based on it
(e.g. DIPs) do not just create convenience, they can change public
relations in the field of public governance as well. The advantage
of the blockchain technology is that it allows for a more efficient
(cheaper and fuller) performance of public functions by means of
private business and involved citizens. For example, back in 2016
in the Netherlands, a consortium of local companies that included
Prescrypt, SNS Bank NV and Deloitte developed a blockchain
program to facilitate access of chronically ill patients to health
services of state and municipal institutions. This was possible
using iDIN, the online blockchain-based identification service
provided by banks. The service provides the same security and
convenience as regular online banking. This is a bright example
of the division of responsibilities during the provision of certain
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public services, which the state was previously responsible for. In
fact, traditional state control in the healthcare sector and
responsibility of combating violations have largely shifted to the
private sphere and are easily provided technologically. The society
should be ready for such innovations, especially in Ukraine, where
control functions and administration of guarantees are
traditionally associated only with the state.
Notwithstanding the financial sphere of circulation of
numerous blockchain-based cryptocurrencies, which requires
immediate and unambiguous legal assessment and significant
government regulation and deterrence, there are some risks which
the blockchain technology poses to the traditional “monopoly” of
state control over economic regulation and which still need to be
carefully assessed. This assessment will identify not only the risks
but also the opportunities, in particular through the involvement
of the resources of numerous private electronic registers that can
complement public e-registers (under certain conditions). Of
course, the state will always strive to monitor and control the
processes related to security and taxes, but it is simply impossible
to objectively and fully control the blockchain technology and
digital solutions based on it. This means that, firstly, the state and
providers of blockchain-based digital solutions should “make
friends” with each other and complement each other and,
secondly, the blockchain technology itself, in the technical sense
of the word, is the boundaries of legal regulation [40].
In this regard, the main problems of public- and private-law
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regulation that arise out of using the blockchain technology and,
accordingly, are contained in digital solutions based on it, the
modern state should be ready for, should be identified and
critically assessed below. Thus, the contemporary literature states
that due to such technological features of the blockchain as
immutability, global distribution among nodes and free
participation, public blockchains pose almost unsolvable issues to
the today’s legislator. First of all, the following legal issues
concern:


tax regime;



money laundering and crime financing;



distribution of illegal content;



legal regulation of digital property rights;


identification and protection of personal data. Thus,
to date, the most widespread examples of blockchain solutions
(e.g. cryptocurrencies) have clearly indicated the inability of
traditional legal norms to efficiently regulate the circulation of
such digital products. The problem of identification and
protection of personal data is particularly difficult due to the
anonymity and use of aliases in most (but not all) public
blockchains [206]. It is worth noting that so far, public
blockchains which are a basis for DIPs with the appropriate
service infrastructure and digital data accounting system
(e.g. the Ukrainian Bitbon System) were and remain the few
exceptions in the world;
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disclosure of inaccurate information without the possibility of
invisible correction or deletion of the record.
Despite considerable efforts of governments and
international organizations to develop and implement new public
regulations or even to ban illegal transactions involving such
objects, technical solution to these problems is possible only in
a private blockchain. Certain blockchains (private and, mostly,
centralized) allow identifying a responsible party (which may take
the form of a consortium) and monitoring over transactions. The
same is true for the public blockchain.
Thus, “appeals” against basic and natural characteristics of
the blockchain, which previously ensured and are still ensuring its
success among users around the world, may arise in case of
application of technical solutions to existing legal restrictions. The
users want at least loyal state or private regulation or even to avoid
it for transactions in a digital environment and for their anonymity.
In any case, legal regulation of the blockchain technology
and digital (in particular platform) solutions based on it should
have been on the agenda of the modern state long ago. This
requires stepwise, but quite significant changes in legislation, and
most importantly: firstly, at least a partial acknowledgement of the
program code as a new source of law in case of appropriate
application of relevant digital blockchain solutions; secondly, the
state’s acknowledgement of electronic private trusted registers.
Thus, the implementation of blockchain solutions in general and
decentralized information platforms in particular into Ukrainian
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laws may require the following legislative changes:

establishment of special industry-specific laws (at
least one framework special law) on virtual assets including
regulation of: a) subject-object composition of the relations
arising out of using virtual assets (in particular, tokenized assets or
cryptoassets); b) classification of virtual assets existing in the
digital data accounting system based on the distributed ledger
technology (see Appendix C, p. 374), description of the legal
regulation of property for different types of virtual assets;
c) determination of the service provider’s activities; d) riskoriented approach in the area of application of cryptoassets as well
as government assistance in this field, etc.;

revision of civil and securities market laws
(resolving the issue of the place of backed digital currency
(e.g. electronic hryvnia) in the system of objects of civil rights;
establishing the responsibility of persons involved in the operation
of distributed ledgers; optimization of voting procedure in legal
entities; licensing the activities of professional participants in the
virtual currency market; regulating the status of virtual currencies
in investment activities);

additions to tax laws (identification of taxpayers,
calculation of taxes on operating activities, determination of tax
base, provision of intermediary services in the virtual currency
market, taxation of miners’ rewards, possibility of creating
preferential zones and territories of advanced development to
encourage blockchains);
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revision of currency regulation laws (efficient
control over inflation; legal qualification of transactions related to
the purchase or sale of cryptocurrencies using currency values or
national currency; disclosure of information on sale and salepurchase transactions with cryptocurrencies to currency control
authorities and agents; regulation of the national payment system);

revision of personal data laws, consumer protection
laws (protection and localization of personal data, determination
of liability measures, exercise of the right to be forgotten taking
into account the irreversibility of transactions in distributed
ledgers);

revision of laws on banks and banking activities
(financial and prudential supervision; regulation of measures
aimed at reducing systemic risk; regulation of the use of
blockchain in settlements);

additions to anti-money laundering laws
(identification of users of distributed ledgers; optimization of
financial supervision; development of preventive measures aimed
at combating the financing of terrorism);

revision of laws on telecommunications (concerning
the first qualification of the status of miners and distributed ledger
operators) [11].
It is worth noting that private law in post-Soviet countries
is rapidly developing and adaptation of terms and concepts to new
realities is no longer surprising. For example, in some post-Soviet
states, there are attempts to legally introduce such new concepts
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as “digital rights”, “investment platform”, “digital platform”,
“trusted platform”, “information system operator”, etc.
Nevertheless, as of May 2022, the national legislation of Ukraine,
Kazakhstan and Moldova did not yet contain such terms or terms
close to them or derivatives. However, current global law-making
experience shows that the adopted national laws on digital
activities only partially consider the same “digital rights” as
fundamental human rights governed by public law. Accordingly,
the difference between public and private regulation should be
taken into account in amendments to laws following the
established possibility of using the blockchain technology in state
governance, in particular, but not limited to:
1)
Law of Ukraine “On Consumer Protection” [83]
concerning rights of citizens as consumers in case of participation
in the distributed ledger technology (blockchain) of a private
nature;
2)
Law of Ukraine “On Banks and Banking” [79]
concerning status and responsibilities of banks in case of their
participation in distributed ledgers (private and public);
concerning the responsibility of banks for processing of personal
data when entering information into the distributed ledger;
3)
Law of Ukraine “On Prevention and Counteraction
to Legalization (Laundering) of Proceeds from Crime, Financing
of Terrorism and Financing of Proliferation of Weapons of Mass
Destruction” [82] concerning the possibility of technical
identification of participants in the distributed ledger, possibly
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using existing electronic public private registers;
4)
Law of Ukraine “On Telecommunications” [89]
concerning the first regulation of status of distributed ledger
operators;
5)
Law of Ukraine “On Administrative Services” and
a number of regulatory acts: in terms of numerous provisions on
central executive bodies and administrative regulations, which are
by-laws, etc.
Due to the advanced development and better adaptation of
private law than public law, and due to the rapid development of
digital technologies, there is currently a temptation of possible
wide use of private law in upgrading social relations in the public
sector. This in fact does not fully correspond to state and public
governance that is known to be carried out to protect the broad
public interest, not the narrow private one. As a result, general
regulation of the blockchain technology (if adopted) will be
insufficient for application to the field of state governance, given
the specifics of public law entities (authorities, etc.), their
responsibilities and functions. Indeed, if in the private field the
responsibility for the use of personal data lies more with the
citizen, in the public field the responsibility lies with the authority,
and this should mean administrative jurisdiction to resolve
possible disputes. Accordingly, the public laws require
amendments due to the application of DIPs, which may lead to
large-scale changes due to the use of the blockchain technology,
namely in a number of regulatory acts:
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1)
Draft Law “On Public Electronic Registers” No. 2110
dated September 10, 2019, submitted for the second reading
in 2021 [77] (now Law of Ukraine “On Public Electronic
Registers” No. 1907-IX dated November 18, 2021), in terms of
taking into account private trusted electronic registers based on the
blockchain technology as part of a unified institutional structure of
functioning of public electronic registers of Ukraine as well as,
accordingly, clarification of the requirements for the creation,
maintenance, interaction, administration, modernization,
reorganization and liquidation of public and trusted private
electronic registers;
2)
Law of Ukraine “On Amendments to Certain
Legislative Acts of Ukraine Concerning Optimization of the
Network and Functioning of Administrative Service Centers and
Improvement of Access to Administrative Services Provided in
Electronic Form” [80] in terms of the register-based type of service
provision, personal data protection;
3)
regulations and administrative provisions of public
authorities, which provide public services on regulation of
permitting and supervisory activities;
4)
amendments to the Civil Code of Ukraine concerning
recognition of “smart contracts” as a new way of concluding an
agreement and its automatic execution;
5)
amendments to the Civil Code of Ukraine concerning
recognition of the introduction of the term “digital rights” and their
interpretation as a way of recording of property rights;
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6)
amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On Protection
of Information in Information and Telecommunication Systems”
[84];
7)
amendments to the Law of Ukraine “On Public
Procurement” [86] concerning the possibility of verifying the data
and tender documentation of bidders using the data of trusted
blockchain-based registers and some other laws;
8)
introduction of the e-notary, including the
blockchain technology, to the Concept of Notary Development
starting from 2021.
Based on the above, we can offer one of the latest and
easiest ways for eliminating some legal problems and developing
national legislation in the field of blockchain technology and
DIPs, namely the original approach, which is laid down in Draft
Framework Law “On Tokenized Assets and Crypto-Assets”
No. 4328 [90] registered in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on
November 5, 2020. The author of this monograph had a direct
impact on the development of this draft law as an expert [1] at all
stages starting from the idea of the draft law to its promotion in the
Committees of the Verkhovna Rada.
Moreover, the key feature of Draft Law No. 4328
concerning the subject of this research is that the draft law is
actually for the first time in Ukraine, and perhaps in the world,
suggests to introduce blockchain-based digital solutions into the
legislative field (as a law, not a by-law) and immediately use this
for tokenization of the Ukrainian economy, involving existing and
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future information platforms (e.g. the Ukrainian Bitbon System).
Without limiting other theoretically possible alternatives, such
solutions, which are ready and have been operating for years, are
decentralized information platforms as digital organizational and
technological ways of practical implementation of digital data
accounting system based on the distributed ledger technology
(including blockchain) for accounting of virtual assets. As
envisioned, this will allow the state as well as local private and
corporate users to benefit from such accounted and trusted
circulation. It is also worth noting that, in contrast to a fairly
common (e.g. in [71, p. 68–77]) interpretation of token as
a mandatory attribute of cryptocurrencies and their joint use, token
is currently considered much broader than in the destructive link
to cryptocurrencies as unbacked and speculative assets.
Fig. 18 shows logical connection between the creation of
a new public value in the state and the tokenization of assets [58]
using a decentralized information platform. This example of
logical connection is one of the key examples, but not the main
unit in the chain of formation of a more meaningful and
comprehensive public value, which is considered by the author
below in the monograph and in other publications in a broader
context using blockchain-based decentralized information
platforms.
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Fig. 18. Connection between the creation of a new public
value in the economics and law and the tokenization of assets
using a decentralized information platform
* Source: author’s development.
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Let us consider five main characteristics of the approach
suggested in Draft Law No. 4328 to the large-scale use of DIPs in
Ukraine.
1.
In case of adoption of this draft law, the law will
regulate personal non-property and property relations between
users of digital data accounting systems in the field of tokenized
assets and cryptoassets. These relations arise, change and terminate
in case of: 1) transaction in the digital data accounting system
where a tokenized asset is the object of the transaction, including
while exchanging a tokenized asset for cash; 2) transaction in the
digital data accounting system where a cryptoasset is the object of
the transaction, including while exchanging a cryptoasset for cash.
2. Draft Law No. 4328 is based on the approach according
to which “distributed ledger technology” is defined as a digital data
accounting system, and “distributed ledger token” is defined as
a record in a digital data accounting system that is an information
identifier, which may be, but not exclusively, derived from the
original asset, which means it is actually an inventory item of such
a system. “Such definitions allow using a digital data accounting
system based on the distributed ledger technology in any area of
public life, in particular to improve civil legal relations. Meanwhile,
the draft law established the legal framework for virtual assets of
the distributed ledger and relations in the field of their application
on the basis of the current legislation of Ukraine” [90]. The draft
law explains and substantiates the opinion that it should not be
about new relations, but about existing ones, which are regulated
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by civil law. The blockchain technology can be used to improve
such relations.
3. The subject of Draft Law No. 4328 is complex and
covers various legal relations arising in the field of tokenized assets
and cryptoassets. That is, Draft Law No. 4328 covers personal nonproperty and property relations that arise:
 in digital data accounting systems based on the distributed
ledger technology, which is implemented, in particular using DIP;
 between users of digital data accounting systems based on
the distributed ledger technology, i.e. practically between DIP
users;
 in connection with the use of tokenized assets and/or
cryptoassets, i.e. during transactions in a digital data accounting
system (in particular DIP), where a tokenized asset or cryptoasset
is the object of the transaction, including while exchanging
a tokenized asset or cryptoasset for cash. Meanwhile, transactions
with tokenized assets or cryptoassets in some cases (namely when
cryptoassets are exchanged for cash) fall within different areas of
regulation. In this regard, other legal acts may establish the specifics
of regulating relations in the field of using tokenized assets and/or
cryptoassets.
4. It is suggested [90] to recognize a “tokenized asset” as
a property right, which in accordance with Article 190 of the Civil
Code of Ukraine No. 435-IV dated January 16, 2003, is an element
of property. According to the Civil Code of Ukraine, property rights
are non-use items and recognized as proprietary rights. Thus,
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a tokenized asset (i.e. property rights) is a special object of civil
rights, which has the following five features: 1) it has a digital form;
2) it is a type of virtual asset; 3) it exists exclusively in the digital
data accounting system based on the distributed ledger technology;
4) it is based on a distributed ledger token in the form of an
identifier of certain information. Technically, a tokenized asset is
a distributed ledger token; 5) the information is derived from the
original asset. The original asset is used during the creation of
a tokenized asset for further transactions with such a derivative
asset using a digital data accounting system based on the distributed
ledger technology (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19. The suggested method for private-law regulation
of the circulation of virtual assets in Ukraine using decentralized
information platforms based on the blockchain technology
* Source: author’s development.
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5.
Expected effects of the draft law, which are
important for the public governance system modernization:
a) in general, the proposed measures will allow directing
a new wave of money to the economy, rather than to the
informal sector;
b) categorization of digital property is introduced, which
includes tokenized assets and cryptoassets. There are many
civil-law rules for dealing with them, and rulings of the
Supreme Court on allowance of non-prohibited agreements may
exist as well. In fact, these new objects are created and used by
members of information and telecommunication networks,
especially by Ukrainian citizens and legal entities, but they, so
far, are not recognized by legislation;
c) “use of capabilities of the distributed ledger technology
for the benefit of economic entities, namely for property
transactions that will be clear for accounting and tax accounting.
In particular, examples of economic activities with tokenized
assets are: their use in transactions, provision of services in
accordance with the scope of an entity activities, maintaining of
an insurance cases system and making of insurance payments,
accounting of property rights using tokenized assets, etc.
Meanwhile, cryptoassets can be used by economic entities for
investment purposes, as a hedging tool, etc.” [76];
d) “support of the environment for self-regulation of
participants in the field of application of virtual assets of the
distributed ledger using simple and clear government tools
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(classification of virtual assets of the distributed ledger, strict
integration with accepted accounting standards to classify
virtual assets of the distributed ledger as current and non-current
assets, use of current regulatory framework in banking, tax and
fiscal spheres, in the sphere of securities circulation, etc.)” [76].
However, the draft law does not describe conditions
under which the circulation of virtual assets and other digital
objects is possible (e.g. requirements for entities creating such
objects or organizing such circulation) as well as requirements
for security of relevant asset circulation. In other words, the
draft law includes only rules of civil law, namely of private law,
and does not directly affect the relations governed by public
law.
Thus, the world practice of supranational and national
regulation of information platforms poses a challenge to
governments concerning adaptation of existing regulatory tools
to new realities where relations between participants are
increasingly transferred to private law regulation, which is
characterized by civil agreements. In other words, the parties to
platform interaction can create rules of mutual interaction,
determine the procedure for resolving disputes and adjudicate
relevant disputes without resorting to existing national,
international and supranational instruments of regulation and
coercion. Therefore, when participants of the information
platform are forced to interact with legal entities of public law
(state and municipal institutions, budget funds, etc.), which set
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strict requirements for compliance with certain rules as
conditions of access to their services (public, information,
banking, etc.), then participants of the platform are forced to
follow the established rules. As a result, the establishment of
clear and simple procedures and rules of conduct when
receiving services through digital platforms is a trigger for
governments to encourage investments in the development of
digital business.
3.3. Original Approach to Creating the Mechanism
for Modernizing the Public Governance System Based on
Decentralized Information Platforms
All of the above-mentioned materials and arguments
allow us to proceed to the main goal of this research, which is
substantiation of a new mechanism for modernizing the public
governance system based on decentralized information
platforms. This is what the current and the following
subsections will be devoted to.
The logic for creating the modernization mechanism is
linked to the creation of a new public value for modern society
and is proposed to be as follows:
1) step 1 — based on the typical elements of the state
governance mechanism (Fig. 20), to describe the components of
the potential modernization mechanism, specifically its goal,
formation principles, operation methods, main tools, key
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involved social institutions (formal and informal),
supplementary mechanisms for regulation and independent
organization of decentralized information platforms, three
layers (levels) of creating the public value;
2) step 2 — to build a combination of influence methods
and “nudges” (according to the behavioral nudge theory) when
attempting to create a new public value using decentralized
information platforms. In order to do that, an example will be
provided on how to achieve a new significant public value for
modern society in the 21st century using decentralized
information platforms. Overall, with time this example for
achieving a new public value can be implemented and
established in society using Ukraine as an example in a not so
distant future;
3) step 3 — to give own definition of the modernization
mechanism guided by the provided example of creating a new
and significant public value;
4) step 4 — to propose conditions for ensuring
controllability and reliability of the modernized public
governance system after implementing the modernization
mechanism. Altogether, it will answer the key practical question
of how to prepare the state to use decentralized information
platforms that are already a modern reality.
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Fig. 20. Typical elements of the state governance
mechanism
* Source: author’s development.
Therefore, the main focus is on why state governance
exists. We should agree with the view of the authors of the
World Development Report (2017) by the World Bank that
“every society cares about freeing its members from the
constant threat of violence (security), about promoting
prosperity (economic growth), and about how such prosperity is
shared (social equity). It also assumes that societies aspire to
achieve these goals in environmentally sustainable ways”
[22, p. 4]. This approach is consistent with “the transition from
a dialogue based on ideology to the dialogue based on ideals
that has transpired in the global development community over
the past few decades” [22, p. 4]. Therefore, the emergence of
a new public value for both the state and the public governance
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system due to the use of decentralized information platforms
and the creation of the new modernization mechanism are
related to the basic and desired ideals of security, economic
growth and social equity (Fig. 21).
Another, pragmatic, side of searching for the new way of
substantiating a new public value using DIPs lies in the fact that
in case of application of DIPs, no politician or public figure in
a democratic country will be able to deny it or ignore it for an
extended period of time because such platforms ensure clear
sense of social idea and possible feedback.
Based on these three general ideals listed above [22, p. 4],
we can define the goal of the future mechanism for modernizing
the public governance system: to provide the existing public
governance system with better properties to use historical
capabilities of digital technologies, namely distributed ledger
technology, for higher social equity, more sustainable economic
growth and increased security of its citizens. Such new and
desired properties include higher flexibility and adaptability to
the changing conditions of digital age, higher sensitivity to
expectations of most citizens and higher responsibility for
potential and adopted public governance solutions. Therefore,
such innovations envision the search for and implementation of
new organization solutions and hidden organization and
institutional reserves of a state, and it must answer the question
of how to prepare the state to use decentralized information
platforms that are already a modern reality.
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Fig. 21. Research cycle of creating the mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system based on DIPs
* Source: author’s development.
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The next stage of the first step is to determine the
principles of forming the modernization mechanism. Since the
actual modernization process is controlled, discrete
(intermittent) and not spontaneous with certain desired states
and parameters [174], the process of controlling the
modernization can be considered: а) a complete process without
special separation of certain components and b) a process that
falls under the principles of controlling complex dynamic
systems and processes, which are cybernetic principles [39]. In
order to further prove that cybernetic principles truly meet the
conditions for updating the public governance system based on
DIPs, it should be noted that “cybernetic governance is
governance that … provides optimal solutions to various
dynamic organization tasks, uses specific methods provided by
cybernetics (feedback, self-regulation, self-organization, etc.)
as well as widely uses mechanization and automation of
governance based on the application of computational and
controlling equipment and computer technologies” [39].
Therefore, cybernetic principles that are required and
sufficient to cover the main objects, factors and system of
connections between them should be considered the principles
of forming the mechanism for modernizing the public
governance system based on DIPs. Fig. 22 provides seven main
cybernetic principles and, in accordance with them, a short
description of what is directly influenced by a certain principle.
Table D.1, Appendix D (see p. 376), lists the above-mentioned
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principles of forming the modernization mechanism and
connections to the logic of decentralized governance
implemented using a new public governance tool — DIP.
The next step is to determine the appropriate governance
methods. As we know, governance methods are ways and
procedures of analyzing and evaluating governance situations,
which means that this method answers the question of “how?”,
i.e. with the help of which methods governance is realized. In
this regard, a number of methods can be used as an example,
which would be appropriate for regular implementation in the
future modernization mechanism (see Table E.1, Appendix E,
p. 380). However, it should be noted that when focusing on
a new public value and certain hard-to-achieve ideals (in
particular, guided by [22, p. 4]), the “methods” will have less
relevance than “goals”, so “what?” is more important than
“how?”. It means that, for example, economic governance and
the relevant technocratic and economic methods that were in
place in the concepts of the classic bureaucracy, “new public
management” and partially in “good governance” do not push
out political governance in a state: the emphasis is placed on
“what?” rather than “how?”.
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Fig. 22. The main cybernetic principles of forming the
mechanism for modernizing the public governance system
based on DIPs
* Source: author’s development based on [39].
Therefore, considering the above-mentioned importance
of “what?” over “how?” and in accordance with Table E.1,
Appendix E (see p. 380), the following modernization
mechanisms are proposed:
1) ways of the governance method application in case of
DIP-based modernization that will allow emphasizing the
“what?” (third columns in the tables of Appendix F (see p. 383)
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and Appendix G (see p. 387)). However, this may lead to
certain new peculiarities due to application of decentralized
information platforms in an extensive peer-to-peer network of
users;
2) tools of the modernization mechanism:
 based on the distributed ledger technology, specifically
private public distributed ledgers, tokenized assets (digital
assets), distributed ledger token (DLT) for implementing the
method of financial and management accounting, numerous
services defining the DIP multifunctionality (for engagement
and retention of users) (see Table F.1, Appendix F, p. 383);
 not based on the distributed ledger technology,
specifically high-quality broadband Internet available anywhere
in the country (3G/4G/5G); open data exchange protocols
(API); modules compatible with various information systems;
free access to big data; reputation of DIP users (see Table G1,
Appendix G, p. 387), which in combination also allow making
a strong emphasis on “what?” instead of “how?”. It becomes
possible due to the fact that using them together rather than
separately, non-governmental users of the decentralized
information platform rely first and foremost on the principles of
simplicity and reliability of operations, and that activates private
initiative, increases activity of the platform users for at least
personal interest (benefit) of the user, which is the foundation
for maintaining the interest of a lot of participants of the entire
system.
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This approach has already been clearly proven with DIPs
on private and public distributed ledgers, in particular with an
established international decentralized information platform of
Ukrainian origin — Bitbon System. For example, in the
Bitbon System, the entire ecosystem of services is planned and
aimed at achieving mutual benefit. Such mutual benefit is
synthesized out of benefit received by individual participants in
the form of a digital asset, which is “an information resource
derivative of the right to a value and circulating in the
distributed ledger in the form of a unique identifier” [56].
The main mechanism of the Bitbon System is the
implementation of a method for financial and management
accounting of exchanging products and services using digital
assets [47].
Special attention should be paid to who the users of DIPs
are and how they are distributed within a DIP [149], since such
distribution confirms the legal status (even with rights and
obligations) of such users at least in the decentralized
information platform and creates new legal relations that are
a significant argument in favor of increasing business activity
of citizens and new circulation of property and personal nonproperty rights in the state, which at the very least is important
when considering employment and income. Thus, the
participants in relations in the area of application of tokenized
assets, in particular digital assets, can be defined as users of the
decentralized information platform. Since such DIPs are a result
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of human activity, obviously, there are users that support their
operation, and there are users whose actions are aimed at
consuming the useful properties of DIPs. In that regard, the
users of the decentralized information platform can be classified
as “service providers” and “service users” [58] (Fig. 23).

Fig. 23. Parties involved in social relations based on DIPs
* Source: author’s development based on [54; 58].
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“The activity of service providers may be aimed at
providing services to other users, which, essentially, causes the
implementation of social relations in digital data accounting
systems based on the distributed ledger technology with virtual
assets… The activity of service providers is entrepreneurial and
is defined as activity in the field of information technologies and
computer systems or as intermediary services… In turn, other
users of the digital data accounting system based on the
distributed ledger technology (service users) employ such
services for personal use as well as for conducting
entrepreneurial activity. Thus, the digital data accounting
system based on the distributed ledger technology can be used
as an environment for making deals, where parties are verified
by the digital data accounting system (i.e. DIP) based on the
distributed ledger technology, have accounts, and all actions are
automatically recorded in this system. Such relations must be
considered contractual and be regulated by civil and/or
economic law” [54].
The next stage of the first step is to determine the
appropriate supplementary mechanisms for regulation and selforganization of decentralized information platforms. These ten
proposed mechanisms, which were first mentioned in Fig. 21,
can be considered supplementary because they already exist
within other processes (e.g. elections and power struggle,
organization of implementing solutions, coordination and
regulation of relations and technological processes, etc.), are
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fairly tested from the procedural point of view and can be used
as elements for other processes and governance mechanisms.
Aside from these characteristics, the supplementary
mechanisms are beneficial for the modernization of the public
governance system because:
1) all of them already have the legal basis for their
application in a certain capacity, which means that all of them
are legal and permitted;
2) they either are the foundation for open procedures of
public governance (e.g. elections at different levels; traditional,
Weber’s, bureaucracy) or they can easily be applied in the field
of public law to the relevant objects or relations;
3) by their structure and morphology, they are already
organized either through legislation, through open-source code
or through public documents (rules) from their developers;
4) considering cybernetic principles 1–3 and 6 (see
Fig. 22), they all can use the existing properties of public
governance or influence (alter) them aiming to, as stated above
regarding the goal of the future mechanism for modernizing the
public governance system, provide the existing public
governance system with better properties to use historic
capabilities of digital technologies.
Among the ten supplementary mechanisms listed in
Fig. 21, we can distinguish two groups according to the nature
of their origin: а) mechanisms of information and technological
nature and b) mechanisms of political and administrative nature.
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Such division makes it possible, firstly, to more accurately
compare these mechanisms to methods and tools of the
modernization mechanism and combine them across three
layers of ensuring a new public value, which will be discussed
a little later, and, secondly, apply these mechanisms together.
Therefore:
а) mechanisms of information and technological nature:
1 — “orchestration” as a way of organizing business processes,
2 — ecosystems with their own private user microplatforms,
3 — “choreography” as a way of coordinating several business
processes, 4 — autonomous regulation algorithms (DLT smart
contracts), 6 — crowdfunding, 7 — registration of deals in
DIPs, 9 — government feedback 24/7, 10 — digitization of
property rights and their management in DIPs;
b) mechanisms of political and administrative nature:
4 — autonomous regulation algorithms (DLT smart contracts),
5 — traditional bureaucracy, 8 — elections at different levels,
9 — government feedback 24/7.
The division listed above has two mechanisms (4 and 9)
that are present in both groups because:
firstly, Ukraine and other countries already have
sufficient legal basis for their implementation not only as
mechanisms of information and technological nature in the
modern digital environment (e.g. smart contracts have been
used by banks for a while for automatic payments from an
account with previous agreement by the owner of this account);
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secondly, they can be implemented in the modern digital
environment using a digital asset. In this case, the digital asset
will act as a secure method of expressing and ensuring trust of
a voter to a public figure and public control over public voting,
which has also not been technically difficult to implement for
a while now.
Below is a short description of the ten above-mentioned
supplementary mechanisms that can be used to create the
mechanism for modernizing the public governance system.
1. “Orchestration”, as stated in subsection 2.3, is a way
of organizing business processes that can interact with external
and internal web services and thus consistently create the
technological and institutional configuration “Government as
a Platform” (GaaP). Essentially, it is always a “background”
mechanism for ensuring other processes.
2. Phenomenon of ecosystems with their own private user
microplatforms is a new method of self-organization of DIP
users and formation of own hierarchies as well as is a unique
product of decentralized information platforms and, most likely,
is not technically possible for centralized information platforms
due to difficulty of creating own ecosystems within a single
platform. By the nature of their organization, such ecosystems
are more of a mechanism, rather than just a tool or method.
Structurally, they fully correspond to the DIP operation
principles [196], but are essentially an integral part of a higherorder DIP. By their origin, they are created within a bigger
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(technically — “parent”) ecosystem based on a decentralized
information platform; technologically, ecosystems with their
own private user microplatforms are organized using the same
software and hardware complexes as the “parent” ecosystem
and the DIP. A phenomenon, such as a micro-DIP, emerges due
to the fact that the “parent” DIP, firstly, allows all identified
users to create their own services and micro-communities and
further support them using base services. Secondly, the users
want to and can create their own services and microcommunities in order to at least receive additional financial
benefits or other benefits from servicing other users within their
own small ecosystem and micro-DIPs, which relate to the
“parent” one as a part and a whole. Due to the distributed ledger
technology properties, it is technically impossible to create two
absolutely identical ecosystems and micro-DIPs.
3. “Choreography” as a way of coordinating several
business processes, as stated in subsection 2.3, is an
organizational way of coordinating several business processes
simultaneously through technological protocols of mutual
operation in the form of requests and confirmations between
different branches of business processes and small ecosystems
of services, which are being coordinated and “orchestrated”
[72]. Essentially, it is always a “background” mechanism for
ensuring other processes.
4. Autonomous regulation algorithms (DLT smart
contracts) are viewed as mechanisms of automatic or
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semi-automatic implementation of governance solutions in case
of meeting certain conditions. A smart contract is a small
computer program that ensures automatic or semi-automatic
fulfillment of obligations according to the concluded contract
(or algorithm) and performs two functions: either direct
execution or supervision of execution (violation) of will agreed
upon by the parties to the agreement (or regulatory act). They
are based on public and corporate platforms based on the
distributed ledger technology with unique set network
parameters, access policy, which allows them to further expand
the ability of using smart contracts. There are two parameters
used to select cases for implementing smart contracts: а) there
is a clear practical effect, and from this perspective there is
a need to automate repeated relations, big agreements with a
risk of not being paid; b) there is a technical ability to implement
them when, for example, the fulfillment of the contract is related
to objective and measurable parameters subject to tokenization.
5. Traditional bureaucracy is the foundation for the
traditional public governance: officials clearly follow the rules
and orders of their leadership, and their activity is based
exclusively on their expertise and skills. As we all know, the
basis for the classical (traditional) concept of public governance
includes the developments of Woodrow Wilson and
Max Weber’s theory of bureaucracy [61]. One of the properties
of traditional bureaucracy is that the institutions of the public
sector must ensure the services determined by voting of an
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average voter, not by supply and demand on the market; they
have a clearly defined area of activity and goal, hierarchic
structure and professional workers.
6. Crowdfunding within a decentralized information
platform is a type of activity of a user of the decentralized
information platform aimed at receiving additional benefit for
participating in the implementation of the chosen business
project in accordance with public rules and conditions of this
business project. As of today, only one DIP in the world has laid
down the elements in its architecture, which allow realizing
crowdfunding in real projects, not speculative ones, with real
value, and this DIP is the Bitbon System. Within this DIP, the
crowdfunding process is defined as contributing, and the size of
a profit directly depends on the number of special accounting
units (digital assets) of a specific business project the platform
user has [45]. Within the context of this monograph,
crowdfunding using DIP tools is considered as a supplementary
mechanism because it provides a new way of solving the issue
of voluntary participation of natural persons and legal entities
in secure investment in real objects, covers property relations,
creates new connections and dependencies between subjects
and objects, and has a fairly complex organization system. As
for modernizing the public governance system, this type of
property management plays an important part in increasing the
financial motivation of citizens to become users of a certain
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platform as well as in developing the ecosystem of services
within the DIP or numerous private micro-DIPs.
7. Registration of deals in DIPs is a procedure of entering
digital data into secure private or public databases based on the
distributed ledger technology, which can be done manually,
automatically or semi-automatically using smart contracts.
Being a fairly simple administrative procedure, such
registration, from the governance standpoint, may receive
a higher status — the status of a mechanism. That is due to the
fact that for the purposes of governance, the important part is
not just simple entry of data but also secure storage and high
level of trust to such information. This creates more
requirements to other supporting procedures (which technically
means to the developer of the DIP and to the state that agrees to
it) as well as to personal and social opinion on the final states of
the object, the information on which is entered to DIP registers.
In particular, it concerns the automatic change in a personal
rating of an object in a DIP, rating of trust to an object in a DIP,
legal status of an object or even the change in the legal regime
for the object if a certain regulation of the current legislation,
for example, criminal law, is related to it.
8. Elections at different levels are a process of selecting
a person or a party by means of open or secret voting. Elections
are one of the most popular forms of citizens’ participation in
social and political life, an important institution of operation of
a political system and political regime, their legitimacy. From
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the public and administrative standpoint, elections are
a mechanism of ensuring the rule of the people. In the context
of this paper, elections are considered one of the main
supplementary mechanisms because they are a complex method
for solving a social problem or dispute, namely the main method
for ensuring the legitimacy of state decisions and filling state
positions. Currently, these matters make up a significant portion
of the issue of public governance — lack of trust to the
government formed by means of representative democracy,
which is more of a government of elites, rather than people, as
mentioned in subsection 2.3. This requires reconsideration of
the currently existing views on the obligations of the state and
a person and on the value of the institution of citizenship. One
of the first steps towards it is the modernization of the public
governance system based on DIPs.
9. Government feedback 24/7 is a political and
technological way of maintaining communication between
citizens and officials with mutual ethicality, which will directly
influence the level of mutual trust towards the official and,
therefore, his/her disciplinary and political responsibility before
voters. Over the past few decades, Ukraine and the majority of
countries in the world have faced an increasing crisis in the
feedback from the elected representatives, there is a rapid
growth of populism and political irresponsibility, which causes
significant issues with trust to the government, state institutions
and law. This results in the lower quality of public governance
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as a system. In the context of this paper, government
feedback 24/7 is considered both as a supplementary
mechanism for the main modernization mechanism and as an
important consequence of modernization. This consequence can
be achieved thanks to new tools: individual unique digital assets
for each voter in the decentralized digital data accounting
system based on distributed ledger (i.e. a DIP), to which the
majority of voters are connected and in which digital assets
circulate and are accounted.
10. Digitization of property rights and their
management in DIPs is a process as part of which users of
decentralized information platforms create their own digital
assets [70]. As of today, only one DIP in the world has laid
down the elements in its architecture, which allow performing
the tokenization of property and personal non-property rights
(tokenization of assets), and this DIP is the Bitbon System.
However, this fact does not limit other decentralized
information platforms or get in the way of them implementing
tokenization of assets in any form. Each Bitbon System user
who decided to create a digital asset can tokenize assets for
convenient and secure management of rights to his/her property,
in particular for equivalent exchange of such rights with other
users of this system. Within the context of this monograph,
tokenization of existing assets is considered as a supplementary
mechanism because it provides a new way of solving the issue
of voluntary participation of natural persons and legal entities
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in secure management of rights to property and contributes to
solving the issue of developing a modern market of information
resources, products and services based on the distributed ledger
technology.
Table H.1, Appendix H (see p. 390), lists the properties
of supplementary mechanisms that can be used to create the
mechanism for modernizing the public governance system.
Previous summaries are listed in the fourth column of this table
and confirm that the ten proposed supplementary mechanisms
procedurally and technologically ensure the improved ability of
public sector organizations to respond to the expectations and
needs of society. This is what any national practice of
implementing the “Government as a Platform” with the famous
slogan “doing more for less” must be focused on.
The next step is the generalization of influence of the
main social institutions on the state of the public governance
system. Subsection 3.1 (see Table 10) provided the summary of
six biggest and most influential social institutions that are used
by the current public governance system and challenged by the
practices of public governance with centralized platforms. They
include the following social institutions: 1) citizenship; 2) state
service; 3) property; 4) legislation; 5) market and 6) culture (see
Table I.1, Appendix I, p. 394).
Considering the big layer of very complex social relations
and socioeconomic issues that involve these six institutions, the
attention is currently paid to the aspect of future changes in the
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public governance system due to comparison of possible
responses of centralized and decentralized information
platforms to the key challenges faced by the public governance
system that emerge due to comparison of the public governance
system with the main function of a certain social institution
(Fig. 24). In order to do that, there is a need to look at the results
of comparing decentralized information platforms with other
ways of providing public administration services in the form of
a SLEPT analysis (see Table B.1, Appendix B, p. 372) as well
as consider the all-encompassing conclusions and synthesis of
the leading scientists in the world — Report to the Club of
Rome (2017) [13]. The Report to the Club of Rome is one of the
most resonant and influential publications of recent years [64],
which is ideologically based on the “full world” idea [159]. The
goals of this report can be considered fairly idealistic, but they
have already been pointed out by the intellectual elite, and
together they may be the best representation of “what?” in the
above-mentioned dilemma of “what? vs how?”. “Full world” is
a world overfilled with goods, but with unclear prospects for
future expansion of borders due to consumer attitude to all
resources and knowledge that is almost ready to turn into the
“empty world” [159].
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Fig. 24. Correlation between separate social institutions
and changes in the public governance system under the
influence of DIPs and social institutions
* Source: author’s development.
The generalizations regarding the use of social
institutions listed in Fig. 24 and Table I.1, Appendix I (see
p. 394), allow getting closer to the modernization mechanism
due to controlled management of distribution of public value as
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shown in Fig. 21. Thus, the original idea to provide potential
“digital” answers proposed by both centralized and
decentralized information platforms to the issues that exist in
the public governance system, through the lens of six social
institutions and, therefore, the creation of own mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system, allows maintaining
the deep and meaningful focus on “what? vs how?”. Therefore,
there is a question: are social institutions hiding (or changing
the emphasis) something important in modern relations between
a person and the state and, if it is so, what exactly is hidden
(changed)? Three most important points can be distinguished
that will also be taken into account in the future search for a new
public value.
Firstly, it is the place of a person in the modern system of
social and economic relations within a state [134; 182; 203;
234; 275]. The already wide term “full world” can be further
expanded: its composition and ecological nature of relations
will receive higher value if a method is found that would allow
decreasing the dissonance between the classic economic
dilemma (resource scarcity with increasing human needs) and
values, beliefs, evaluation of the already existing people’s
assets, giving them new life in a new form. Essentially, the
important issue is to find how to present a new value on the old
scale. In order to do that, there is a need to figure out how to
eliminate the toxicity and get out of the dead end of traditional
market relations that lead to more destructive economic crises,
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and achieve the balance of social relations. It is the most
important task for new information technologies, scientists,
state leaders and “providers” of digital solutions. In case of
success, it will be a new step towards frugality and ecological
nature of social relations, towards the “full world” built on
respect to people and protection of their private and intellectual
property. Modern digital technologies provide a solution for
that. This concerns the new tools for confirming trust and
human-centered state services built on distributed ledger.
However, the consideration of this side of the modern economic
dead end of traditional capitalism built on loan interest will
contribute to eliminating confusion and indecisiveness of
national elites and strengthen hope for more just state
governance.
Secondly, the freedom of a person and broad attitude
towards freedom is the next important missing link in relations
between a person and the state, which is currently being
reconsidered using digital technologies. The modern world is
living at higher speeds. Modern people do not want to miss out
on new opportunities (knowledge, travel, work, love, etc.) and
they consciously and unconsciously acquire new social
connections. Just like the world and public governance become
more “peer-to-peer” (but not “flat” [35, p. 321]): previous
hierarchies are broken, unnecessary intermediaries are slowly
being eliminated, and people will be trying to save more on
transaction expenses. It means that the methods of public
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governance in the state, local communities and regions are
subject to reconsideration. However, what can the modern
digital technologies and the spirit of time add to these
governance relations without ruining the moral foundation?
Obviously, this is the new method of expressing freedom. That
is the second important missing link of this chain. It means more
trust and verification of data, more convenience, more choice
and less operational expenses. As unlikely as it may seem, the
issue of “more freedom” simultaneously affects the
supranational level (because the emphasis on financial
speculations has existed for a while) as well as the national level
(because there is a significant regulation by governments) and
even the microlevel of each person (because there are too many
invisible intermediaries even for the basic goods).
Unfortunately, the existing methods for regulating
socioeconomic relations are no longer able to lead nations and
societies out of this dead end [183; 208; 277].
Objectively speaking, it has to be pointed out that, even
though “digitalization is the slogan of the modern world” [277,
p. 56], it, as before, seems fairly secretive, unclear and even
untrustworthy [140]. The modern world currently does not have
that many “technoutopists” even among scientists and
successful businessmen. In order to win over the minds and
hearts of millions of educated people, digitalization needs to at
least ensure storage and security of what has already been
created. The digital world must be similar to the real one, and
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not substitute objects, values and costs of the real world,
therefore further provoking both new scams and financial
“bubbles” as well as the new demoralization of society and
challenging all foundations, for example, by creating post-truth.
The third most important lost link of the chain of creating
a new public value, according to the author of this monograph,
has been accurately worded in the public call of the Club of
Rome: “Do not cling to outdated philosophies!” [277]. Today,
these words are as relevant as ever. The exit out of the “vicious
circle” of traditional financial capitalism and social inequality
today is closer than it has been in the past 50 years: technologies
will provide the answer. Today the global and public demand
for new methods of regulating the main issues is truly high.
At last, let us move to the last stage of the first step — the
description of layers of creating the public value. Three layers
(or levels) are proposed: 1) data layer; 2) governance layer and
3) engagement layer. Their emergence clearly correlates with
all cybernetic principles (see Fig. 22), but with a special
emphasis on principles 1, 6 and 7 to ensure stability of the
desired trajectory during modernization of the public
governance system and sustainability of the desired changes in
time (Table 11).
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Table 11
Three layers (levels) of creating the public value to be used
in the modernization mechanism
Layer

1.Data layer

2.Governance
layer

Main objective
of the layer

To
technologically
ensure trust
towards
information
available to nearly
all participants as
well as its
accounting

Main operations
in the layer

Collection and
transfer of data
on all operations
(transactions,
agreements,
event protocols,
etc.), integration
of public
electronic and
private ledgers

Provision of
access rights and
replication
To prepare the
(copying) of
existing
data,
governance
administrative
system based on
operations with
traditional
bureaucracy with rights to
property;
elements of
identification of
a centralized
a person and
information
actions of a DIP
platform for the
entity; creation
new (modern)
idea (or approach, of “collaborative
behavior, product) hierarchies”
[35, p. 321]

Main governance
task in the layer
and methods of
its completion
To ensure
integration of
distributed
databases (ledgers)
and their secure
storage.
Methods:
distributed ledger
technology, free
access to big data,
algorithms, ledger
system

To establish
sustainable stimuli
within the
governance
system.
Methods: use of
institutions of
market, property,
citizenship, state
service,
legislation;
distributed ledger
technology, ledger
system
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Layer

3.Engagement
layer

Main objective
of the layer

To ensure
sustainable
further selforganization of
the governance
system and
establish
a positive attitude
towards the new
idea (behavior,
product) within it

Main operations
in the layer

Distribution of
services in small
ecosystems,
creation of
micro-DIPs,
identification of
a person and
recording of
actions of
a person using
a DLT

Main governance
task in the layer
and methods of
its completion
To change the
environment to
start automatic
cognitive
processes to
achieve the desired
result (“nudged
behavior”).
Methods: use of
institutions of
culture and
property;
distributed ledger
technology, ledger
system

* Source: author’s development.
What are these layers (levels)?
Firstly, the main condition for the emergence of these
three layers is the ability of the governance system to ensure its
self-organization under pressure from digital transformations
and accumulated state problems. This will be achieved due to
the technological creation of the “environment of trust” (owing
to the distributed ledger technology) and small “nudges” of DIP
participants and citizens based on the modern theory of
behavioral economy (by Nobel Prize winners Daniel Kahneman
(2002 Nobel Prize), Richard Thaler [264] (2017 Nobel Prize)
and Cass Sunstein [259]).
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Secondly, these layers are essentially abstract
environments where numerous combinations of technological
and public governance solutions are created and a certain
agreement between participants is formed (see Fig. 21). Such
combinations consist of governance methods, tools and
supplementary mechanisms (Table 12), but each combination
must correspond to the main objective — to provide the existing
public governance system with the best properties as specified
above in the goal of the modernization mechanism.
Table 12
Distribution of the main implementation mechanisms
across three layers for creating the public value to be used
in the modernization mechanism

Layer

1. Data layer

Methods

Tools

Supplementary
mechanisms for
regulation and selforganization of
decentralized
information
platforms

State control over
the adherence of
DIPs to the
requirements of
information
security;
organizational and
administrative

All ledgers as
a joined system of
ledgers (protected
public and private
ledgers); free
access to big data;
private public
distributed
ledgers; DLT;
open data
exchange
protocols (API)

“Orchestration”;
“choreography”
between processes;
traditional
bureaucracy;
registration of deals in
DIPs
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Methods

Tools

Supplementary
mechanisms for
regulation and selforganization of
decentralized
information
platforms

2. Governance
layer

Benefits and
incentives;
agreements;
organizational and
administrative

Tokenized assets
(digital assets);
spread of trustbased relations;
services available
within DIPs; highquality broadband
Internet available
anywhere in the
country; open data
exchange
protocols (API);
modules
compatible with
various
information
systems

“Orchestration”;
“choreography”
between processes;
autonomous regulation
algorithms (DLT smart
contracts); traditional
bureaucracy; DIPbased elections at
different levels (direct
democracy and
services for will
expression)

3. Engagement
layer

Management by
the user of his/her
reputation;
economic
(bonuses, benefits,
incentives); social
and psychological
with emphasis on
“nudges” and
creation of
a reliable system
of stimuli

Tokenized assets
(digital assets);
services available
within DIPs;
modules
compatible with
various
information
systems;
reputation of DIP
users

Ecosystems with their
own private user
microplatforms;
crowdfunding;
elections at different
levels; government
feedback 24/7;
digitization of property
rights and their
management in DIPs

Layer

* Source: author’s development.
Thirdly, figuratively speaking, these three proposed
layers of creating the public value are a sort of a “bowl” where
various “ingredients” of methods, tools, supplementary
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mechanisms, options and special behavioral procedures
(“nudges”) are mixed, which is important for society developing
social relations based on DIPs.
Nudge theory is a concept in the modern behavioral
economy, political theory and behavioral sciences [253], which
proposes positive reinforcement and indirect suggestions as
methods of influencing behavior and decision-making by
groups or individuals. This theory envisions “the ability to
influence decision-making for groups and individuals using
positive reinforcement and indirect instructions” [103].
“Nudges” stand out from other, more traditional methods of
achieving compliance, such as education, legislation or law
enforcement, but do not exclude them during application.
It is known that “nudges” increase the likelihood that
a person will make the correct choice or behave a certain way,
therefore changing the environment in a manner that starts
automatic cognitive processes, which contribute to achieving
the desired result. This is because the behavior of a person does
not always correspond to his/her intentions, so there is
a difference between values and actions [228]. It is also widely
known that people are not always rational: they often do things
that do not meet their personal interests, even if they know that
their actions are not in their interests [210]. For example, hungry
people on a diet sometimes underestimate their ability to lose
weight, and their intention to eat healthy food may be
temporarily weakened until they are sated.
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Why are “nudges” so important when new solutions are
provided? Recognizing that “nudging” is not always the best
practice in terms of ethics (e.g. by using proofs that are not
always persuasive) and long-term changes in human behavior,
it has to be noted that:
1) the actual practice of public governance and
specifically public policy is already far from the ideals, for
which it was formed, in particular in terms of human dignity,
conscious choice out of several options, accountability of
government, rational consumption of mutual resources (in
particular, public budgets);
2) the practice of “nudges” when implementing DIPs
cannot be separated from legislation and education, which must
also change, but that lies outside the subject of this research;
3) private individuals (citizens) at which third parties
(organizers and owners of digital platforms) legally aim their
influence and certain “nudges” become additional “catalysts”
for changes in the actual public governance system, leading it
out of the current “resting state” and directing it towards the
changes desired by citizens. That, in turn, may also be the
“nudge” for the entire governance system, which is
conservative;
4) one system (public governance system) can be taken
out of the “resting” state either by strong or by systematic
actions of another system, which the first system cannot deny
(cannot recognize it as legitimate or freely distance from it).
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Let us move on to the second step of creating the
modernization mechanism — creation of the necessary
combination of influence methods and behavioral “nudges” in
order to substantiate the attempt to create a new public value
using DIPs.
Below, there will be the original proposed induction and
synthesis with a theoretical example of creating a new public
value in the form of a certain sequence of actions using the
combinations of tools, methods and supplementary
mechanisms. Such new public value (Table 13) must be
connected either to higher social equity or sustainable economic
growth or higher security for its citizens, which corresponds to
the overall goal of a state according to [22, p. 4]. As a result, it
should further allow distinguishing the mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system with clear
characteristics based on the example of creating a new public
value with one of the main responsibility areas of a state.
As an example, let us consider the way of achieving the
new public value “No unnecessary people” that is within the
economic field and is connected to the existing global issue of
poverty and increasing unemployment. “Unnecessary people”
mean dozens and hundreds of millions of people in all countries
of the world who:
a) are almost excluded (now and in the next 20 years)
from the processes of production and exchange of useful and
paid goods due to the pandemic and loss of their jobs and/or
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non-conformance of their competencies and expertise with the
growing demands of the information society;
b) become a social “burden” on state and local budgets;
c) spread social and political tension, crime, etc.
Table 13
Distinguishing the options of a new public value that can be
achieved in the modernized public governance system
using DIPs
Significant public value for the digital
21st century

Why the state exists
1. Economic growth

2. Social equity

3. Security of citizens

No “unnecessary people”




increased trust within society;

implementation of the property right of
citizens to state resources and to profit that
their management will provide
Creation of the conditions under which citizens
will want to protect their state

* Source: author’s development.
Indeed, inevitable unemployment and layoffs of a portion
of working people are widely recognized [3; 31] due to the
pandemic and new ways of technological organization of
processes — of both known and unknown technologies: such
people lose decent jobs and means to live. Therefore, resolving
the issue of such “unnecessary people” is truly relevant, and
decentralized information platforms with the updated public
governance system propose a new solution.
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The main proposed method for solving the issue of
“unnecessary people” in the near future is the direct
consequence of using DIPs — it is the easy creation of
numerous micro-DIPs prepared by their users (natural persons
or legal entities) within the “parent” DIP and, therefore, increase
in business activity in these numerous ecosystems of services
and self-employment. Against the backdrop of the quickly
growing social inequality in the world, this method may become
a “sponge” accumulating potential unemployed people similar
to how retail markets in the early 1990s became a new
workplace for tens of thousands of people who lost their jobs
after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. The area covered by
this tool depends on the level of connectivity and quality of
Internet connection, widespread trust towards digital
technologies and further inability of the existing political and
financial systems of states and the world to solve accumulated
complex societal and political issues of humankind related to
overpopulation, finance and public debt.
A unique feature of the author’s idea is that a certain main
method of solving the issue of “unnecessary people” is proposed
(see Table J.1, Appendix J, p. 400, and Fig. 25). Thus, the main
“parent” international DIP creates numerous private microDIPs that:

use the general hardware and software infrastructure of
the “parent” DIP based on the distributed ledger technology
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and, in particular, secure private public distributed ledgers and
tokenized assets;
 create and maintain their digital environment with
circulating verified rights to tangible and intangible goods;
 help their owner or founder (natural person or legal
entity) receive additional income or achieve self-employment
within the DIP ecosystem.
This mechanism distinguishes three main influence
methods that, technologically, are fully based on the distributed
ledger technology and together influence the public governance
system (Fig. 25):
1) supplementary mechanism “micro-DIPs with their
own small ecosystem”;
2) “modules compatible with various information
systems” tool;
3) “tokenized assets (digital assets)” tool (see Table J.1,
Appendix J, p. 400).
Therefore, the updated public governance system based
on DIPs is a mandatory organizational environment and the core
of the new method of solving the issue of “unnecessary people”
(provided as an example). To that end, the mechanism for
modernizing it with the updated structure must be launched in
order to fully ensure the selected public value in the economy
(see Table J.1, Appendix J, p. 400).
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Fig. 25. The proposed method of ensuring the selected
public value in the economy using DIPs
* Source: author’s development.
Let us demonstrate the timeliness of the emergence of this
modernization mechanism to solve the issue of “unnecessary
people” by creating the conditions for new professions and jobs
within the DIP.
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As we know, the emergence of new professions is always
a consequence of evolution of the entire system of complex
social relations and never happens quickly. Digitalization that is
currently spreading in all activity areas quite rapidly and
influences their development will determine the landscape of
the skills of the future. When DIPs are used to update the public
governance system, a digital “ecosystem of ecosystems” is
created, which can provide dozens of new jobs in the 21st
century. In particular, citing the Atlas of New
Professions (2020) [4], a number of new professions can be
distinguished that may be engaged in the ecosystems of services
of the decentralized information platform as in the case of the
Bitbon System of Ukrainian origin:
1) in IT — designer of digital offices, privacy balancer,
interface designer, cyber security technologist of smart
environments, cyberspace investigator, IT evangelist;
2) in management — coordinator of community
development programs, coordinator of production in distributed
communities, cross-cultural communication manager, user
community manager, facilitator, manager of human-machine
teams;
3) in sports — healthy lifestyle adviser, online coach,
sports analyst, esports coach (see Table K.1, Appendix K,
p. 404).
Not being limited by these three fields, the modern
practice of creating numerous services that is already laid down
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in the Bitbon System decentralized information platform of
Ukrainian origin and its entire ecosystem of services will allow
identifying other new professions for other sectors of the
economy that can also be implemented in the Bitbon System.
This solution to the problem of “unnecessary people”
allows emphasizing two important aspects:
firstly, unlike DIPs, no state centralized information
platform, even theoretically (integrating third-party private
modules), allows creating similar conditions for the emergence
of such a variety of new professions, new jobs and, therefore,
overcoming unemployment. At the same time, the best known
international commercial platforms with market capitalization
of tens of billions (such as the Polish OLX) or even hundreds of
billions of dollars (such as American Amazon and Facebook)
allow creating only a limited number of similar professions like
online seller of own or somebody else’s product, online
marketing specialist, call center operator, web designer, courier;
secondly, the solution to the issue of “unnecessary
people” is a beneficial side-effect of implementing
a decentralized information platform. However, that may
become one of its main strategic consequences for both the state
and people.
Some of the above-mentioned supplementary
mechanisms, social institutions and methods were not included
in the list of selected methods to solve the issue of “unnecessary
people”, but they can be used in solving other issues of
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providing the new social benefit using decentralized
information platforms: combination of methods, their influence
and duration will be unique for each case. However, obviously,
nobody should expect that DIPs could become a universal
“cure” for all issues of public governance and society.
Therefore, currently, two conclusions can be made
regarding the modernization of the public governance system
based on DIPs:
1. The provided example of creating a new public value
that is and will be relevant for millions of our contemporaries in
the 21st century illustrates that the use of DIPs in the public
governance system allows moving the emphasis from “how?”
to “what?” and keeping it that way by upgrading the entire
system of relations in public governance, business and day-today life. Proper use of the new methods, supplementary
mechanisms and procedures together with traditional social
institutions theoretically allows emphasizing the three
problematic aspects that are often hidden in modern relations
between a person and a state, specifically:
a) the modern system of social and economic relations
within a state is centered around people;
b) freedom of people;
c) diversion from outdated practices and preferences (call
of the Club of Rome “Do not cling to outdated philosophies!”).
2. Own definition of the mechanism for modernizing the
public governance system based on DIPs is proposed, which
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should be understood as a comprehensive method for ensuring
integral and strategic development of the public governance
system, which is based on distributed ledger technologies,
covers the infrastructure of services and community of
independent users of a decentralized information platform and
transforms the system of relations and governance technologies
between legal entities — persons of public and private law —
towards the creation of an information environment of trust in
operations between all engaged participants.
Thus, to summarize the contents of this subsection, we can
say that the essence of the original approach to creating the
mechanism for modernizing the public governance system
based on decentralized information platforms consists in:
a) step-by-step description of components of the
promising modernization mechanism (goal, seven creation
principles, operation methods, nine main tools, six main
engaged social institutions, ten supplementary mechanisms of
regulation and self-organization of decentralized information
platforms, three levels of creating the public value);
b) creation of a combination of influence methods and
“nudges” (according to the behavioral theory of nudges);
c) development of own definition of the
modernization mechanism with an example of creating a new
and significant public value for modern humanity.
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SECTION 4. AREAS OF APPLICATION OF THE
MECHANISM FOR MODERNIZING THE PUBLIC
GOVERNANCE SYSTEM USING SPECIFIC DIGITAL
SOLUTIONS
4.1. Innovative Digital Solutions Aimed at Mobilizing
the Potential of the Middle Class in Ukraine
Today, some of the main keys for the introduction and
spread of the updated public governance system based on DIPs
are, firstly, drawing the attention of the scientific community to
the problem of unlocking the potential of the national economy
and public governance system using digital technologies and,
secondly, individual successful cases of actual implementation
of backed digital assets in the DIP environment. Therefore, the
arguments can have clear political implications as well as be
used by the heads of central government agencies to implement
reforms.
Our society needs a strong “social stabilizer” that would
protect us from sharp fluctuations in politics and the economy.
Lumpenproletariat hates and does not value its state because it
believes the state has given it too little. However, apart from
a social stabilizer, we also need an “economic donor” that
would encourage domestic consumption, create new jobs, pay
taxes, produce... All this is understood as the middle class. Over
the past 10 years, Ukraine has been in dire need of a growing
middle class since it is capable of unlocking the country’s
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economic and social potential as well as making it more
efficient, fairer and wealthier. In addition, the middle class is
the future basis of statehood and sovereignty of Ukraine in the
21st century.
However, since 2014, the Ukrainian middle class has been
shrinking due to a reduction in incomes and outflow of the
working population abroad. According to the World Bank,
a person must be able to spend at least 10 US dollars per day in
order to belong to the middle class. According to estimates, only
10–15% of Ukrainians can be considered middle class in terms
of income, but Ukrainians themselves are much more
optimistic: having higher education, their own housing and
good cars, up to 40% of our citizens consider themselves to be
middle class. Ironically, this makes us different from other poor
countries of the world. This means that Ukraine needs
a non-standard approach to developing the middle class.
Ukraine now has a chance to shorten the long way towards
the formation of the middle class. However, simply increasing
the minimum salary will not help: people will still go abroad to
earn money. It is necessary to create an extensive infrastructure
for the middle class so that people could find opportunities for
self-realization, earning, financial stability as well as a safe and
comfortable life. In this regard, the author provides the
following non-standard steps.
First, ensuring access to financing for small and mediumsized businesses. Although there was and is an acute need for
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financing, bank loans will not become widely available in
Ukraine any time soon. This is why it makes sense to organize
non-bank collective financing for private initiatives. One of the
realistic ways to do that would be to create an information and
legal platform based on the principle of American
crowdfunding. As we know, Western crowdfunding covers
funding in billions of dollars annually and is legal. Basically,
this is a new way of organizing private financing for business
projects without intermediaries, but in Ukraine among
Ukrainians. It is based on creative ideas, trust and taking
entrepreneurial risks. It is no secret that an unofficial market of
private loans without the participation of banks has long been
developed in Ukraine, which means that there is a demand for
such services.
Second, attracting public deposits to bank lending by
motivating citizens in an entirely new way and providing a wide
choice of investment objects. A peculiarity here is that citizens
become not just depositors in banks, but their partners and coinvestors in lending transactions. The main idea is to ensure
targeted management and control over the use of deposit money
in lending transactions. This will result in much greater trust
between people and financial institutions. Technically, it is
absolutely possible to achieve this with the help of information
platforms and blockchain. In fact, we face a fundamentally new
stage in the development of financial markets and information
technologies in FinTech. What about the middle class? It is in
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the very heart of processes, participating in any operation of its
choice. Finances will become secondary, but ideas, trust and
people will be primary.
Third, taxation. Under President Petro Poroshenko,
Ukrainian politicians believed that the main way to boost
business was to leave a significant share of taxes at the local
level, and this was reflected in the policy on decentralization of
power during 2015–2019. Before decentralization, almost all
collected taxes were sent to the central level and then partially
redirected to the regions through targeted subsidies, thereby
confirming the budget projection and planning horizon for no
more than one year. It was planned that with the completion of
decentralization in 2020, local finances would already be
managed by local councils, in particular new district councils.
In 2020, however, decentralization was almost complete, but
local businesses did not “take off”. Thus, it is not just about
taxes. A more adaptive tax administration system is needed.
Ukraine should not be a tax haven, but it can become an
administrative paradise, where finances and payments are
simple and easy, and business relations are built in a fairer way.
There are reasons to think again about reducing the number of
taxes to a minimum and simplifying their management.
Although Ukraine has created an excellent “E-cabinet of the
taxpayer” service, there is still much to improve: for example,
simplify it and add online services, in particular keeping track
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of payments and obligations as well as online interaction with
the taxpayer.
Fourth, modern digital technologies provide unique
opportunities for stable budget replenishment and forecasts for
public finances. This involves using digital accounting
platforms based on blockchain in the fight against smuggling
and tax fraud. In the spring of 2020, some Ukrainian politicians
(e.g. Ihor Umanskyi) emphasized the large scale of VAT fraud
resulting in the state budget losing about 5 billion hryvnias
every month. It is obvious that the human factor needs to be
minimized, and for this reason, blockchain-based accounting of
transactions is very promising. Luckily, Ukrainian
IT companies can offer new competitive products to Ukrainian
tax and customs officials, and the savings for the budget will be
greater than from the notorious Prozorro dealing with public
procurement.
Fifth, it is necessary to support what can grow and boost
other industries. This is what the EU has been doing for a long
time. First of all, we are talking about the Ukrainian IT sector.
The competitiveness of our economy is closely related to the
IT sector, which is the “golden goose”, so it should be treated
with due care. This means ensuring liberal conditions for
investing in this sector by IT companies themselves. We should
agree that the special tax regime “Diia. City” laid down
favorable conditions for IT companies in 2022, but, in the
author’s opinion, this is not enough for rapid growth. What
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should be done? A permanent 0% corporate tax rate should be
introduced for IT companies, provided it is reinvested in
projects. A tax on capital withdrawn from the Ukrainian
IT industry as well as a tax holiday for new jobs in this sector
should also be introduced. IT entrepreneurs must want to invest
their profits in their projects more instead of diverting their
earnings abroad by small streams. Then, in this industry, it will
cause natural appearance of officially declared salaries instead
of envelope ones as well as an abundance of new product-based
companies with their branded products and high-quality training
of personnel from high school to a senior project manager’s
position.
It is also necessary to focus particularly on the modern
institutional framework for middle-class development, which is
intellectual property and its legal protection. It is essential to
drastically reform the system for attracting new knowledge and
technologies into economic circulation. The main issue is the
persistent desire of both state-owned and private companies to
neglect legal and then property rights of knowledge and
technology holders, since, as officials now believe, they can be
content with the received salary or a one-time bonus. On the one
hand, life has proven time and again that it is still impossible to
put a development into practice without the assistance of its
originator. On the other hand, this desire to neglect the rights of
developers and innovators leads to a drop in their motivation
and contributes to their departure from the country, although the
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successful “capitalization” of their copyrights abroad can also
be rather illusory.
Given the actual absence of a tradition of legal support for
the processes of securing, distributing and protecting rights to
the deliverables of scientific and technical activities in Ukraine
as well as the experience of building balanced relations with the
producers of new knowledge and technologies, it is considered
appropriate to create a temporary conscious imbalance in the
legislation in their favor. For example, to legislate on the right
for the authors of scientific and technical developments (in case
implementation of these developments occurs) to receive
remuneration for several years, the amount of which will be
at least 10% of the resulting economic benefits. The interests of
creators of intellectual products should finally be placed at the
center of the legal system regulating scientific and technical
activity. Otherwise, its decline and outflow of personnel will
continue to take place in our country at the same pace.
In general, people are historically used to living in an
analog world that developed according to linear laws, and
digitalization is changing these trends. In the modern world, it
is important to have an interesting idea, while any sets of
technologies today are quite accessible. It is ideas, innovations
as well as education that can revive our economy and the entire
country [55].
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4.2. Bitbon System as a Comprehensive Decentralized
Solution for Integration with State Mechanisms for
Provision of Public Services
The previous subsections of this paper discussed both the
theoretical substantiation of the properties of DIPs and the
description of certain levers for applying these useful properties of
decentralized information platforms mainly in the public sector.
However, some modern DIPs based on the blockchain technology
(e.g. the Bitbon System of Ukrainian origin) defined by their
developers and participants as a “social network of economic
relations” are completely organized on the basis of rather strict
legal and regulatory acts such as public contracts. Unlike all other
known analogs, public contracts have an almost mandatory
constitutive nature, and compliance with them is guaranteed by
the properties of the blockchain technology. In this context, two
truly fundamental questions about governance arise:
1) how is the platform governed and what is its purpose?
2) what conditions does a decentralized information
platform have to meet in order to be better perceived by the state
as well as cooperate with it more effectively?
As for the first question, the answer lies in the way the
traditional functions of management and separation of powers are
implemented. How exactly does it all work?
It is common knowledge that ecosystems are the modern
phenomenon of numerous successful information platforms. What
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is an ecosystem? In general, the author of this monograph agrees
with the definition given in [204], which describes an ecosystem
as “a system of economic agents who depend on each other in their
economic survival and well-being”. Any private company as well
as non-profit or government organization is part of at least one
ecosystem. For example, the energy ecosystem consists of
producers, distribution and transportation companies,
measurement service providers and, of course, end users: either
companies or households that consume energy. Accordingly, the
platform provides an infrastructure for the ecosystem. In other
words, a platform is a structure that provides ecosystems with
reusable services and products. It is a known fact that many
companies intend to manage the platform and basically become
an intermediary between the parties. Over the past 15 years,
a trend has developed towards centralized information platforms,
where one participant is known to play a pivotal and controlling
role and usually gains a significant share of total profits
(e.g. Apple, AliExpress, WeChat, Facebook, Google, eBay,
Airbnb, Amazon, Privat24, etc.) or has many exclusive rights
within both the infrastructure and the resulting ecosystem (e.g. all
government platforms).
It can be assumed, however, that the ultimate motive of
such parties is extraction and appropriation of value. It is very
common within centralized platforms that gained benefits are
incomparably and almost uncontrollably larger relative to the size
of contribution to the ecosystem. Extracting value benefits the
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platform owner, but not always its customer (they will pay too
high a price) and suppliers (they are forced to offer their products
and services at a very low price). It is doubtful as well that any
monopolistic strategy would be beneficial to society as a whole.
This can significantly reduce options for customers not only from
the standpoint of potential vendors but also in terms of available
alternative products and services. In other cases, tax evasion takes
place while the company continues to benefit from the
infrastructure that exists in a particular country. Centralized
information platforms control the conditions for their platform.
This can also lead to unwanted situations, for example, in the case
of a content-driven platform where censorship is enforced. In
general, centralized information platforms can lead to excesses
and “digital colonialism” as a result.
How to deal with centralized information platforms. For
example, in 2019–2020, the European Union gradually introduced
rather strict regulation (in particular, fine imposition) of digital
services and digital markets (i.e. DMA and DSA laws), including
online platforms [168; 169; 172]. The first “victims” of these fines
were American Facebook and Apple. However, the real effect of
such sanctions is doubtful. Although the fines are multibillion in
monetary terms, they do not significantly harm the fined party:
neither their business model nor their extraordinary market share
change. This yet again shows that more productive actions are
needed, with a more sustainable and fairer effect for the absolute
majority of people involved. The author believes that it would be
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better to place special emphasis on what really matters, namely
understanding how the state and platforms can work together to
give modern society the maximum benefit instead of further
regulating digital markets and services through regulatory
pressure and imposing fines upon well-known commercial
centralized information platforms. The answer lies in the search
for justice. This requires developing viable and, more importantly,
equitable alternatives organized as decentralized ecosystems in
which decision-making powers are well-balanced. Thus, we are
talking about cooperation with decentralized ecosystems and
platforms.
In a centralized information platform, there is normally
a clearly defined center of decision-making and responsibility
(regardless of whether it is the owner of the platform and/or its
CEO) that makes decisions with their own benefit in mind as well.
In contrast, in the case of a decentralized information system, there
is always more than one party within both the operating ecosystem
(producing the actual economic value) and the governing
ecosystem [186]. Such an ecosystem defines rules (and perhaps
even legislation) that the entire operating ecosystem has to fully
comply with as well as strictly monitors compliance using, in
particular, smart contracts and ratings of participants within the
ecosystem. Monitoring may result in revised rules. If needed,
incentives in the form of rewards or penalties can be provided to
encourage desired behavior. In terms of decision-making,
a decentralized ecosystem needs to employ a consensus-based
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decision-making model that takes into account different interests
and statuses of the participants. There are many possible decisionmaking models, including voting with many variations (majority
vote, delegated vote, rotating vote, etc.), algorithmic governance
based on smart contracts, etc. However, the decentralized process
leading to a decision, that is, orientation on the subject of
discussion (dispute), adopting a position, perhaps after consulting
with others, is equally important. This usually takes the form of
a negotiation process.
All this only leads to the conclusion that in the current
conditions — mid-crisis of global capitalism — fair ecosystems
require fair decentralized governance. In other words, if the
governance system is intended to be fair and decentralized, the
corresponding ecosystem around it will be fair too. As stated in
[188; 251], decentralized governance is fair if it satisfies the
following requirements:
1) all engaged participants should be actively involved in
the decision-making process, which is a must in a digital
ecosystem. In practice, however, it is not always easy to achieve,
most often due to lack of knowledge, time or interest;
2) all participants should be treated equally. This should be
ensured by a balanced set of rules of the platform itself;
3) information necessary for decision-making should be
made available to all parties promptly and in a freely accessible
form;
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4) the governance process should be timely, meaning that
decisions are made within an acceptable timeframe;
5) the utilized decision-making model should always strive
for consensus among the participants;
6) all participants should be accountable for their behavior,
and a transparent trace of their actions in the digital platform
environment is used for this purpose while maintaining proper
confidentiality and protection of personal data.
If fair decentralized governance based on blockchain
should be regarded as an alternative to centralized governance
(specifically, by means of centralized government platforms), it
should not only be defined in terms of parties, rules, legislation,
incentives, decision-making procedures, etc. but should also be
supported in a way that allows taking full advantage of new
information technologies, including new blockchain-based
solutions, in a timely fashion. However, this is indeed a problem.
For example, since 2009, tens of thousands of private blockchain
projects have been launched, but only a few dozen have been
successful [269], which is approximately 0.4–0.5% of the total
number at most. Probably, one of the main reasons for the failure
of many mentioned blockchain projects was and still is the fact
that the majority of them do not eliminate (or reduce) the role of
intermediaries. Moreover, they initially had a short-term
speculative or even fraudulent nature of the business idea.
Industrial application of the blockchain technology requires
considerable expenditure on the part of the customer and
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developer as well as on the part of the end user (e.g. special
decentralized servers and the entire infrastructure, cryptographic
verification, etc.). Hence, it is logical that its application can only
be justified by the prospect of obvious and significant benefits to
cover the start-up costs. On the other hand, there might be
a redistribution of benefits between participants, that is, through
a disruption in the ecosystem.
However, even in the case of transition to decentralized
governance, which, of course, by no means is a new manifestation
of anarchy or the end product of an agreement among a large
number (probably hundreds or thousands) of originators or
participants of the platform, still, a greater degree of justice in
relations between the participants of the platform and ecosystem
will only be possible as long as certain rules and uninterrupted
verification of compliance with them are established. Such rules
and algorithms are obviously first developed by a certain
developer of a decentralized information platform, and then,
together with the system itself, can be transferred for use by the
platform community. If the blockchain technology is used to
support a fair decentralized ecosystem, it would be preferable and
reasonable for the technology to support fair decentralized
governance. Here we must recognize that even in 2022, governing
extensive blockchain-based ecosystems requires expensive
hardware infrastructure as well as considerable legal and technical
expertise, in particular programming knowledge. Therefore, the
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range of even potential prototypes for platform ecosystems is very
limited worldwide.
In general, these arguments answer the first question raised
at the beginning of this subsection. This, in turn, sets a certain
direction for answering the second question raised above. Which
conditions should a decentralized information platform meet in
order to cooperate with the state more effectively?
The author is convinced that the right answer to this
question must not only be reliable from a technological standpoint
but also be backed by legal institutions and, most importantly,
must have a solid ideological basis aimed at resolving the major
problems of humanity, which, of course, is a rather difficult task.
This is what should be at the very foundation of any normal
civilized human society. In addition, the key democratic principle
of the Rule of Law will perhaps only acquire additional guarantees
of its enforcement through modern technological means, such as
blockchain.
All of this together forms a specific requirement framework
of a certain state for new digital tools ensuring satisfaction and
consensus between private users of government public services.
Until recently, such services have been fully provided and perhaps
are being fully provided by government (public) agencies. This,
for instance, was mentioned in subsection 2.3 when comparing
decentralized information platforms with other forms of providing
public governance services. Humanity has already accumulated
vast experience in the formation of private and government digital
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platforms, which impose exactly the same terms and conditions on
their users in accordance with security requirements, reasonable
resource intensity (cost) and convenience. The list of these terms
and conditions includes (but is not limited to) the following
minimum requirements:
 a clear legal basis as an organizational and reputational
foundation;
 clear verification and identification of participants and,
in particular, entities. As a consequence, accounts exist as
a prerequisite for receiving guaranteed services from the service
provider (corporation or state) through the relevant platform
solution;
 assignment of certain statuses and roles within the
platform to all participants after their respective identification;
 the platform has at least a small operational capacity:
a resource base or even a fund (as in the case of budget) for
promotion or other operational tasks;
 execution of part of the functions by a subsidiary, that is,
delegating part of the authorities to the lowest possible level,
provided that this level is capable of exercising the delegated
authorities. Over the last few years, subsidiarity has been
increasingly implemented into digital platforms, in contrast to the
first created platforms;
 value management at each operational node, etc.
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Thus, these are the minimum requirements, and in relation
to them, this subsection describes a real-life example of their
implementation — the Bitbon System.
Finally, it would now make sense to consider how modern
decentralized information platforms acquire such institutional
capacities to be in the position to complement the two classical
and fundamental mechanisms for regulating social relations: the
market mechanism as well as mechanisms for state regulation and
governance, in particular state mechanisms.
The subsections in sections 1 and 2 of this monograph have
shown in which areas there are inconsistencies between traditional
government and market mechanisms. It is quite obvious that today
with the whole world becoming “flatter” and more networked due
to technology (provided, of course, that all the essential natural
hierarchies are preserved, since the Universe has a hierarchical
structure!) both states and markets with private companies want to
benefit from this trend. De facto, both are only holding each other
back: the old solutions are becoming less and less useful. The
search for greater social equity and acceleration of interaction
processes in society needs new solutions with new resources and
institutional capacity. The author believes that it is time for DIPs
to ensure greater public good where traditional mechanisms are
not effective enough (Fig. 26), and this is not a crypto-anarchist
manifesto.
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Fig. 26. The contribution of decentralized information
platforms to the regulation of economic relations in the 21st century
* Source: author’s development.
Why is it so? On the one hand, already at the early stages of
the information economy development, it became obvious that the
“invisible hand” of the free market had turned into the “visible
hand” of the state and other customers. This is what made
Joseph Stiglitz in 2002 question the very existence of the market’s
“invisible hand”. On the other hand, social progress has long fallen
into a progress trap, where the political environment as well as
ruling and bureaucratic elites, having a personal interest in
maintaining their grip on power at almost any cost, can greatly
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influence market processes. However, there are even more similar
barriers on global markets than on domestic ones, and the majority
of such barriers are of a non-economic nature. Suffice it to mention
the fact that almost every year the world is afflicted by a new wave
of crises, epidemics and wars, including the terrible war of 2022.
This once again indicates that the human society has long suffered
from a lack of trust and justice, which are not guaranteed by either
religion, morality or law. New conflicts and global problems arise
time after time.
A decentralized information platform based on the
blockchain technology becomes an integration platform, but it is
nothing like an anonymous online chat or Internet forum, or
a global semilegal darknet market. On the contrary, it becomes
a transparent platform of shared value or, more precisely, a sharing
economy that would be more sophisticated than the one existing
currently. This becomes possible due to widespread circulation of
a new kind of virtual assets, which have, unlike the traditional ones,
a legal tie to unique original objects — property and property rights,
namely digital assets. Such a platform no longer has “pure
businessmen”, “pure state” or “pure benefactors”. The whole
spectrum of roles and statuses of users and project co-investors is
distributed among all users (citizens, small firms, corporations,
agencies) depending on the problem’s nature and specific
configuration of deals [112]. As a matter of fact, probably one of
the most resonant reports to the Club of Rome, “Come on!” (2017)
[277], supports this paradigm and encourages our society to
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consolidate aspirations and resources in connection with the
extensive use of digital technologies.
With such an enormous scale of the global demand for
changes and transformation opportunities, it is safe to say that DIPs
can become a special environment for interaction between
businesses and citizens at the international or cross-border level.
For this to happen, decentralized information platforms will either
merge into one or exist simultaneously as several infrastructure
environments: numerous DIPs simply will become unnecessary.
Why? Because, unlike centralized platforms, the latest blockchainbased solutions can provide solid guarantees for the protection of
any digitized information and access rights, minimizing the number
of DIPs involved as a consequence.
Whereas now it looks like a revolutionary addition to or
expansion of the existing system of international trade (or
exchange) in goods, services and intellectual property rights that
can be modified by means of DIPs and partially transferred into
them. On the one hand, discovering the speed and justice of such
solutions, millions of modern citizens will express growing interest
in them (the government can limit but not fully prohibit its citizens
from showing that interest). On the other hand, questions about the
function of the state and the means of collecting taxes will arise
again. As the author mentioned above, the answer to these
questions lies in the political and legal institution of citizenship
(i.e. the legal connection between the state and an individual). In the
near future, states will certainly compete for taxpayers who will
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earn their income in the digital form, and successful competition
will be ensured by nothing but justice, quality and simplicity of
services for use by people. Therefore, we can now return to the key
motto of the widespread “Government as a Platform” (GaaP)
model discussed in subsection 3.1 (also see Table 9), that is, “doing
more for less”. Along with the spread of decentralized information
platforms, this motto is most likely to be truly a turning point.
However, still focusing on the main public value of increasing the
ability of public sector organizations to respond to the expectations
and needs of society, we can most likely provide the new motto of
GaaP: “adding more value for less effort”.
Apparently, distributed ledger technologies allow providing
new models of interaction based on the creation and transfer of both
information and values. What distinguishes blockchain from other
co-production technologies is ensuring the technical capability to:
1) create and transfer digital values;
2) convert illiquid assets into liquid assets through
tokenization and new circulation in digital marketplaces with equal
access;
3) eliminate a great number of intermediaries from the
supply chain (“cut out the middleman”);
4) thoroughly monitor any transactions between platform
participants, thereby achieving much greater trust and
accountability of the parties to the agreement.
Today, the author believes, there is a sufficient
understanding among experts and practitioners in this field that
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blockchain-based ecosystems or platforms along with appropriate
programs and interfaces should be used to support the
co-production processes in the IT industry. Such digital solutions
mediate the technical properties of blockchain in a hardware and
software complex so that the general public could experiment with
tokenization and transfer of values without intermediaries. Some
contemporaries [150; 276, p. 10–11] call this approach the “Internet
of Values 2.0” and promote it as the next stage in development of
the blockchain technology, but with one distinction — all for the
sake of the user, that is, the user and their confidence are paramount
within the platform. According to the author, the ideal model has
not yet been created for this, but the direction and technical
foundations are already known for sure and will remain unchanged
in the coming years. In general, one should agree with this point
since it is proven by the fact that over the last 8–10 years, scientists
have been creating and now have already created and launched
a corresponding decentralized information platform based on
a similar theoretical approach.
Thus, having outlined such an ideological framework for
technological transformations, we should proceed to the already
existing practical example of decentralized platform governance,
which is supposed to satisfy this framework and respond to the
challenges of the modern life. This response is the ideology, legal
basis and functionality of the Bitbon System of Ukrainian origin
(Fig. 27).
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Fig. 27. Legal nature of the Bitbon System Social Network
* Source: official website of the Bitbon System (https://www.bitbon.space/en).
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According to the author, the Bitbon System is the world’s
first and so far the only comprehensive attempt to develop and
realize broad social relations around the management of real
property and non-property rights in a digital environment in
a decentralized way using the blockchain technology. It
embodies all the above-mentioned conceptual frameworks and
challenges of our time to ensure a new and much higher level of
trust between all participants within the Bitbon System who
willingly became such participants. In order to meet the
growing need of participants in public and private law (and the
state’s need especially) for the protection of property and
non-property rights, a higher degree of trust as well as simple
and fast transactions, which globally tends to be implemented
in a non-digital form and outside of information platforms
(although the trend towards this is definitely strong!), it is
important to note that the Bitbon System is a real-life prototype
allowing to satisfy these needs and consisting of:
 a proper formally approved legal basis, that is, a public
contract;
 a real hardware and software architecture;
 an internally organized system of economic relations
in the form of a global social network of economic relations,
where all participants are solely real and identifiable natural
persons and legal entities.
This means that the comprehensive approach applied to
the development of the Bitbon System deserves to be at least
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studied, while ideally it should be considered and integrated into
the operation of government information platforms (some
examples of which were described in the second section of the
monograph) and, in particular, of the “Diia” platform for
expansion of its functionality and significant coverage in
modern Ukraine.
What is the Bitbon System? First of all, it is a social
network of economic relations that are formed and further
reproduced in a decentralized digital environment.
The Bitbon System is a decentralized information platform that
is managed by the participants and enables the users to realize
social relations in the Bitbon System Social Network.
To explain further, according to the Bitbon System Public
Contract (version dated August 31, 2022 [93]), “Bitbon System
Social Network is a form of organization of the Bitbon System
Community as a decentralized social network of economic
relations that allows Users to realize social relations using
digital assets via the Bitbon System infrastructure in accordance
with the Bitbon System Public Contract. The Bitbon System is
managed by Bitbon System Participants (hereinafter —
Participant) in the interests of all Bitbon System Users
(hereinafter — User) in accordance with the Appendix
“Management of the Bitbon System” based on the “Participant”
status, the role and account rating of the Participant, the
combination of which determines the capabilities of each of the
Participants in managing the Bitbon System Social Network”.
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The mission of the Bitbon System Community is to try to
establish the balance of interests between a User and the state,
the citizen of which he/she is, by modernizing social relations
through development of an information technology mechanism
to ensure trust between parties to such relations by using
Bitbon System digital assets (hereinafter — digital asset).
The framework document of the Bitbon System is the
Public Contract containing principles and rules that help to
“plug” the Bitbon System as a new phenomenon of the
economic and public space into the legal systems of almost any
state in the world.
Each Participant is a party to the Bitbon System Public
Contract as a public offer agreement that establishes the rights
and obligations of Participants, including those for the
management of the Bitbon System.
The
Bitbon System
infrastructure
allows
the
Bitbon System Community to modernize the process of
realizing social relations in order to carry out equal and
transparent relations in various global legal systems using
decentralized digital registration of property and personal nonproperty rights in the Bitbon System. Such rights are registered
in the Bitbon System through creation of digital assets by Users
and their subsequent disposal of property and personal nonproperty rights by means of digital asset circulation.
It is crucially important to understand the fundamental
distinction of the Bitbon System, which lies in its triune nature
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and simultaneous manifestation in three aspects: technological,
economic and legal as well as information and applied (Fig. 28).
No other information platform in the whole world shares such
nature, which, in turn, is the result of a long-term and in-depth
scientific research and experiments in applying properties of the
blockchain technology, specifically creating objects of property
rights and their accounting.

Fig. 28. The triune nature of the Bitbon System
considered in all of its functional properties
The nature of the Bitbon System is based on the doctrine
of natural law, which states that when property and personal
non-property relations are realized, Users are free to choose the
method used to record the expression of will of the parties,
specifically to choose the form of the deal.
The form of deals in the Bitbon System is a distributed
ledger token transaction (hereinafter — deal), which is accepted
by the Bitbon System Community and ensured by the
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functionality of the Bitbon System infrastructure in accordance
with the algorithm of the digital asset module.
In the Bitbon System, the moment of concluding a deal is
the registration of a distributed ledger token transaction in the
distributed ledger token accounting system as a structural
element of the Bitbon System through the implementation of
digital asset module transactions.
In the Bitbon System, only Users are parties to a deal.
Transparency of deals is ensured by the Bitbon System
infrastructure.
Understanding the triune nature of the Bitbon System
mentioned above (see Fig. 28) allowed accepting one of the key
principles as a basis for its organization, that is, the principle of
decentralization (paragraph 18 of Provision 3 of the
Bitbon System Public Contract), which consists in three
aspects:
1) legal decentralization, which means that a User can
obtain the Participant status and have equal rights to manage the
Bitbon System without restrictions on citizenship, place or state
of residence, i.e. international operation of the Bitbon System in
the interest of the Bitbon System Community;
2) economic decentralization, which means that
Participants manage the Bitbon System infrastructure in order
to organize and develop the decentralized economic ecosystem;
3) technological
decentralization,
which
means
development of the decentralized technological scaling of the
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Bitbon System infrastructure by means of computing and
telecommunication resources of Bitbon System Providers.
Thus, the actual technological decentralization of the
Bitbon System by means of providing consists in the creation of
a global, highly reliable and trusted distributed ledger of
protected data, which is updated synchronously and supported
by Bitbon System Providers in the role of Partitioners for
creating and developing decentralized services of the
Bitbon System in order to build an advanced global accounting
and management system to ensure the rational use of available
resources.
It is essential that, as a new social network of economic
relations, the Bitbon System is based on 13 specific strict
principles that are intended to form together a new system of
social and economic relations, which would be more effective
and transparent for states and society. According to the
originators and developers of the System, a new market of
information resources, products and services can be created on
the basis of this System, where the role of money will be
secondary, and people as well as their values expressed in
digital form will be pivotal. In essence, the above-mentioned
13 principles set a certain ideological, resource and functional
framework for transforming or even modernizing social
relations globally, regardless of state borders and jurisdictions.
Table 14 provides a description of the 13 organizational
principles of the Bitbon System.
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Table 14
Organizational principles of the Bitbon System
Organizational
principle of the
Bitbon System

Principle description

1. Right to the
right principle

Is the fundamental principle, which allows a User to operate
property and personal non-property right by means of
digital asset units. When operating property right by means
of digital asset units, the property itself exists outside the
Bitbon System with this User as its owner for the entire
duration of this digital asset’s circulation in the
Bitbon System

2. Principle of
value integrity

Means that Users realize that their digital assets are
a component of the Bitbon System as an integral value
owned by all Participants

3. Principle of
noninterference

The Bitbon System regulating relations of Users in the
Bitbon System does not restrict their choice and
implementation of relations outside the Bitbon System

4. Principle of
neutrality

5. Principle of
responsibility
division

The Bitbon System is not a party, a third party, or an arbiter
in a potential dispute between Users as parties to the
Contract on disposal of property that exists outside the
Bitbon System, the right to which is exercised in the
Bitbon System Social Network by means of a digital asset
The Bitbon System is not a party to the agreement on
services provided by means of the services of
Bitbon System Users and is not responsible for the quality
of the services provided by such User’s services
A User is not responsible for actions of other Users when
they are using the functionality of the Bitbon System
infrastructure
The Bitbon System represented by Bitbon System Operators
is not responsible if Users violate the norms of the
applicable legislation of the countries, the jurisdictions of
which they fall under, when using the functionality of the
Bitbon System infrastructure
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Organizational
principle of the
Bitbon System

Principle description

6. Principle of
personal
responsibility

If actions of a User directly contradict the principle of
personal responsibility, this User is considered
unconscientious and is responsible in accordance with the
sanctions and restrictions envisioned by the Appendix
“Moral and Ethical Code of the Bitbon System Community”

7. Principle of
presumption of
authorship

Means that the Bitbon System Community recognizes the
copyright of the creator of a digital asset. Authorship is
considered legally reliable until proven otherwise.
The Bitbon System infrastructure allows the Bitbon System
Community to record copyright and guarantees protection
of such rights

8. Principle of
irreversibility of
deals

Due to the technological nature of deals, the moment of
distributed ledger token transaction indicates the conclusion
of a deal and its proper execution. These facts are
circumstances that do not need to be proven. Therefore,
claims to terminate deals or invalidate them due to violation
of the form of the deal and/or failure to conclude it, and/or
its improper execution are impossible in the Bitbon System

9. Principle of
establishing
access to digital
assets

Is realized through the functionality of the Bitbon System
infrastructure, in particular through the existence of the
technical ability and authority for Operators to establish
access of a User to digital assets he/she owns in cases
specified in and in accordance with the Appendix
“Bitbon System Account”. This principle allows Operators
to safely for Users and the Bitbon System manage the
process of disclosing and transferring data between base
services of the Bitbon System and/or services of Users,
which is the foundation for establishing access to digital
assets

10. Principle of
decentralization

Consists in three aspects:
Legal decentralization, which means that a User can obtain
the Participant status and have equal rights to manage
the Bitbon System without restrictions on citizenship, place
or state of residence, i.e. international operation of
the Bitbon System in the interest of the Bitbon System
Community.
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Organizational
principle of the
Bitbon System

Principle description
Economic decentralization, which means that Participants
manage the Bitbon System infrastructure in order to
organize and develop the decentralized economic
ecosystem.
Technological decentralization, which means development
of the decentralized technological scaling of the
Bitbon System infrastructure by means of computing and
telecommunication resources of Bitbon System Providers

11. Principle of
segregation of
digital assets

All digital assets of Users are based on digital asset protocol
forms, which predetermines the division of digital assets
into types according to their individual and group features,
which include areas of application, restrictions on
territoriality and/or objectivity, parties to contracts and/or
deals and other features. This principle allows Users to
establish the terms and conditions for circulation of units of
their digital assets in the Bitbon System

12. Principle of
balance of assets

The Bitbon System prohibits concluding contracts, the
contents of which can be interpreted as interest rate
(borrowing rate or loan interest). Circulation of digital
assets that have the mechanism violating the correlation
between derivativeness of digital asset units and the original
asset as well as between the original asset and the initial
asset due to an increase in one of them without the
simultaneous and equivalent increase in the others in
the Bitbon System is impossible

13. Principle of
sovereign identity

Every User independently disposes of his/her personal data
and access to such data at his/her own discretion. The
principle of sovereign identity is ensured by the
Bitbon System infrastructure. Security and confidentiality of
personal data of each User in the Bitbon System determine
the security of the entire Bitbon System Community

* Source: [93].
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Bitbon is the key element of the Bitbon System
infrastructure, which is software in the form of code for
activating the base services of the Bitbon System using Bitbon
units as a component of this software. Bitbon, due to its nature,
is a strictly limited resource of the Bitbon System because it is
limited to 100,000,000.00 Bitbon units. Concurrently, Bitbon
serves as a:
a) system-forming
digital
asset
created
by
SIMCORD LLC as a result of tokenization of the initial asset
for Bitbon;
b) digital representation of the right to use the
nonmonetary
asset
“Asset
of
the Bitbon System
Infrastructure — Simcord” in accordance with the procedure
established by the Bitbon Protocol information resource, and
c) method of accounting of the right to use the
nonmonetary
asset
“Asset
of
the Bitbon System
Infrastructure — Simcord” and access to the Bitbon System
Social Network. Therefore, the final document of tokenization
of the nonmonetary asset “Asset of the Bitbon System
Infrastructure — Simcord” (initial asset for Bitbon) is the
Bitbon Protocol [93].
Bitbon units determine the exchange value of all digital
assets and ensure their circulability in the Bitbon System.
The form of circulation of Bitbon in the Bitbon System is
the assignment of a certain scope of the right of access to the
nonmonetary
asset
“Asset
of
the Bitbon System
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Infrastructure — Simcord” (initial asset for Bitbon) and scope
of access to the Bitbon Protocol information resource (original
asset for Bitbon). The form of recording Bitbon circulation in
the Bitbon System is a distributed ledger token transaction.
Users are parties to legal relations of Bitbon circulation.
In the Bitbon System, each party to legal relations of
Bitbon circulation is an independent taxpayer that pays taxes
when a taxation object occurs in accordance with the tax
regulations of his/her country of tax residence.
A very important component of the decentralized
information platform Bitbon System Social Network is its Users.
In this regard, some of the main provisions essential for the
modernization of public governance and revitalization of
economic relations in society are briefly described below. Thus,
according to section 4 of the Bitbon System Public Contract:
1. Each entity that completed the registration in the
Bitbon System, as a result of which he/she received access to an
account that he/she uses to interact with the Bitbon System
infrastructure, becomes a User.
2. Each User has the right to participate in one or several
types of activity in the Bitbon System as well as replace one
type of activity with another at his/her own discretion if it does
not contradict a specific digital asset protocol and/or the
Bitbon System Public Contract.
3. The following statuses are envisioned for Users in the
Bitbon System: 1) Bitbon System Candidate; 2) Bitbon System
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Participant; 3) Bitbon System Operator; 4) Bitbon System
Verifier; 5) Bitbon System Provider; 6) Bitbon System
Contributor; 7) Bitbon System Integrator; 8) Bitbon System
Validator; 9) Bitbon System Specialist. Accordingly, different
statuses envisage different access rights and functionalities for
using the Bitbon System infrastructure.
4. In the Bitbon System, all Users have the right to create
their own digital assets to manage their property and/or personal
non-property rights in order to record and dispose of them, in
particular to perform equivalent exchange of such rights by
means of digital asset units.
5. In the Bitbon System, due to the triune nature of
a digital asset, distributed ledger token accounting units are
represented in the form of digital asset units in a 1:1 ratio.
Accounting of digital asset units is done by means of distributed
ledger token accounting units of this digital asset.
6. Digital asset is a type of a tokenized asset and is
essentially an instrument for implementing the methods of
financial and/or management accounting of a User’s property in
accordance with the scope of rights he/she has to this property.
Digital asset protocol is the final document of tokenization of
an initial asset in the Bitbon System [93].
Another crucially important component of the
decentralized information platform Bitbon System Social
Network with unique design and functionality is its
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infrastructure, which itself forms the ecosystem of the
decentralized information platform.
The infrastructure of the Bitbon System is a single
software complex that consists of software, a combination of
components and base services of the Bitbon System and ensures
the Bitbon System operation. The Bitbon System software is
source codes and executable modules, including those placed by
the first Operator in public repositories. Bitbon System services
include base services and services of Users (Fig. 29).

Fig. 29. The distinction between the components, base
services and User services
* Source: [93].
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To ensure the proper operation of all components and
services in the Bitbon System, the following structural elements
are implemented and maintained:
1) account of a Bitbon System User;
2) service fees in the Bitbon System;
3) circulation of digital assets in the Bitbon System;
4) funds of the Bitbon System;
5) ensuring decentralization of the Bitbon System;
6) ensuring segregation of digital assets in the
Bitbon System.
Thus, account of a Bitbon System User is an essential
and mandatory component created as a result of the registration
of an entity in the Bitbon System in order to get the rights of
a User. The main account elements include:
1. ID Passport which is generated based on information
provided by a User in order to be identified in the Bitbon System
Social Network as a natural person in accordance with the
Appendix “Bitbon System Account”. The following
ID Passport categories exist in the Bitbon System: “Beginner”;
“Formal”; “Personal”; “Verified”
or
Corporate ID Card which is generated based on
information provided by a User as an authorized representative
of a commercial or non-profit organization for the purpose of
identifying this organization in the Bitbon System Social
Network in accordance with the Appendix “Bitbon System
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Account”. The following Corporate ID Card categories exist in
the Bitbon System: “Commercial”; “Non-profit”.
2. Specialization Card based on information provided by
a User about his/her knowledge and skills in a certain area that
can be confirmed by a Bitbon System Verifier and/or evaluated
by other Users. Specialization Cards are generated in
accordance with the Appendix “Bitbon System Account”.
3. Account certificate generated automatically based on
the verified account information of a User contained in the
ID Passport or Corporate ID Card of various categories and
Specialization Cards as well as based on the status and role
required to provide this User with access to certain functionality
of the Bitbon System infrastructure. Account certificates are
characterized by certain types of User account certificates and
account certificate indexes. The list of all types of account
certificates, principles for creating account certificate indexes
and creation procedure are regulated by the Appendix
“Bitbon System Account” [93].
Service Fees in the Bitbon System
In order to maintain and develop the Bitbon System
infrastructure, the Bitbon System envisions a service fee paid
by Users. The service fee consists of two parts: infrastructure
fee and operation fee.
The infrastructure fee in the Bitbon System is part of the
service fee for using the Bitbon System infrastructure, which is
mandatory and deducted in Bitbon units, and shall be distributed
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as follows: 40% shall be allocated to the first Operator as the
owner of the initial asset for Bitbon; 60% shall be deposited in
the providing fund of the Bitbon System for further distribution
of remuneration among Providers.
Operation fee in the Bitbon System is part of the service
fee for using services of Users.
Circulation of Digital Assets in the Bitbon System
In the Bitbon System, acquisition, transfer and/or
exchange of digital assets are performed through digital asset
circulation. The service fees for circulation of digital assets are
deducted in Bitbon units in accordance with the terms and
conditions established in the Appendix “Service Fees in the
Bitbon System: the Procedure for Their Deduction and
Distribution”. Users can set additional fees for circulation of
digital assets charged in digital asset units of these Users.
During digital asset circulation, a User that received a certain
number of digital asset units receives a certain scope of the right
of access to the initial asset and the original asset for this digital
asset in proportion to the transferred number of such digital
asset units according to the procedure established by the digital
asset protocol.
Funds of the Bitbon System
Funds of the Bitbon System are components intended for
accumulating digital asset units from various sources
envisioned by the Bitbon System Public Contract for further
redistribution to solve the tasks specified during their creation.
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The list of funds of the Bitbon System as well as the terms and
procedure for their creation, closure and other terms of their
functioning are established in the Appendix “Funds of
the Bitbon System”.
Ensuring Decentralization of the Bitbon System
Decentralization of the Bitbon System is ensured by
Users by providing a certain number of their Bitbon units and
resources of proper quality that include communication
channels, CPU time, and memory for long-term storage of
information in order to ensure the circulation of digital assets.
Activity aimed at ensuring decentralization of the
Bitbon System can be carried out by a User with the status of
a Provider as a:
1) Registrator, which is a role of a User with the status of
a Bitbon System Provider that allows him/her to record deals in
order to confirm a legal fact by achieving consensus using the
Community PoS algorithm in accordance with the Appendix
“Providing in the Bitbon System: Economic and Legal
Decentralization of the Bitbon System”;
2) Partitioner, which is a role of a User with the status of
a Bitbon System Provider that allows him/her to keep records
of deals by providing his/her own computing and
telecommunication resources in accordance with the Appendix
“Providing
in
the
Bitbon System:
Technological
Decentralization of the Bitbon System”.
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Providers receive remuneration as a result of
redistribution of Bitbon units performed by the providing fund
based on the resources used by each Provider in accordance with
the Appendix “Bitbon System Provider”.
Ensuring Segregation of Digital Assets in the
Bitbon System
Segregation of digital assets is the division of digital
assets into types based on individual and group features of
a digital asset and is ensured by the functionality of the
Bitbon System infrastructure intended for adherence to the
digital asset protocol by the parties to the contract and/or deal.
This is hardly an exhaustive list of provisions of the
Bitbon System Public Contract designed by Ukrainian experts.
Interested readers are encouraged to:
1) read and download the complete Bitbon System Public
Contract from the official website http://bitbon.space;
2) evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach by
installing the One Space mobile application on their
smartphone, thus unlocking the digital door to the sociallyoriented space of the Bitbon System to manage their digital
assets, make purchases, communicate with Users and get
acquainted with the news about the Bitbon System using the
mobile application;
3) join the latest Bonpay service, a service of mutual
settlements without intermediaries, in order to pay for goods
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and services in the most progressive way using the global
system of discounts and savings;
4) join providing in the Bitbon System as a Registrator,
participate in consensus building in the Bitbon System by
means of the Community PoS algorithm, using their Bitbon
units to receive guaranteed remuneration every 72 hours;
5) launch and run their own digital business with the
Bitbon System, opening up new opportunities for their business
as well as new technologies, a new market and much more.
Nowadays, it is hard to imagine that the state or
municipalities throughout the world would not be interested in
the digital services listed above. The author is convinced that
these and other future services of the Bitbon System will
contribute to modernization of the public governance system.
This will happen not only if the state is interested in enhanced
platform governance combined with DIPs (which, of course,
would be the best scenario) but also by the “bottom-up”
initiative from the general public, in case the authorities
continue to disregard decentralized information platforms. The
author believes that it is only a matter of time.
Thus, it becomes apparent that modern Ukrainian society
is moving towards platform models and ecosystems, like the
rest of the world. Together, the logic of building the
Bitbon System as well as the corresponding functionality form
an entire ecosystem for creating and expanding new public
goods. In essence, it is a next-generation system that transcends
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common ecosystems of popular commercial platforms where
solutions are known to be implemented following the one-stopshop principle, allowing all transactions to be carried out in
a single mobile application. In the case of seamless integration
of the Bitbon System as a new DIP with state centralized
platforms, which inherently manage confidential state registers,
but currently do not entirely cover big data with instant feedback
online, it becomes possible to not only create a “user portrait”
and ensure seamless receipt of services from state and private
providers but also significantly increase service coverage, data
security and confidentiality, accuracy of targeted offers of
various online services, their customization to the needs of
a particular person, etc.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. The real world is not ideal, which means a delegated
right (from citizens to the state) is not realized entirely for the
benefit of the delegators, and self-regulation mechanisms
cannot operate accurately, coordinating the interests of society
and economic agents. Therefore, the state must be considered
more as an entity with greater autonomy than it has today, which
performs specified functions and stays within the financial
resources available to it. Without confining to any theoretical
model of the future state, it should be noted that in the near
future instruments other than taxes and state budget
expenditures, i.e. regulatory instruments, will be of much
greater importance. This is much closer to the role that the state
had before the 20th century, but qualitatively this role will be
completely different. Considering this, it is unlikely that state
expenditures could be reduced quickly and significantly without
political turmoil. However, regulation will be aimed at helping
citizens and guaranteeing their rights without imposing any
services, rather than at direct rent-seeking by some privileged
business groups or corrupt politicians. Nevertheless, there are
no exact forecasts so far as to which role of the state will be
more effective not only ideologically, politically and socioeconomically but also in terms of security. At the same time,
one must understand that the survival of market economies as
well as the emergence and development of new markets, whose
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effectiveness will contribute to the solution of many global
problems, depend on how the state changes its role.
2. A decentralized information platform is a type of
digital data accounting system based on the distributed ledger
technology. It consists of service infrastructure and
a community of independent users having equal rights or preidentified rights granted according to the levels of
a decentralized governance model to make such a system stable.
3. Decentralized information platforms as a new tool for
public governance easily fit into the modern scientific concept
of “public value management”, which began to develop during
the past two decades based on the theory of political networks
and “good governance” and marked a decisive step towards
more efficient and more democratic public governance.
Decentralized information platforms can ensure not so much
effective governance as upgraded interconnections and means
of influence within the system of relations between government
and non-government agencies in the case of realizing public
rather than private values and interests. In process of exercising
power, a large focus is shifted from institutions and holders of
power to the properties of power itself and the ways of its
expression, namely: broad legitimacy, mutual responsibility of
a variety of parties to such relations as well as trust ensured by
the blockchain technology and secure information systems for
digital data accounting. The identified set of properties of a DIP
indicates that such a platform can also be a key tool in upgrading
relations between citizens and the state. This can be achieved by
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forcing politicians and civil society to get back to the original
meaning of the institution of citizenship inherent in the ideology
peculiar to the vast majority of the constitutions of modern
countries.
4. The analysis of the properties of digital platforms
and the experience of their implementation in four countries
(the UK, Estonia, India and Ukraine) indicates that centralized
platforms change the attitude of people towards their state,
understanding of their role in their state and social behavior of
people in general by changing the established social norms
towards greater comfort and simplicity. This is already a major
sign of proper functioning of the social institutions that the state
(government) relies on while implementing digital platforms.
Among such institutions, the six most important social
institutions can be distinguished: citizenship, state service,
property, legislation, market and culture. It is these institutions
that are challenged by existing practices of public governance
using centralized information platforms. Based on this
conclusion, the influence of these six institutions was brought
into correlation with unresolved problems and the desired
public values provided that they are connected to
a decentralized information platform as a new tool for public
governance.
5. It is the conscious and profound enforcement of the
principles and human rights enshrined in the constitution that
can truly empower people, boost mutual trust and increasingly
unite a society divided by technology and conflicts, rather than
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the total digitalization of governance as the current trend for the
next 10–20 years. “If we wish to maximize autonomy, our only
reasonable and responsible choice is to seek the best possible
state” [158, p. 49]. Such a principled and humanistic approach
greatly differs from the widespread view of the IT community
focusing on civil rights first. Today, however, the theoretical
foundation of the state should not be confused with poor
governance or corrupt politicians, which are the main arguments
for criticizing the government in any country.
6. Conceptually, this means that:
a) state and constitutional provisions must be carefully
distinguished from a long history of arbitrary use of force and
law by the authorities (ruling elites);
b) against the backdrop of increasing problems in the
modern method of public governance and citizens’ discontent
over the state of democracy in their countries, the global civil
society is being shaped using all available digital technologies,
in particular decentralized information platforms;
c) the main challenge for the global civil society will
soon be to explore new political and social dimensions in order
to integrate the latest digital solutions based on decentralized
information technologies with civil rights, equity, social
cohesion, inclusion in public governance and public policy as
well as in protection of the public sector;
d) this integration is now vital and cannot be left solely
to the discretion of the private sector, since it does require
mature and interdisciplinary efforts as well as expertise in all
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branches of science, with emphasis on political theory,
humanities and social science, in order to best assess the risks,
benefits and effects of the latest digital solutions. In the near
future, such integration may be the only protection against
numerous possible technological dystopias.
7. The choice of the public sector in favor of an
organizational model for the provision of public services in the
form of a digital platform is a response to the fragmentation of
the traditional organizational structure of public governance in
almost any country facing such a choice as well as a response to
the inefficiency and high costs in using traditional (i.e. nondigital) ways of receiving public services at the national and
local levels.
8. Centralized information platforms are considered
a stepping stone in the process of technological modernization
of the public governance system and digital transformations of
the state. Thus, the next evolutionary stage after centralized
platforms can be the stage of DIP-based modernization. Today,
state centralized information platforms are quickly spreading
around the world, and governments’ hopes for digital
transformation are high in this respect. In the medium term, this
will not allow us to stop using them even in the case of a clear
public interest in decentralized information platforms based on
the blockchain technology and their extensive use in the public
sector. However, the actual limitations of centralized
information platforms, their challenges and hidden mechanism
for manipulating democratic values as well as the current global
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trend towards the fragmentation of society into international
virtual communities, etc. indicate that a major alternative to
centralized information platforms can appear shortly.
Therefore, in order to gradually integrate decentralized
information platforms into the existing state centralized
platform solutions (into the GaaP model), it is envisaged that
the expansion of modular capabilities of the existing GaaP
concept and organizational model will be already possible in the
near term of 3–5 years by supplementing it with modules of
decentralized information platforms. At the first stages of
implementation, these modules should manipulate data from
state public electronic registers, but offer more opportunities
and a high level of security.
9. Based on the logic of creating a significant public
value for modern society and methodology of the theory of
governance and cybernetics, an original approach to creating the
mechanism for modernizing the public governance system
based on decentralized information platforms has been
proposed. Its main idea lies in consistent description of the
components of the potential modernization mechanism,
building a combination of influence methods and “nudges”,
developing own definition of the modernization mechanism
using the provided example of creating a new and significant
public value and, finally, recommendations for better control
over and reliability of the modernized public governance system
after implementing the modernization mechanism. From the
theoretical standpoint, the provided example for creating a new
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and undisputed public value through substantiation of the
approach to resolving the issue of “unnecessary people” in the
21st century, the proposed mechanism for modernizing the
public governance system based on decentralized information
platforms can be considered as another unorthodox step in
public politics and state building. Due to the used tools and
supplementary mechanisms, this modernization mechanism is
capable of eliminating or narrowing the gap between the lower
level of economic and cultural development and higher forms
of political regime, which becomes possible due to valuable
properties of decentralized information platforms to ensure
transparency, democracy and difficulty of administrative abuse
by authorities.
10. From the practical standpoint, most elements of the
proposed modernization mechanism have already been
implemented in practice and are being used now in the form of
the ecosystem of the Bitbon System decentralized information
platform of Ukrainian origin built from scratch. The original
approach to the creation of separate elements (specifically the
related system of some tools and supplementary mechanisms)
of the modernization mechanism is mentioned in
Draft Law No. 4328 “On Tokenized Assets and Crypto-Assets”
registered in the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine on
November 5, 2020.
11. The global practice of supranational and national
regulation of information platforms presents governments with
the challenge of adapting the existing regulatory instruments to
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new realities, where relations between participants are
increasingly shifting to private law regulation, in which civil
agreements are inherent. In other words, the parties to platform
interaction themselves can create rules of mutual conduct,
determine the procedure for resolving disputes and resolve
relevant disputes without resorting to the existing national as
well as international and supranational instruments of regulation
and coercion. Accordingly, when participants of an information
platform have to interact with legal entities of public law
(government and municipal agencies, budget funds, etc.)
establishing strict requirements to comply with certain rules as
a condition for access to their services (public, information,
banking, etc.), then the participants of this platform have to
adhere to the established rules. In this regard, the establishment
of clear and simple procedures and rules of conduct for
receiving services from information platforms becomes
a stimulus for states to invest in the development of digital
business.
12. The role of the state as a major actor in the market
of platform solutions should be proactive, transparent and
predictable. At the same time, it is crucial to ensure
a comprehensive and not just a sporadic or one-time adoption
by the state of the best modern approaches to the use of digital
technologies, avoiding the previously declared approach of the
state maintaining a distance from private market participants,
while non-exclusive access to state information systems is also
important. Meanwhile, modern regulators are focusing on
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minimizing risks and encouraging their citizens to receive and
finance with their taxes numerous public services digitally
specifically within their jurisdiction as well as on promoting
innovation and ensuring the maximization of benefits received
by the population and businesses of the country from the
implementation of platform and ecosystem solutions in the
economy and public governance. The existing Bitbon System of
Ukrainian origin stands at the forefront of this process and offers
a chance not only for state governance but for the entire modern
society to accelerate and improve human-centered innovations
in the 21st century.
13. In the near future, considering the rapid
development of information platforms, states will change their
opinion as to the object and territorial boundaries of their
governance. Of course, the state will retain its special and
defining status as the main regulator and protector of national
sovereignty. However, the government will most likely have to
take into account not only the usual state borders but also those
invisible “digital borders” within information platforms that
their citizens — ordinary people — freely agreed to,
independently outlined and agreed to respect. This is how
modern youth already thinks when considering a certain most
convenient way to meet their needs, which is most often realized
online. It is not natural resources or territories, but the human
being that will become the most important asset, for which
states will compete fiercely in the 21st century. Without
cooperating with platforms, not all governments will be able to
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withstand such competition and, of course, not all states will
even recognize this change in the international competitive
space. The author believes that this will even contribute to the
new world order, which is now beginning to take shape,
although its outline and dominant ideas are still unknown.
National tax systems will undergo major changes, meaning that
in the context of invisible “digital borders”, high-quality
services, rather than taxes and fees, will contribute to increasing
the budgets most of all. The bigger the number of such services
as well as the better and timelier their delivery is, the richer the
state will become, that is, traditional material resources will be
supplemented with state and municipal service fees in almost all
areas: healthcare, external and internal security, education,
power supply, transport infrastructure, etc. Therefore, soon we
can expect unprecedented social changes due to digital
transformations, and then much more will depend on conscious
and educated people than it did before.
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Appendix A
Table А.1
Comparison of key parameters of centralized and
decentralized information platforms
Parameter

How the
parameter
manifests itself
in CIPs

How the
parameter
manifests itself in
DIPs

Consequences of
taking into account
DIP parameter for
public governance
needs

A. Managing a system of relations

1. Basic
governance
principle

Based on
acquired rights in
the hierarchy and
market rules

2. Participant
coordination
method

Centralized
coordination
creates additional
added value for
owners or higher
ranks in the
hierarchy,
indicating the
priority of
“economy above
politics”

3. Way of building
relations between
participants

Emphasis on
hierarchical web
networks with or
without clear
reference to
a territory and on
online interest
groups
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Based on
consensual forms of
self-governance and
direct participation
of citizens in
decision-making
(distributed trust)
and market rules

Technological
decentralization and
use of cryptographic
encryption as means
of building trust and
political arguments;
removing
intermediaries where
possible

Automatic
consensus based on
software protocol

A new cheaper way
to ensure a production
“scale effect”; it is
a consequence of
scaling and increasing
the coverage of
participants

Emphasis on peerto-peer web
networks without
clear reference to
a territory and on
online interest
groups

Less transaction costs
and time spent;
promoting
community
participation
compared to that of
CIP; has great
potential for creating
new independent
micro-communities

Parameter

4. Leadership

5. Incentives

How the
parameter
manifests itself
in CIPs

De facto
organized
minority always
represented by
developers,
owners, etc.
(“technical
elite”)

Pricing
mechanisms

How the
parameter
manifests itself in
DIPs
(1) either an
organized minority,
which may
sometimes be
represented by
developers, owners,
etc. (“technical
elite”),
(2) or an
unorganized
majority

Crypto-incentives
(distributed ledger
tokens [212], etc.)
and pricing
mechanisms

6. Coercing
participants to
maintain “order”

Exists on the
basis of rights in
the hierarchy

No coercion at the
base level, more
equity and freedom
for the participant

7. Decisionmaking

Centralized
(major decisions
are made by the
platform owner)

Decentralized
(community decides
on the platform’s
future in
a democratic way)

Consequences of
taking into account
DIP parameter for
public governance
needs

Organized minority
may have enhanced
rights and may derive
additional benefits
from information
asymmetry and
register replication;
unorganized majority
acquires broader data
access rights

Increased demand for
new conditional
values (distributed
ledger tokens [212])
and backed digital
assets [52]; demand
for a significantly
improved way of
value exchange and
information
accounting

Improved subjectsubject relations,
more responsible
participation;
significantly wider
range of roles for
individuals (or
stakeholders)

Using the distributed
architecture of
permissioned
blockchains for
algorithmic control
(smart contracts)
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Parameter

8. Taking into
account unforeseen
circumstances

How the
parameter
manifests itself
in CIPs

Relatively
flexible and does
not require much
time

How the
parameter
manifests itself in
DIPs

Complicated or
delayed due to
waiting for
a response or
finding a new
consensus among
participants

Consequences of
taking into account
DIP parameter for
public governance
needs
Possibility to create
a consensus model
that will be slightly
shifted towards
decentralization and
will be a two- or
multilevel model of
decentralized
governance;
increased cost of
participant
coordination; new
conditions that may
indeed be changed in
the future can be
added to machinereadable contracts

B. Managing access rights

9. Access rules

10. Verification of
transactions
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Always granted

Centralized

No access

Decentralized

All participants can
consciously or
automatically build
their own
organizational
structures (networks
and hierarchies) and
develop part of the
rules in them

Transaction
disintegration with
reduction of
transaction costs
associated with
opportunism and
uncertainty

Parameter

11. Information
asymmetry

How the
parameter
manifests itself
in CIPs

Exists (owners
→ “node”
managers →
participants)

How the
parameter
manifests itself in
DIPs

Consequences of
taking into account
DIP parameter for
public governance
needs

Exists (developers
→ users; developers
→ service
providers)

Open communities
may easily cluster and
defend their common
position (their rights,
requests for changes
or new resources)

С. Infrastructure management

12. Ownership of
data infrastructure

Proprietary

Distributed

High requirements for
coordination and
simplification,
increased inspection
and storage spending

13. Accessibility
of data
infrastructure

Private access

Public access

Requirement for
reliable connection
between a digital
record and
a corresponding event
in the physical world,
which requires certain
reliable parties
(oracles)

14. Data security

Ensured by the
platform owner
with granting
certain rights to
trusted
developers

Ensured by both the
platform owner and
multiple replication
of independently
stored data with
granting certain
rights to trusted
developers

Significantly more
reliable data storage;
dual data storage also
ensures network node
transparency

Examples

Facebook,
Amazon, Apple,
Netflix, Google,
Diia, etc.

Airbnb [220, p. 26],
GAIA-X, Steemit,
Bitcoin, Ethereum,
Bitbon System, etc.

Higher public trust in
the country,
supporting the
sovereignty of the
modern state

* Source: author’s development [53] taking into account
[118, 230].
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Appendix B
Table B.1
Comparison of decentralized information platforms with
other forms of providing public administrative services:
SLEPT analysis
Parameters
important for the
public governance
system

Forms of providing public administrative services
Decentralized
information
platform

Centralized
information
platform

Personal
reception of
citizens

Technological parameters (T)
1. Key technology

Distributed ledger
technologies
(blockchain)

Classic databases

Classic databases
and paper media

2. Accounting object

Distributed ledger
token and its
accounting units

Identifier of
information stored
in classic
databases

Records in classic
paper or electronic
databases

3. Property
accounting

Information
resource as an
initial asset (for the
purpose of
accounting of
property and
personal nonproperty rights of
parties to legal
relations)

Information in
electronic form
that is stored in
classic databases
and connected
with a specific
identifier (e.g. an
article)

Information on
paper and
electronic media
that is stored in
classic databases
and can be
connected with
a specific identifier
(e.g. a number)

4. Unique
configuration of
model and services

Yes

Yes

No

5. Accuracy and
quality of accounting

High (due to the
key technology and
divisibility of the
accounting object)

High

Low

6. Reliability of
accounting

Very high (due to
the key technology
and divisibility of
the accounting
object)

Medium

Low
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Parameters
important for the
public governance
system

Forms of providing public administrative services
Decentralized
information
platform

Centralized
information
platform

Personal
reception of
citizens

Legal parameters (L)

7. Legal basis

Developer
documents (code,
public contract,
etc.) and statutes
and regulations of
the state

Statutes and
regulations of the
state

Statutes and
regulations of the
state

8. Entity providing
major services

Private and
government entities

Public entities

Public entities

9. Need in
developing a new
legal framework

Finalization of laws
is desirable

Rather no

No

Economic parameters (E)
10. Using resources
of market forces to
provide services

Yes

Rather no

No

11. Emergence of
new services

Around needs

Around needs and
public
organizations

Around public
organizations

Political parameters (P)
12. Political
independence in
implementation

Possible due to
properties of the
key technology

No

No

13. Form of
democracy that can
be supported

Direct and
representative

Representative

Representative

Social parameters (S)
14. Strengthening of
social cohesion

Through creating
peer-to-peer online
interest
communities

No

Through direct and
personal
communication

15. Participative
governance

Yes

Almost no

No

* Source: author’s development based on [53].
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Appendix C
Extract from classification of virtual assets as tools for
implementing the methods of financial and management
accounting of property
Classification of virtual assets appears as a key tool for
implementing the methods of financial and management
accounting of property, the division of which is based on their
versatile technological, economic, legal, information and applied
nature, i.e. on the complexity of their nature, and determines the
following classification of virtual assets:
1) first classification level (based on the technological
nature) — division of virtual assets into virtual assets of the
distributed ledger and virtual assets of the non-distributed ledger;
2) second classification level (based on the economic and
legal nature) — division of virtual assets of the distributed ledger
into tokenized assets and cryptoassets;
3) third classification level (based on the information and
applied nature) — division of tokenized assets into digital assets,
polyassets and monoassets.
The principle of complexity of the nature of virtual assets
as the principle for creating the classification of virtual assets as
tools for implementing the methods of financial and management
accounting of property based on considering the technological,
economic, legal, information and applied nature can be illustrated
using the visual representation of the classification of virtual assets
(Fig. C.1).
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Fig. C.1. Visual representation of the classification of
virtual assets based on the complexity of their nature
* Source: author’s development.
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Appendix D
Table D.1
Principles of forming the mechanism for
modernizing the public governance system based on DIPs
borrowed from cybernetics
Principle

1. Law of
requisite variety
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General description of the
principle

The variety of a complex
system requires governance
that, in turn, has a certain
variety itself. In the end,
governance is aimed at reducing
the variety of states of the
governed system, at reducing its
inconsistency. The variety of
the governing system must be
filled through the introduction
of computer and other advanced
governance technologies, not
through involvement of
additional human resources. If
the central governing body,
while maintaining its reasonable
volume, does not have the
necessary variety, then
a hierarchical structure should
be developed and the decisionmaking delegated to the lower
levels to a certain extent. Poor
results of the economic reforms
carried out in Ukraine are
explained by the inadequate
response of governing bodies

Connection to the logic
of decentralized
governance based on
DIPs

The distributed ledger
technology and products
based on it (e.g. DIPs)
propose a new way of
governing complex
systems by adding
(e.g. during first
integration of DIPs with
centralized information
platforms) or even
replacing ineffective
elements of the
governance system with
elements that have
technologically
confirmed status,
hierarchy changing to
decentralized order with
consensus and data
verification algorithms

Principle

2. Principle of
emergence

3. Principle of
external
supplementation

General description of the
principle

The bigger the system and the
bigger the difference between
the sizes of a part and a whole,
the higher the likelihood that
the properties of the whole will
be more different from the
properties of the parts. The
principle indicates a possible
discrepancy between local goals
(goals of individual elements of
the system) and the general goal
of the system, and hence the
need to make decisions for
improving the system and its
parts based on both analysis and
synthesis in order to achieve
common goals

Every governance system
requires a “black box” —
certain reserves that help
compensate for unpredicted
external and internal influences.
Even the most detailed and
carefully developed plan has
gaps

Connection to the logic
of decentralized
governance based on
DIPs

DIP-based governance
proposes to decrease
drastic differences
between realistic
expectations and goals
of various groups of
users (e.g. political and
administrative elites and
the rest of population)
due to digital tools of
ensuring higher trust
(private public
distributed ledgers,
smart contracts) and
responsibility
(reputation and free
access to big data)

Hidden reserves (“black
box”) are contained in:
1) the distributed ledger
technology itself and
2) extensive,
independent, private
initiative that gets more
opportunities from
freedom and trust
provided by distributed
ledger. DIPs allow
realizing it and using it
for the benefit
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Principle

4. Feedback law

5. Solution
selection principle
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General description of the
principle

Connection to the logic
of decentralized
governance based on
DIPs

Without feedback between
interrelated and interacting
elements, it is impossible to
manage them effectively
according to scientific
principles. All organized
systems are open, and their
cyclical nature is ensured only
through direct connection and
feedback

The feedback
mechanism laid down in
the distributed ledger
technology and
implemented in peer-topeer methods of
communication, storing
and confirming
reputation of DIP users,
voluntary system of
providing services in
DIP-based ecosystems

A solution must be based on
selecting one out of several
options. If a solution is based on
analysis of a single option,
subjective governance takes
place

DIP-based governance
proposes a simple way
of initiating alternative
solutions, extensive
participation in their
discussions and, most
importantly, ways of
ensuring responsibility
for quality of a solution
as well as its approval
and implementation
(e.g. by means of
accounting of DIP
participants’ reputation
in distributed ledgers
using digital assets, etc.

Principle

General description of the
principle

Connection to the logic
of decentralized
governance based on
DIPs

6. Decomposition
principle

The governed object can always
be considered as a sum of
relatively independent
summands. Considering all
aspects and dynamic changes of
an object, it is both theoretically
and practically impossible to
completely adjust a regulator to
a complex object, since there
would never be enough time to
do so. Therefore, the object
should be divided into parts for
better governance of it

DIP-based governance
proposes decomposition
of the whole public
governance system by:
a) using trusted private
ledgers; b) simplifying
circulation and
accounting of resources
through their
tokenization;
c) modularity

7. Principle of
governance
hierarchy and
automatic
regulation

Usually, the lower levels of
governance are characterized by
a high response rate, that is, the
speed of processing incoming
signals. At this level, prompt
decision-making takes place.
The less variety there is in
signals, the quicker the
reaction — response to
information. This principle
directly indicates the need for
maximum decentralization —
self-regulation and selforganization of the system
without connecting higher
governance levels

DIPs are a typical
example of
decentralization and
decreasing the
hierarchy. Within DIPs,
public governance
objects include:
a) ecosystems with their
own private user
microplatforms;
b) modules integrated
with centralized
information platforms;
c) new tools typical for
DIPs (protocols, digital
assets, private public
distributed ledgers, etc.)

* Source: author’s development based on [39].
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Appendix E
Table E.1
Governance methods that are appropriate when
implementing the mechanism for modernizing the public
governance system based on DIPs
Governance methods
Group of
methods

Method

Persuasion

Universal

Stimulation

Coercion
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Some examples or
application of the
method during
modernization based
on DIPs
1) impersonal
persuasion of a person
to join a DIP due to
extensive opportunities
of services available in
the DIP, simplicity and
trust ensured
technologically and
impartially;
2) impersonal
information and
persuasion of citizens
(propaganda) to obtain
an electronic identity
card;
3) raising awareness
among the population
1) delegation of a part
of state authority to
non-governmental
entities — DIP users;
2) encouraging thirdparty natural persons
and legal entities to
freely use the services
of information
platforms, in particular
DIPs
Not identified

Entity of the
method
application

1) usually —
developer of the
DIP;
2) authorized
public bodies and
developers of the
DIP using the
relevant
technological
solutions;
3) same

1) government or
parliament;
2) government
and developers of
the DIP

Not identified

Governance methods
Group of
methods

Regulating

Method

Organizational
and
administrative
(disciplinary,
legal,
administrative)

Some examples or
application of the
method during
modernization based
on DIPs

1) state control (or
special supervision)
over the adherence by
private decentralized
information platforms
to requirements in
terms of security and
reliable data storage;
2) definition of
intended use of funds;
3) tokenization of
property and/or
personal non-property
rights;
4) settlement of legal
disputes through pretrial arbitration;
5) creation of
protected digital
records (certificates,
open ledgers,
agreements) that are
stored and transferred
online;
6) tokenization of
electoral processes of
expressing one’s will
and public control over
the activity of elected
representatives

Entity of the
method
application

1) government;
2) developer of
the DIP or other
legal entity
according to the
established
procedure;
3) developer of
the DIP according
to the established
procedure;
4) same;
5) mutually —
government,
parliament and
developer of the
DIP
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Governance methods
Group of
methods

Stimulating

Method

Some examples or
application of the
method during
modernization based
on DIPs

1) financial and nonfinancial stimulation of
interaction with
citizens and service
users through loyalty
programs, e-payments,
Economic
etc.;
(salary, bonuses, 2) additional and
benefits and
stable sources of
incentives)
income for citizens and
small businesses (by
providing the entire
and ready DIP
infrastructure for their
creation and
legalization)
1) management by
a citizen being a DIP
user of his/her personal
Social and
reputation within the
psychological
DIP (decent behavior
(motivation
with history of
boosts,
previous indecent
harmonization
actions and reports);
of personal
2) improvement of the
goals with goals status and image of
of companies or citizens to have access
big
to certain services in
organizations,
the DIP;
formation of
3) expansion of trustmutual values)
based relations among
service users through
exchange of data in the
DIP

* Source: author’s development.
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Entity of the
method
application

DIP developer
that developed the
software code and
general rules for
using the DIP

DIP developer
that developed the
software code and
general rules for
using the DIP
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1. Private public
distributed ledgers

Tool

As mandatory
technologically
They are always
protected accounting planned and used as
means and
a mandatory element
environment in the
of the DIP. The
DIP. The type of the change in the type of
applied distributed
the ledger [99]
ledger for its
depends on the goals
placement can
of its developer or
impact the
owner. They are the
functional
foundation for
completeness of the tokenization (creation
ecosystem and even of digital assets)
the DIP

They influence the
level of trust of the
government to
distributed ledger,
which is proposed
as the foundation
of DIPs, to its
access levels, etc.

Private closed or
private open public
ledgers [32] with all
known advantages and
disadvantages of the
distributed ledger
technology

How it is used with
other tools

How it manifests in
DIPs

What can the tool
influence

Essence and nature
of the tool

The main tools of the modernization mechanism that are based on the distributed ledger
technology and appropriate for updating the public governance system based on DIPs

Appendix F
Table F.1
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2. Tokenized assets
(digital assets)

Tool

What can the tool
influence

They influence the
creation of
a proper legal
regime for each of
the specified types
of virtual assets

Essence and nature
of the tool

There are
technological nature,
economic and legal
nature, information
and applied nature
[54] with established
properties of the tool.
The tool has a proven
legal connection to
property

How it is used with
other tools

They are a method
of financial and
In order to use them,
management
there needs to be
accounting of
a correct
property that can be
classification, which
an independent
allows establishing
object of legal
a proper legal regime
relations. The DIP is
for each type of
an ideal accounting
virtual assets (see
system for such
Appendix C, p. 374)
tools and property
they are related to

How it manifests in
DIPs
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How it manifests in
DIPs

Users of the
accounting system
(distributed ledger)
in the DIP can
independently create
digital assets

What can the tool
influence

DLT as a unique
accounting object
allows performing
the accounting of
any deals with
property and
personal nonproperty rights in
a single trusted
(due to distributed
ledger) accounting
system (in a DIP)

Essence and nature
of the tool

It is the main tool of
a distributed ledger
and one of the
determining
instruments of the
distributed ledger
technology and DIPs

Tool

3. Distributed ledger
token (DLT) for
implementing the
method of financial and
management
accounting

It can easily be used
together with
tokenized assets
(digital assets) in
public distributed
ledgers; can easily be
used as means of
storing and
confirming the
reputation of DIP
users and be an
effective and simple
tool in all services
within the DIP

How it is used with
other tools
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They directly
influence the
number of users,
their loyalty to the
ecosystem and the
DIP as well as the
position of the
state and the DIP
itself

These are numerous
services that:
1) are coordinated by
means of open data
exchange protocols
(API);
2) comprise an
ecosystem of services,
and that creates a new
added value and
public value from
DIPs

4. Numerous services
defining the DIP multifunctionality (for
engagement and
retention of users)

An element of the
ecosystem of
services that has its
own clear
functionality and
goal to create a new
public benefit and
value

How it manifests in
DIPs

* Source: author’s development based on [54; 58; 246].

What can the tool
influence

Essence and nature
of the tool

Tool

They are a direct
consequence of the
application of the
relevant open data
exchange protocols
(API) and the overall
architecture of the
ecosystem and the
DIP

How it is used with
other tools
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Essence and nature
of the tool

Indispe nsable
element of
digitalization, fully
dependent on the
joint efforts of the
state and the
investments of
private mobile
network operators
and providers

Tool

1. High-quality
broadband Internet
available anywhere
in the country

How it is used with other
tools

As an indispensable
technological foundation for
Internet connection and
access to potential benefits

How it manifests in
DIPs

As an indispensable
technological
foundation for the
Influences physical
mass distribution of
access (time, speed
all platforms. At
and connection
least 90% coverage
stability) to the digital of the country’s area
infrastructure of state by the tool is
and private ledgers
required for
confident use of the
DIP and its potential
benefits

What can the tool
influence

The main tools of the modernization mechanism that are not based on the distributed ledger
technology and appropriate for updating the public governance system based on DIPs
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Essence and nature
of the tool

Is a mandatory set of
well-defined
software methods
for interaction
between different
software
components
providing rich
functionality

Supported API
protocols make the
use of this tool
possible

Tool

2. Open data
exchange protocols
(API)

3. Modules
compatible with
various information
systems

As structural and
functional
components of an
ecosystem of
services, shaping it

Being technologically
compatible, this tool creates
an ecosystem of services
together with other tools

Using a set of public
properties and methods: this
tool is a mandatory
component of software of the
DIP and all its modules and
services. The tool ensures
integration with centralized
platforms

Determines flexibility,
speed and reliability
of interaction among
As a means of
programs and
integrating modules
modules at the level
and applications
of software creation
into a single system
and operation (in the
and related systems
“orchestration”
mechanism)

Influences integration
with centralized
platforms and loyalty
of governments and
new private users to
the DIP

How it is used with other
tools

How it manifests in
DIPs

What can the tool
influence
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Collective opinion
of DIP participants
about the qualities
of another
participant, based on
the experience of
interacting with that
participant. Is one of
the elements of
social control

Methods to analyze,
consistently extract
information from
other data types, or
process data sets
that are too large or
complex to be
processed by
traditional data
processing software

Essence and nature
of the tool

What can the tool
influence

How it manifests in
DIPs

Is used both independently
and together with tokens
through appropriate big data
analysis methods and
techniques

How it is used with other
tools

Appears as
a variable, mainly
Multiple reputation histories
Is a supplementary but
depending on the
can accumulate in private
important factor in
algorithm of
blockchain-based ledgers, be
determining
modules in the
a prerequisite for access to
a participant’s access
platform and
shared modules and be
rights to DIP services
feedback from other tokenized
participants

The tool affects
Is generated by DIP
almost all people both users and can be
involved and not
stored in special
involved in digital
data repositories
platforms
using DIPs

* Source: author’s development.

5. Reputation of
DIP users

4. Free access to
big data

Tool
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It allows simultaneously covering
numerous state, municipal and private
ecosystems with their own ledgers and
data sources, as a result — instant
availability of verified data

New configurations of public services.
Speed and sustainability of distribution
of approved innovations through users
of a DIP and micro-DIPs hierarchically
connected to it. Lower production cost
of services; more trust

Accessibility of trustworthy private
public distributed ledgers. Tighter
and more expansive integration with
state centralized platforms (within
GaaP)
Drastic increase in the number of
service (specifically public)
providers and users. Use of new
tools (i.e. digital assets) during
provision of services and circulation
of products and services; increase in
the number of available services
(modularity)

Algorithmically
regulated order of
executing various web
services (tasks) within
a single ecosystem
(continuity of operations)

Private initiative of
a DIP user
technologically based on
distributed ledger

1. “Orchestration” as
a way of organizing
business processes

2. Ecosystems with their
own private user
microplatforms

Contribution to creation of a new
public value

What may change in the public
governance system due to the
mechanism

Key acting element in
the mechanism

Supplementary
mechanism

Properties of supplementary mechanisms for regulation and self-organization of decentralized
information platforms that can be used to create the mechanism for modernizing the public
governance system
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Due to decomposition and modularity, it
will provide citizens with more
opportunities for personal use of state
and private digital infrastructures of
services

The main value of smart contracts is the
ability to make obligations fulfill
automatically (self-fulfillment)

It will at least ensure the order and
coordination during long-lasting
transition period to the decentralized
governance model; the dependency on
will and attitude of the counterparty
decreases (harder to avoid payment,
hide important facts, miss deadlines)

Tighter and more expansive
integration with state centralized
platforms (within GaaP).
Accessibility of trustworthy private
public distributed ledgers

Decrease in the role of humans as
administrators of processes and
increase in their role in creation of
processes and products (more
creativity); a significant part of
regulations can be used as
algorithms and the process of
regulation becomes machinereadable

Following regulations and rules is
partially moved from people to
algorithms; significantly more focus
on needs of citizens

Based on artificial
intelligence or an
algorithmically regulated
order of executing
various web services
(tasks) within one or
several ecosystems and
platforms (continuity of
operations)

Automation of fulfilling
obligations based on
secure code

Clear adherence to rules,
orders and hierarchy

3. “Choreography” as
a way of coordinating
several business
processes

4. Autonomous
regulation algorithms
(DLT smart contracts)

5. Traditional
bureaucracy

Contribution to creation of a new
public value

What may change in the public
governance system due to the
mechanism

Key acting element in
the mechanism

Supplementary
mechanism
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The highest political
legitimacy of changes

Irreversibility of records
in public distributed
ledgers

7. Registration of deals
in DIPs

Higher operational transparency and
social trust even without changing the
existing state models; additional
protection of a citizen’s rights and
gained opportunities due to DIP tools

It ensures a significantly higher level of
trust to data and its security; instant
access to public data entered in the
ledger

Regulation and economic
governance methods; emergence of
new combinations of tools (tokens,
private public distributed ledgers,
digital assets); increase in the role
of law as social regulator; higher
quality of feedback in the
governance system, etc.

Private commercial
initiative based on trust
of numerous other users

6. Crowdfunding

8. Elections at different
levels

Contributing to the creation (by creating
new investment objects or making it
easier to access them) of the global
market (supply and demand) of
information resources, products and
services and, therefore, new instruments
of labor, skills and areas of expertise for
millions of people

Rapid development of economic
methods of governance and
stimulation; significant distribution
of new data accounting systems;
management of expectations of
users and guarantees of achieving
the desired result; new
combinations of modernization
mechanism tools, etc.

Significant growth of accounting as
a governance function;
significant increase in the role and
significance of the citizenship
institution

Contribution to creation of a new
public value

What may change in the public
governance system due to the
mechanism

Key acting element in
the mechanism

Supplementary
mechanism
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It contributes to the creation (by creating
a new way of circulation and value) of
the global market (supply and demand)
of information resources, products and
services and, therefore, new jobs, skills
and areas of expertise for millions of
people

Significant development of
economic governance methods;
significant increase in the role of
law and protected intellectual
property in society; social demand
for re-evaluation of assets;
significant development of property
relations and property right
protection; significant changes in
the format of labor markets (more
self-employment and intellectual
work); creation of new businesses,
etc.

Political responsibility of
an official

Acquisition of additional
benefit (in particular,
economic benefit) by
a citizen from having
rights to a certain real
asset represented in
digital form

9. Government feedback
24/7

10. Digitization of
property rights and their
management in DIPs

* Source: author’s development.

More conscious and active choice for
citizens; significantly higher level of
political responsibility for society, more
trust between citizens and towards
authorities; less tension, etc.

Contribution to creation of a new
public value

Procedures for feedback and
tracking of an official’s actions;
change and distribution of certain
regulation and stimulation
governance methods

What may change in the public
governance system due to the
mechanism

Key acting element in
the mechanism

Supplementary
mechanism
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1.

Citizenship

Social institution

Challenge for the
public
governance
system
compared to the
function of the
social institution

Weakening of
legal connection
and apathy of
voters due to
“closed off”
governing elites
(“rebirth of
democracy
institutions”)

Main function
of the social
institution

To establish
a legal
connection
between the
individual and
the state with
mutual rights
and obligations
 political, social
and security
guarantees for
citizens;

 Methods of
representative
democracy:
elections,
government
feedback, “social
elevator”;

The main
methods and
mechanisms of
public
governance
currently used in
response to the
challenge for the
public
governance
system

 a vast variety of
available public
services and
community building


Convenience
and ease of access to
publicly available
information;

 monitoring the
intended use of
budgets;

 wider application
of persuasion and
stimulation methods
by the government
aimed at their
citizens and
diaspora

 The state becomes
an ecosystem of
service ecosystems
provided by private
and public bodies;

Decentralized
platforms

 Tokenization of
the election process,
enhancing political
accountability of the
party and the
elected
representative (in
particular, his/her
withdrawal);

Centralized
platforms

What can
fundamentally
change in the
public governance
system under the
influence of DIPs
and the social
institution

How digital platforms respond to the
challenge for the public governance system

Correlation of separate social institutions with challenges for the public governance
system and the means of their resolution
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2. State service

Social institution

To ensure
uninterrupted
and apolitical
execution of the
state’s functions

Main function
of the social
institution

Functions of the
state can be
performed not
only by
professional
workers, but also
by algorithms of
digital platforms

Challenge for the
public
governance
system
compared to the
function of the
social institution

 established
state governance
technologies

 integration of
service modules

 automation of
executive procedures;

 Unified state
“megaregister”;

 development of
private service
ecosystems

 Secure private
ledgers based on
blockchain to
integrate with
public electronic
ledgers;

 Preparation of
workers for public
service, creation
of bureaucratic
organization
structures;

Decentralized
platforms
 meritocratic
principles of
governance

Centralized
platforms

How digital platforms respond to the
challenge for the public governance system

 creation of legal
conditions for
receiving
citizenship

The main
methods and
mechanisms of
public
governance
currently used in
response to the
challenge for the
public
governance
system

 less hierarchic
public governance
system and fewer
staff positions

 More predictable
public governance;

What can
fundamentally
change in the
public governance
system under the
influence of DIPs
and the social
institution
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3.

Property

Social institution

Challenge for the
public
governance
system
compared to the
function of the
social institution

Property that was
previously
recorded only in
state ledgers
creates legal
derivatives of the
right to a value
that circulate in
private public
distributed
ledgers

Main function
of the social
institution

To establish the
right of an
entity to
a particular
good
notaries;

 court
arbitration to
settle property
disputes

 keeping state
data ledgers;



 insurance of
property risks;

 Various legal
jurisdictions;

The main
methods and
mechanisms of
public
governance
currently used in
response to the
challenge for the
public
governance
system

 additional proofs
and settlement of
some disputes without
arbitration

 convenient use of
data;

 Verification and
harmonization of
property data in
multiple state ledgers;

Centralized
platforms

 modularity and
integration with
state registers
within CIPs

 settlement of
some disputes
without arbitration;

 Use of secure
tokenized and
digital assets and
their accounting
systems;

Decentralized
platforms

How digital platforms respond to the
challenge for the public governance system

 guaranteed
implementation of
the principle of
exchanging rights
using digital assets
(“right to the right”)
in the DIP
environment

 Creation of an
international
environment
(beyond a single
jurisdiction) for
circulation of legal
rights to property;

What can
fundamentally
change in the
public governance
system under the
influence of DIPs
and the social
institution
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4. Legislation

Social institution

Challenge for the
public
governance
system
compared to the
function of the
social institution

Principle of the
rule of law stops
being the key
element for
regulating social
relations in
democratic
countries

Main function
of the social
institution

To secure the
ability and
freedom to act
by the influence
and power of
the state
 political
consensus of
businesses and
political elites

 direct
democracy
through
referendum;

 public anticorruption
activity;

 New government
institutions and
expansion of state
apparatus;

The main
methods and
mechanisms of
public
governance
currently used in
response to the
challenge for the
public
governance
system

 integration of
service modules

 regulation of
cryptocurrency
exchanges;

 unified state
“megaregister”;

 Convenience and
ease of access to
official information;

Centralized
platforms

 blockchainbased public ledgers
and budgets

 spread of
decentralized
autonomous
organizations
(DAO);

 Developing
self-organization of
individuals in
digital space;

Decentralized
platforms

How digital platforms respond to the
challenge for the public governance system

 guaranteed
implementation of
the “right to the
right” principle in
the DIP
environment

 public
governance ensured
by public trust;

 Software code
becomes one of the
sources of law and
a standardization
method;

What can
fundamentally
change in the
public governance
system under the
influence of DIPs
and the social
institution
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5. Market

Social institution

Challenge for the
public
governance
system
compared to the
function of the
social institution

“The balance
between public
and private goods
is unachievable:
mass imbalance in
favor of the
market and
imbalance of the
market” [13,
p. 228]

Main function
of the social
institution

To bring
together buyers
and sellers of
particular
products and
services as well
as establish an
exchange
between them
 implementati
on of sector
reforms that are
not supported by
the majority [13,
p. 194–195]

 international
trade rules;

 political
consensus of
businesses and
political elites;

 Financial and
credit policy;

The main
methods and
mechanisms of
public
governance
currently used in
response to the
challenge for the
public
governance
system

 expansion of the
“sharing economy”
without its proper
regulation

 world’s largest
digital platforms are
increasingly
becoming tax evasion
tools;

 Regulation of
cryptocurrency
exchanges;

Centralized
platforms

 every person on
Earth can own
a micro-DIP and
socially protect
themselves with
almost no state
involvement

 all digital
platforms can
become tax evasion
tools unless
regulatory
approaches are
significantly
revised;

 Mechanisms for
implementing direct
rather than
representative
democracy;

Decentralized
platforms

How digital platforms respond to the
challenge for the public governance system

 new global
legal regimes for
traditional and new
markets, etc.

 new demand
for the development
of civil society,
social capital and
collective
leadership;

 Creation of an
international
environment
(beyond a single
jurisdiction) for
circulation of legal
rights to property;

What can
fundamentally
change in the
public governance
system under the
influence of DIPs
and the social
institution
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Open society
weakens
traditional values
as informal
regulators

Main function
of the social
institution

To standardize
society with
values based on
its previous
experience

 increased effect
of the principle of
“protecting human
rights” in the
government, in
particular
empowerment of
marginal groups
and minorities

 Representative
democracy;

 emphasis on
current user needs

 Convenience and
ease of receiving
public services in the
way offered by the
state;

Centralized
platforms

 emphasis on
current and future
user needs

 Convenience and
ease of receiving
public services in
the way offered by
the market and the
state;

Decentralized
platforms

How digital platforms respond to the
challenge for the public governance system

* Source: author’s development taking into account [13; 191].

6. Culture

Social institution

Challenge for the
public
governance
system
compared to the
function of the
social institution

The main
methods and
mechanisms of
public
governance
currently used in
response to the
challenge for the
public
governance
system

 more intense
competition over
taxpayers between
states, etc.

 simple choice
of jurisdiction for
DIP users;

 rapid growth in
competition in
provision of
services and the
variety of services;

 Public
governance
becomes more
“peer-to-peer”;

What can
fundamentally
change in the
public governance
system under the
influence of DIPs
and the social
institution
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Table J.1
Structure of the mechanism for modernizing the public
governance system based on DIPs by ensuring the selected
public value in economy: proposed combination of the key
governance methods
Governance
method or feature

Description of the method or feature

Significant public value: No “unnecessary people”
1. The main
proposed way of
solving the issue

The main “parent” international DIP can easily create
numerous micro-DIPs that use secure private public
distributed ledgers and can provide their owner
(natural person or legal entity) with additional income
from self-employment within the DIP ecosystem
 To legally allow integration of private public
distributed ledgers with state ledgers used in
centralized information platforms;

2. Public and
administrative tasks
for implementation

 to recognize the legal status of tokenized assets
legally distinguishing them from cryptoassets (not
backed by property);
 to legalize the approach to management and
financial accounting of operations, in particular for the
purposes of taxation;
 to prepare the state apparatus (workers, procedures,
culture) to the changes introduced by digital
technologies, first and foremost — information
platforms, especially based on the distributed ledger
technology, for example, DIPs

3. Configuration of
the platform that
ensures the
proposed method

Field-specific platform (according to Table 8,
subsection 3.1) and its expansive modularity

4. Main methods

Micro-DIPs with their own small ecosystem; modules
compatible with various information systems;
tokenized assets (digital assets)
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Governance
method or feature

Description of the method or feature

5. Engaged tools

All listed tools (see Appendices F (р. 383) and
G (p. 387)) based and not based on distributed ledger

6. Engaged
governance methods

Incentives (bonuses and affiliate programs), business
profit, salary; harmonization of goals with the goals of
the system of the higher level, mutual values of living,
etc.

7. Engaged
supplementary
mechanisms

“Orchestration”; ecosystems with their own private
user microplatforms; “choreography” between
processes; autonomous regulation algorithms (DLT
smart contracts); crowdfunding (in the DIP
environment using tokenized assets and fiat currency);
registration of deals in DIPs; government
feedback 24/7; digitization of property rights and their
management in DIPs

8. Engaged social
institutions

Property; legislation; market; culture
1) “Nudging” of the governance object:

postgraduate courses of financial literacy and
investment outside commercial banks, structure of the
global financial system, features of information and
applied economy;

public speeches and articles of the global
influencers: intellectuals, top politicians and former
top executives;

9. Behavioral
procedures —
“nudges”


social engineering from the side of big and
middle businesses and international organizations
using DIPs;
2) “nudging” of the public governance system:

creation and extensive information support of
the first generation of micro-DIPs (as prototypes) in
the currently existing DIPs that allow doing so;

spread of state digital currencies (CBDC) as
a transition stage of digital transformations in the state
and society, and state-regulated method of increasing
trust to virtual assets, etc.
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Governance
method or feature

Description of the method or feature
 Wider application of economic, social and
psychological governance methods;

10. Expected
results

 fall of cryptoassets (cryptocurrency “bubbles”);
 decrease in the number and significance of
traditional intermediaries in modern market relations;
 provision of public services by public and private
structures
 Increase in the ability of the GaaP to mobilize state
and private resources to set up various configurations
of public services;

11. Expected
changes in the
existing model
“Government as
a Platform”

 significant improvement of coordination within the
system of public governance bodies and with
authoritative private providers of information
solutions;
 higher likelihood of meeting various expectations
and needs, and elimination of consequences of
opportunist actions of third parties
 Distribution of the new tool for fighting poverty in
the 21st century;
 adults and the youth learn new professions of the
21st century;
 significant changes in the sources of tax revenue;

12. Consequences

 decrease in the numbers within the state apparatus,
increase in its accountability;
 the state avoids social and political crises (hunger
strikes, riots, wars over natural resources);
 decrease in consumption of natural resources;
 increase in significance of education, intellectual
property and intellect, strengthening of meritocratic
governance principles
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Governance
method or feature

Description of the method or feature
 To create the foundation for domestic and
international policies regarding DIPs, specifically
between authorities and analytical centers;

13. Tasks for
preventing the loss
of state sovereignty
due to the influence
of DIPs

 to make sure that no apparent or hidden actions of
decentralized information platforms in the fields of
macroeconomics and politics have any negative
impact on national security and sovereignty (i.e. by
creating some sort of “cyber police in the field of
digital platforms”);
 to grow and invest in own (national) digital
infrastructure, in particular in infrastructure-level
platforms and in cybersecurity of storing ledgers

* Source: author’s development.
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Appendix K
Table K.1
Extract from the list of expected new professions to be used
in the environment of digital technologies and the
ecosystem of the Bitbon System decentralized information
platform of Ukrainian origin
Profession

Description
In IT

Designer of
digital offices

“A professional that designs digital offices (from cloud
software for management, such as BaseCamp, to virtual
spaces) for specific tasks of work groups. He/she
determines the demands of users, finds the best solutions,
creates the design and software”

Privacy balancer

“A specialist that finds the balance between maintaining
confidentiality and practical benefit of the user from using
his/her data. The less of the user’s data is available to third
parties, the more difficult it is for developers to come up
with a convenient solution that accounts for individual
features of a customer”

Interface
designer

“A specialist that develops and creates user-friendly,
customizable and secure interfaces for equipment, hardware
and software of various levels. An important skill is to be
able to create interfaces that are as convenient for the user
as possible. This profession already exists and is in high
demand. However, the development of the human-machine
communication will mean the need for more such
specialists, and their skills will adapt to solve new tasks”

Cyber security
technologist of
smart
environments
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“A specialist ensuring security at the lower levels of the
information infrastructure that connect smart environments
(i.e. in small local networks). It is expected that buildings
and businesses will be separated from the Internet into
a different segment connected to it through secure low level
links”

Profession

Description

Cyberspace
investigator

“A specialist that investigates, searches for and processes
information in the network. In particular, he/she can
actively search for information using officially permitted
cyber attacks on suspects. Essentially, cyberspace
investigators are already actively working, but the demand
for such specialists will only grow”

IT evangelist

“A specialist that interacts with end users of IT products
and promotes new solutions in the groups that are skeptical
about innovative technologies. He/she teaches people to use
new software and services in order to narrow the digital gap
within the population. Events aimed at teaching people
digital literacy already take place but are generally
voluntary. In the near future, it will become a real
profession”
In sports

Healthy lifestyle
adviser

Online coach

Sports analyst

“A personal fitness coach… that not only develops workout
programs, but helps with nutrition, analyses results of the
customer’s activity based on data. Essentially, such
specialists exist and work with people who can afford them,
but in the future, they will have more work opportunities
using the data of wearable trackers”
“A specialist that helps customers work out online. He/she
comes up with sets of exercises, demonstrates them to the
customer and watches if they are performed correctly using
a web camera or wearables. Since such coaches can work
from anywhere in the world, they will compete for
customers and, therefore, they will be forced… to become
media personalities…”
“An analyst of big data on athletes’ results, their physical
condition, ability to play on a certain position. Teams are
already managed based on data, which allows for the most
efficient combination of athletes on the field to achieve
team results and combine the puzzle pieces in the most
effective way…”
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Profession

Esports coach

Description
“Esports are becoming more and more similar to traditional
sports and, therefore, the demand for highly qualified
training grows. FIFA created its own virtual football
championship for Xbox and PlayStation; some American
universities have esports teams that are at the same level as
traditional sports teams, and their participants can receive
scholarships”
In management

Coordinator of
community
development
programs

“A specialist that organizes and maintains the dialogue
between independent teams of developers coordinating
long-term goals and the overall vision of the future while
helping them determine the program of mutual investment
in production and people. It is a new level of project
management: in the future, managers will have to
coordinate the work of project teams, the participants of
which are in different countries”

Coordinator of
production in
distributed
communities

“More and more productions will be set up as networks,
where independent producers join the process of making
the final product at various stages. This is why such
processes will need professionals that would coordinate all
aspects of order completion and organize the work of
independent teams…”

Cross-cultural
communication
manager

“A specialist that supervises the circulation of documents of
the company in foreign languages, monitors the key
meanings (e.g. when selecting marketing slogans), teaches
co-workers to preserve meanings in foreign languages and
unique cultural features when communicating with foreign
partners. Cross-cultural communication manager advises
the management of the company regarding business activity
in other countries…”

User community
moderator

“A specialist that organizes online and offline user
communities, supports their dialogue with the company’s
product developers and maintains their loyalty
(e.g. organizes contests)”

Facilitator

“A specialist that ensures successful group communication
using various discussion tools. This profession already
exists but will become more relevant because there will be
more cross-field and cross-cultural teams…”
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Profession

Manager of
human-machine
teams

Description
“A specialist that gathers a team of people, software and
robots with specific functionality in mind, teaches them to
work together, distributes tasks and monitors their
completion. In time, all managers will have to learn this
skill, but for now, there will not be that many humanmachine teams and they will be handled by specially
trained managers”

* Source: author’s development based on [4].
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У монографії розглянуто науково-теоретичні та сучасні практичні питання модернізації публічного
управління в Україні та світі з використанням інформаційних платформ, визначено умови й обмеження
модернізаційних процесів та сучасний стан інструментів і цифрових рішень у платформному
врядуванні, запропоновано підходи до модернізації публічного управління саме як системи через зміну
нормативної бази й організаційної моделі «уряд як платформа» в напряму створення більшої суспільної
цінності, не обмежуючись окремою країною, і мобілізації державних і приватних ресурсів для
влаштування різних конфігурацій публічних послуг.
Для науковців і фахівців у сфері публічного управління і цифрового та платформного урядування,
а також викладачів, аспірантів і слухачів вищих навчальних закладів, які навчаються за спеціальністю
«Публічне управління» і міжгалузевою спеціальністю «Електронне урядування».

Наукове видання
Кудь Александр Александрович
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